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ABSTRACT. 
Three time-varying functions, which can be extracted. 
directly from the raw speech waveform, are of importance in 
the field of automatic speech recognition. These functions 
arc the zero-crossing rate, the turnarou"td (local maximum 
or minimum) rate and the amplitude of the speech wave 
envelope. The aim of the work described here was to assess 
the feasibility of using these three variables to disting-
uish between the various consonant phonemes in English 
speech. 
The investigation was confined to consonants spoken 
in isolated consonant-vowel syllables, with· the COnS01'1ant 
in the initial position. All the consonant phoneme which 
occur in the initial position in English were spoken with 
each of ten vowel phonemes by four male speakers. 
The three functions mentioned above were extracted 
from the speech wave by computer routines and dioplayed 
Simultaneously using an on-line C.R.T. display. On these 
traces, the consonant part of the syllable could be 
readily distinguished by eye from that of the vowel, and 
the consonant was normally represented by a Single peak 
on each trace. Further computer routines were evolved to 
identify these consonant peaks and extract recogn1.tion 
parameters describing the form of the peaks. Mistakcs 
made by these programmes could be corrected manually from 
observation of the display. 
An attempt we.s then made to identify the consonant 
phoneme, using the values of the recognition parameters. 
The recognition algorithms took the form of modified binary 
threshold dec~sion trees, and the task of designin6 these 
algoritluns to fit new data was mostly automated. 
Separate algorithms were constructed to recoenise the 
utterances of each of the four speakers. For the appropriate 
speakers, the performances of these algorithms were very 
similar, about 65% of the utterances being classified 
correctly, with a further 25% of 'possibly' or tentatively 
correct identifications. The algorithms were, however, 
greatly speaker dependant, and performance fell off sharply 
when the speaker was changed. 
The performance of the algorithms was independant of 
the vowel spoken a.fter the consonant sound. For each 
speaker, satisfactory means were found to identify most of 
the consons,nt phonemes except the semi-vowel and nasal 
sounds. 
Many similarities could be seen between the four 
recognition algorithms, and it was concluded that the 
speaker dependance might be reduced by the use of a differ-
ent type of recoGnition algorithm coupled with normalis-
ation of the recognition parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
Interest in speech research covers a wide range of 
disciplines and is by no means a recent development. 
1. 
Linguists have long been concerned with speech research as a 
means of discovering the underlying structure of a given 
language. Physiologists and Psychologists have investigated 
the speech comnlunication process as a means of obtaining a 
better understanding of the working of the human nervous 
system. In the field of medicine, the aim has been to detect 
and correct speech defects. Likewise, Con~unication Engineers 
are concerned with improving the efficiency of speech 
information transfer and with bandwidth-reduction techniques. 
The present study is largely concerned with automatic 
speech recognition (A.S.R.). Work in A.S.R. has been 
stimulated by the growing need for efficient mun-machine 
connnunication • The development of a practical 
speech input (and output) device to a computer would be a 
great advance in this field. Speech recognition is one of the 
most complex pattern recognition tasks performed by a hunlun 
being, and the human speech recognition apparatus is amazingly 
efficient and flexible, being able to function in the most 
advorse conditions. Since the work to be described is 
concerned with the question of what useful basic parameters 
can be extracted from speech sounds for A.S.R., it is hoped 
2. 
that the results will be useful in understanding the human 
speech recognition process. 
Before proceeding to outline the many problems found in 
the area of A.S.R., it is necessary to review the speech 
production process and the terminology of speech J:'esearch. 
I. 1. The Production of Speech. 
The process of human speech production is described in 
great detail 'by F1nnagan (21). Fif:...rure 1.1. 1s a Schematic 
. 
diagram of the important speech organs (the....,Yocal :rracl). 
The gradual outflow of breath necessary for the p110duction 
of speech is created by contraction of the chest muscles. 
This air flow is modulated by pulsed abdominal contractions 
at the syllabic rate of speech. 
The breath stream is modified by the action of the 
vocal c,orcls te1otj'.J.,sl, which consist of two lips of ligament 
and muscle. The vocal cords can be relaxed to allow the 
passage of air, or tightly stretched 80 as to close the 
vocal tract, 
The moclified stream of breath emerging from the region of 
the glottis passes through the voanl cf1y.i ties and can be 
modulated in a great variety of ways to produce speech sounds, 
The nature of this modulation is determined by the shapes of 
the vocal cavities which in turn are dependent upon the 
Articulators 
. . 
Lips----
Teeth----
Jaw-----
Tongue---
Velum 
Voca.l Cnv:l.ti'es 
~-- Ifaeal . 
--Oral 
~- Pharyngea.l 
V.ocal . Corda 
Pig. 1.1 Schematic Diagram of. the 
V.ocal Traat. 
(Adapted from Potter, Kopp & Green.) 
3. 
positions of the speech articulators. These articulators are 
the lips, ~tceth, jaw, t011.~~ and ye;t~l.m. Like the vocal cords, 
the lips can be used to close or partially close the 
oral cavity:. The position of the velum similarly determines 
whether the ~qal_~yi ty is open or closed. 
The sound pressure wave emerging from the glottis and 
entering the vocal cnvi ties is termed the ~i ta.tiO!!; two 
distinct types of excitation are of importance in speech. 
Voiced sounds are excited by the vibrating action of the 
vocal cords. The vocal cords can be made to vibrate by a 
combination of glottal tension and the Bernoulli force caused 
by the passage of all"', allowing short bursts of air to enter 
the vocal tract. '1.'he fre0 .. uency of these glottal pulses is 
governed by the subglottal pressure and the glottal tension 
and is termed the ~[lmental fF~quency:. The fundamental 
frequency determines the pitcl1 of the sound. 
The action of the glottal pulses sets the acoustic system 
above the vocal cords vibrating at its natural frequencies, 
, 
The frequencies and amplitudes of these vocal tract resonances 
are governed by the shape of the cavities and are extx1emely 
important for the discrimination of voiced sounds. 
In unvoiced (9F voiceless) sounds, the vocal cords are 
relaxed and partially open. The sound pressure wave emerging 
from the glottiS is noiselike and strong vocal tract resonances 
4. 
do not occur, though the sound is still greatly influenced by 
the shape of the cavities. 
I. 2. Sounds of Speech. 
The articulators are capable of moving rapidly and to some 
extent independently to change the character of the sound 
produced. Only small changes in the vocal organs are necessary 
to produce a perceptual difference in the sound to a human 
listener. Of the vast number of possible articulations, only 
a restricted subset have meaning in anyone language. These 
sounds are perceived by the listener as the mutually exclusive 
Signals of the speaker's language, and are classif'led by 
linguists into categories called Ehonemes. The phoneme 1s 
defined as the snlullest linL~istic unit which can cause u change 
of meaning in a given language (7). The many distlnf:.,rtlishable 
versions of a single phoneme are called Allophones. 
Phonemes are not confined to static arrangements of the 
vocal tract, and a single phoneme utterance often correoponds 
to a sequence of articulatory events. A phoneme set can be 
defined for any language. A list of the Engllsh phonemes of 
importance in this study·is given in figure 1.1. In English 
the phonemes can be divided into the following classes~ 
I, 2.1. Vowels and Vowel-like Sound~. 
Vowel sounds are produced when the vocal tract is unobstruc-
ted. In normal vowel articulation, the excitation is purely 
voiced, the entrance to the nasal cavity is closed by the 
velunl, and the remaining articulators are held more or less 
. stationary. Vowels are continuant sounds (i.e. they may be 
susta.ined at will). Dlpthongs are produced by moving the 
articulators continuously from one vowel position to another 
within the same syllable. Glides (/j/, /1"/, /1/, /w/, /m/ 
and /n/) are made in a simila;r manner by moving the articulators 
smoothly from some initial position to the position for the 
following sound, the excitation being voiced throughout. 
Nas~ (/m/, /n/ and /rt,/) are prod.uced by opening and closing 
the nasal tract by means of the veltull and simultaneously 
closing the oral tract, again with voiced excitation. Since 
the period of time in which the nnsal tract is open can be 
varied at Will, nasals, like voweln, are continuant sounds. 
In English, the nasal port is normally closed except for 
these sounds. 
In a fricative sound, a turbulent flow of air is created 
by means of one or more constrictions at some point in the 
vocal tract. The excitation may be voiced or unvoiced fOr 
6. 
different phonemes. Fricatives are continuant sounds. 
I. 2.3. stops. (1P/..,/J?/,/t/,/diJ./JsLand hll. 
To produce a stop sound, a closure is formed at some 
point in the vocal tract, causing a short period. of silence 
while voiced or voiceless breath pressure is built up behind 
this paint. The vocal tract closure is then suddenly released, 
causing a short, sharp explosion of breath. 
I. 2.4. Affricatives. (!tr! and!d3). 
J 
Affricatives are a combination of stops and Fricatives, 
in which the stop sound is exploded quickly while the 
articulators move into the fricative position. The excitation 
again may be voiced or voiceless. 
The production of the individual phonemes 16 discussed 
more fully in Section 1. 4 • Pitch inflections ( in Chinese) 
and vocal clicks (South African Hottentot) aree±amples of 
speech sounds which are phonemic in languages other than English. 
I. ,3. , The Freg,uency SpectrtIDl of Speech_ 
The most widely used tool in speech research is the short 
time energy spectrum~ < This may be approximated by the outputs 
• 
of a filter bank, and is normally displayed visually by means 
of a Sonagraph ( or Sound Spectrograph). The record of the 
spectrum of a speech sound produced by a sonagraph is called 
a Sonagram (Spectrogram). In this, time and frequency are 
plotted on linear scales horizontally and vertically 
respectively, and the darkness of the trace at any point is 
proportional to the amount of energy present at the 
corresponding time and frequency. 
A classical study of the sonagrams of speech sounds was 
performed by Potter, 1(opp and Green (44).The sonngrarns of vowels 
and vowel-like sounds are characterised by several dark bars 
of energy corresponding to the natural resonances of the vocal 
tract. These energy bands are called formant~.. The formants 
are given numerical subscripts from low to high frequency, so 
that the fUndamental frequency is termed FC_,(F.nought) the 
first formant Fl and so on. 
Formants can also be observed in the sonagrruns of the other 
voiced sounds, but the formant structure is generally less 
clearly defined than for vowels. The sonagrams of unvoiced 
sounds are characterised by the presence of a broad, dark 
region of energy (called a "fill" by Potter, Kopp and Green) 
due to the noisel!ke quality of the sound. Sonagrams of various 
consonant and vowel phonemes in isolated consonant-vowel 
syllables are shown in f1guresl.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7. 
8. 
1.4. Problems in Automatic Speech Recognition. 
No general revu~ of the literature on Automatic Speech 
Recognition will be given here; the reade~'is referred to the 
recent survey by Hyde (28). Flan8gan's book(2l) covers the 
whole range of speech research. 
Despite considerable effort in the last twenty yeurs, 
progress in the field of A.S.R. has been extremely slow. 
The difficulty of the speech recognition task cnn be seen in 
the extremely large number of permissible variations for each 
single phoneme. The acoustic representation of a phonclne varies 
considerably with the talker, opeed 01' uttCl"ance, the adjacent 
phonemes and so on. Quite different sounds, for example, due 
to dialect differences, may occur for the same phoneme. 
The speech waveform is extremely redundant; it has been 
estimated that a saving of 1,000 t: 1 in channel capacity would 
be gained by transmitting the phoneme string instead of the 
original spoken message. Human beings are able to exploit the 
redundancy in the speech wave by the use of n hierarchically 
organised recognition system Vlhich functiol!B on many levels. 
This information about physical and linguistic constraints, 
knowledge of the vocal characteristics of the speaker, 
9. 
the content of the message and many more perceptual clues are 
utilised to over~ome the inherent ambiguities of speech sounds. 
The construction of a system with this sort of capability is 
¥ 
at present beyond the limits of scientific knowledge, and it 
is likely that the development of a general purpose A.S.R. 
device will have to wait until the human perceptual processes 
are better understood.' 
For these reasons, only partial solutions to the speech 
recognition problem have been sought, and generally only 
limited success has been achieved. Four factors which are 
involved in the development of all A.S.R. systems are of 
interest here. These factors are by no means independent of 
each other. 
Ie 4.1. Choice of the Recognitions Task. 
In many A.S.R. applications, it is possible to restrict 
the number of allowed articulations to a small subset of the 
whole range of speech sounds. The use of isolated words 
greatlyeimplifiesthe difficult problem of the temporal 
'I' 
segmentation of the speech signal, and such word recognisers 
have many practical applications. Ful"ther reduction to the 
level of syllables or phonemes spolten in isolation is very 
useful for the evaluation of recognition tech.niques, though 
it is rarely possible to extend the work directly to connected 
10. 
speech, since phoneme or syllable representations often differ 
greatly between the isolated and connected situations. 
The recognition problem can also be simplified by restriction 
of the vocabulary, for instance to the ten digits or to a 
small set of command words. In the very simple case of isolated 
digi t recognition, a IDClrkctable device has "ueen deSigned ( 38 ) 
and is being evaluated for autollmtic parcel sorting. In some 
instances, the vocabulary can 1)8 l'cduccd by eliminating cel,tain 
phonemes which are difficult to recognise. Restriction to a 
single spealcer enables substantial impl'ovement in the recogni tion 
scores, but it is largely invulid to generalise from such l.'1esul ts 
since speaker differences are so great. One application where 
the sihgle-speaker approach is valid is the astronant 
manoevering unit reported by 11erocher et al (26). 
Recognition at the phoneme level is the most obvious 
approach, and some degree of phoneme recognition is essential 
in a general A.S.R. device. However, since the phoneme is a 
unit of perceived quality, it may not always be possible to 
segment the speech sienal directly into Dhoneme units. 
The human listener undoubtedly makes use of recognition nt the 
level of syllables, words and higher linguistic units, and all 
these units must be utilised by a general purpose speech 
11. 
recogniser. Recognition schemes to achieve this have recently 
been proposed by Fant (19) and Zagoruil::ol (57). In S0111e 
restricted applications, such as digit recognition, syllable 
or word patterns may suffice without recourse to phoneme 
recognition. 
By far the most popular transform of the speech wuve used 
in A.S.R. is the frequency spectrum. There is abundant 
evid.ence that frequency information is used in the human 
recognition process, but it is unlikely that anything closely 
corresponding to the sonagrrun is extracted (4). 
The recognition of isolated vowel sounds by means of formant 
frequencies and amplitudes is relatively simple (22,25), 
but the many ambiguities seen in the sonagrams of connected 
speech limit the success of the spectr'al approach. Thus vowel 
phonemes are. characterised by areas in an Fl-F2 space, but 
these areas overlap, and their boundaries arc dependent on 
speaker, context, etc. (3 t 8 ,20). 
Martin at al (38) have shollln that formant slopes, and the 
regions of increasing and decreasing energy, are in some 
respects more useful. than the formant values themselves. 
The present work is largely concerned with the development of 
other parameters to supplement spectral information. 
12. 
~.4. D~sign of the Recognition Algorithms, 
Improvement in the design of speech recognition ale;orithrns 
is closely linked to progress in the fields of pattern 
recognition and artificial intelligence. Template matching 
techni~ues, in which the incoming pattern i~ compared with a 
set of stored patterns to find the best match, have been widely 
used. This method has the advantage of being relatively simple 
to implement, and the ease with which the stored patterns can 
be changed means that the system can be adapted easIly to cope 
with changes in language, speaker, recognition unit, etc •• 
However, it is often necessary to distinguish between patterns 
which are largely similar but differ in some important detail. 
The presence of prominent but irrelevant data can easily 
mislead the recogniser, which will respond to the stored 
pattern with the greatest overall correlation. 
Another method involves the extraction of Distinctive 
Features which are known to be characteristic of the speech 
sound elements. This approach was first suggested by Fant(18), 
who segmented the various phonemes. by a set of binary 
oppositions such as voiced/unvoiced, nasal/oral, tense/lax,etc •• 
With a scheme of this type, it is possible to exclude irrelevant 
data, but the feature extractors are far from easy to construct, 
and the system is much less flexible than a template matching 
approach. It is likely that the best approach would involve 
13. 
a compromise between pattern matching· and feature extraction. 
Self-adaptive (learning) techniques hav~ been used in 
A.S.R. systems with some success. tlAdaline" networks 
(adaptive threshold elements) for which training theorems have 
been evolved (41) have been used in self-adaptive A.S.R. devices 
by Talbert et al (52) and Damman (12). At present, however, 
learning systems cannot be exploited fully since the basic 
principles of recognition ure not fully understood. 
The work reported here is concerned with evaluating the 
usefulness of some parameters which can be extracted directly 
from the speech waveform in the time domain. The stud.y of the 
speech waveform ViaS ul"ged by Dudley (15) and Chang (11), who 
pointed out that much useful information can be extracted from 
the speech waveform without recourse to extensive filtering 
systems. Reddy (46) has devised a phoneme recogniser for use 
Vii th connected speech, in which spectral information is use(i 
only in the later stages. His results (81% cOl"rect phoneme 
recognition for a single speaker) compare favourably with 
those, of other workers. The temporal characteristics. of 
interest here are time interval and envelope measurements. 
14.· 
l.5 Time Inte,rvals. 
Two important time interval (T.l.) measurements can' be 
made directly from the raw speech waveform. The central trace 
of figure l.2 is a drawing of a. portion of the waveform for 
a typical vowel sovnd (/3/). The variations in air pressure 
are plotted against time, and the segment comprises about 
It glottal periods, a duration of 10- 15ms. The vowel wave-
form is of a. quasi-stationary nature, and 'repeats' after each 
glottal period. Within a single pe~iod, the waveform is dom-
inated by FI, Bnd F2 and the higher formants appear as a 
fairly irregular ripple. This type of vmveform occurs only 
when the formants are widely spaced in amplitude and freq-
uency. 
T.l. measurements are based on the identification of 
the zero crossing and turnaround pOints of the speech wave-
form. Zero crossings may be defined as the points in time 
whore the speech wave crosses the zero axis of air pressure, 
while turnarounds are the locnl maxima and minima of the 
. . 
speech wave. Since turnarounds occur at pOints of zero slope, 
the turnaround points correspond to the zero crossings of the 
differentiated speech wave. 
Infinately clipped speech (usually shortened to clipp~, 
speech) is made by constructing a square wave which changes 
polarity at tbe zero crossing pOints of the original speech 
wave. Differentiated and clipped speech is constructed in a 
15. 
similar manner from the turnaround points (see figure I.2). 
Both forms of clipped speech thus discard all the amplitude 
information contained in the original speech waveform. 
\ 
Interest in T.I.'s originally ste~~ed from experiments on the 
perception of clipped speech.. This work is reviewed in the 
following section. 
I.6 Perception of Clipp~d Sp~e_~~c~h. 
Clipped speech was the most severe type of amplitude 
distortion investigated by Licklider (34). Rlllowing this 
work, the classical study on the perception of clipped speech 
was conducted by Licklider and Pollack (35). Three basic 
circuits- an integrator, a differentiator and an infinate 
clipper- were linked to process speech in various ways. 
The major finding from these experiments was that the 
intelligibility of clipped speech was only slightly less 
than that of norma.l speech, although the clipped speech was' 
harsh and unnatural in quality. Differentiation of the 
speech wave prior to clipping gave slightly better intellig-
ibility scores than clipping alone, while integration prior 
to clipping reduced the intelligibility drastically. The 
intelligibility of all forms of clipped sp~cch was not 
greatly effected by further integration or differentiation 
after the clipping process. 
The work of Licklider and Pollack was extended by 
Ainsworth ( 1) to take account of the polarity of the zero 
crossings" (+ve. to -va or -V6 to +ve.). Ainsworth found 
16. 
that the intelligibility of clipped speech was improved if 
the distinction between +ve. and -vet going zero cr08sines 
was maintained, though the shape of the pulses signaling the 
occurence of zero crossings was relatively unimportant. The 
data for this experiment consisted of phonetically bala.nced 
(P.B.) words (16), and Ains.orth was able to show that while 
the intelligibility scores for individual phonemes did not 
differ greatly, the vowel-like sounds were less often confused 
than the fricatives. 
Further worl{ by Licklider. (36) dealt with the effect of 
qunntising the T.I.'s between zero crosaings. A reduction 
from 20,000 to 10,000 quanta per second produced a drop from 
96% to 91% in the articulation scores, which decreased rapid-
lyon further reduction of the number of quanta. 
Tanaka and Okamoto (53) also investigated some forms of 
T.I. distortion. In an attempt to combat noise, these work-
ers used a 'slice level' about which to clip, rather tha.n 
zero. Syllable articulation fell from 90% for a slice level 
at -50db. below the speech level to 75% at -30db and 45% at 
-20db. When the negative-going edge of a differentiated and 
clipped speech waveform was allowed to vary randomly in time 
subject to various maximum delays, syllable articulation 
with a slice level at -40db fell from 98% for a Irs delay 
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to 84% for 10rs, and 55~~ for 100rs , 
This perception work showed tha.t tha amplitw1e information 
in a speech wave may be discarded completely without serious-
ly impairing its intelligibility, provinen that the zero 
crossing or turnaround sequence is conveyed fairly accurately. 
This fact 1s f.~ remarkable tribu"te to the flexibility of the 
human speech analysis system, 8.nd illustrates the extreme 
redundancy of the speech wave. In connected speech, the 
clipping process preserves the basic temporal sequence of 
events in the original wave, and hence any perceptual clues 
present in this orderine. The identification of isolated 
clipped vowels is much more difficult than that of connected 
clipped speech. (1,55). 
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These experiments on the perception of clipped speech have 
led to much work on the analysis of T.l. information, and to 
attempts to useT.l.'s in A.S.R. This literature io reviewed 
in the following sections. 
I. 7. The Rela tl011Ship betwp.cn T. It's nncl The ~relJ.uenc"y_.Specttg.!!}. 
The surprisingly high intelligibility of clipped speech is 
partially' due to the retention of much of the spectral 
information in the original waveform by the clipping process. 
In figure l.2., it appears th~t the zero crossings are largely 
governed by Fl, while most of' the turnarounds are due to F2. 
This relationship was first postulated by Chang (10). 
However, this direct inverse relation between T.l.ts and 
Fo~nants only holds in simple cnses. Generally it has been 
sho'wn that the dominant frequency of the speech wave remains 
the dominant frequency of the clipped (zero crossing) version 
(23,56). When two formants are close enough in intensity 
(wi thin 5 db.) so that neither dominates the speech wave f both 
fonnant frequencies are apparent in the clipped speech 
spectrum (23). 
Sonagrams of clipped speech confirm that the clipping 
process preserves most of the irllpor·tant frequency components, 
though some formants, espec1ally at high frequency, may be 
lost, and much narrowing or broadening of the formants occurs. 
I 
! 
! 
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The effect of the rectangular edges of the clipped speech wave 
is to produce inter-modulation and spurio'ls high frequency 
componants due to the harmonics of the square wave. As a 
result, sonagrams of clipped speech have a blurred appearance; 
examples of such sonagrruns are given by Underwood (55). 
The spect~n of clipped speech was utilised by 
Licklider et al (35), who attributed the discrepancy between 
the intelligibilities of clipped, and differentiated and 
clipped speech to the closer approximation which sonagrams of 
the latter showed to those of the original speech wove. 
Similarly Ainsworth ( 1) explained his results for different 
transforms of clipped speech by showinlj thut the transforms 
which were more difficult to recognise had destroyed the moot 
spectral information. Thomas (54) wao concerned with the 
importance of F2 in speech perception. lIe pointed out that 
the higher intelligibility of differentiated and clipped speech 
might be due to an emphasis of F2 information. 
Chang et a1 (10) devised a T.l. display on an oscilloscope 
equivalent to the sonagram, in which the frequency dimension 
was replaced by the inverse of the T.l. length, and the· 
brightness of any point measured the frequency of occurrence 
of a T.l. of the appropriate length in the appropriate time 
segment. The display was found'to emphasise Fl when zero 
crOSSings were used and F2 for turnarounds. The two displays 
20. 
were superimposed to form the tlIntervalgrf.Ull". While the Pl 
and F2 variations could generally be picked out by eye on this 
display many spurious tracks not related to formant movements 
were also observed. 
The simplicity of Chang's device illustrates the great 
advantage of T.l. measurements. The filter banles needed to 
extract frequency spectra nre complex and costly, and great 
care is needed to counter the bandwidth-dependant delays in 
the responses of individual filters. T.l. measurements, on 
the other hand, can be extracted by simple circuits or computer 
routines, and there is no delay problem. 
There have been many attempts to extruct spectral 
information by means of T.l. measurements. One way of' 
improving the relationship between T.l.'s nnd Pormunts is to 
perform a coarse pre-filtering of the speechwave prior to the 
clipping process •. Salcai and Doshitn (49) used zero crossing 
information from the outputs of two filters chosen to match the 
range of the first two formants. A similar approach hus been 
used by many VloI'kers (9 ,42,43,45, 5:». Peterson (42 ~ 
showed that the correlation between the mean zero crossing 
rate and formant frequencies could be much improved by. 'this 
technique, but the measurement was still inaccurate under . 
certain conditions. Though efficient forrnant truckers cnn be 
constructed in this way ( 9 ), the compromise between spectral 
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and T.l. methods negates some of the merit of direct T.l. 
measurement by destroying the simple temporul relationship to 
the original wave. 
Another method of refining the measurement of T.l.'s in 
vowel sounds is to make use of the fine structure of the 
speechwave within individual glottal periods, In figure 1.2., 
it is apparent that the influence of Fl on the T.l.'s is 
greatest for the first few intervals after the glottal pulse, 
and becomes less marked in the later portions of the glottal 
cycle. The fine structure of T.r's has been analysed 
mathematically for two simple cases by Scarr (50). For a fixed 
larynx frequency and a variable single resonance, and vice 
versa, Scarr·found that first two T.I.'s after the glottal 
maximwn gave the best formant measurement; While for two 
resonances of equal amplitude at the thir'd and fourth harmonica 
of the larynx frequency,. these T.I.'s gave a good measure of 
the mean of the two resonant frequencies. Scarr was able to 
confirm these findings by experiment. 
The fine structure of vowel sounds was aloo utilised in 
the parallel studies by Underwood and Millar (55,40). Both these 
authors improved their results by using pitch synchronous gating 
to ignore the latter portions of the glottal cycle. ,stover(51) 
indicated that only the first 3 ms. of the glottal period are 
necessary for perception. Luter work by Underwood et al(33) 
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involved the measurement of both Fl and F2 by similar techniques. 
Using synthetic speech Lavington (32) has shown that for 
constant larynx frequency and energy, the number of turnarounds 
is in roughly inverse proportion to the average of F2 and F3. 
J.. 8. T. I._ j\nalys,is of ";Towel Sound~. 
The first attempt'to identify phonemes by means of T.I. 
information was due to Sulcai and Inoue (48). The basis of 
this worl< was the probability distribution of T. I. 's, the 
T.I. histogram. Histograms for both zero crossings and 
turnarounds were produced for five Japanese vowels. Generally 
one or two peaks were found in the histograms and the pOSitions 
of these peaks afforded some distinction between the vowels 
,.. 
wi thout being reliable in(licators of the formant frequencies. 
The following work by Sakai and Doshita (49,14), in which two 
frequency filters were used to'g1ve'T.I. 'histograms'for both 
the PI and P2 regions, achieved 94:% correctrecogni tion of the, 
five Japanese vowels for a single male speaker and 90'}'0 for u 
single female speaker. 
, 
Bezdel ( 5 , 6) obtained slightly better results than Sakai 
and Inoue in a similar study of Englirih vowel sounds.-,Again, 
the T. I. histogram Vias useel, and the r'esul ts were comparable 
to those obtained by spectral analysiS (22). 
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The most thorough study of '1'. I. measurements in English 
vowel Bounds was that of Millar (40) and Underwood (55). 
The aim of this work was to assess the merit of the T.I. 
approach, and thel'efore T. I. information was used alone, 
without recourse to pre-filtering. Millar was largely concerned 
with vowel identification, while Underwood attempted to 
synthesise clipped vowels and voiced phrases from T.I.statistics. 
The 1st. order T.I. statistics (T.I. histograms) were found to 
be of little use for identifying or synthesising the 12 English 
vowels. Since these measurements pay no attention to the order 
in Which T.l.'s occur, the. 2nd. order T.I. statistics were 
, . 
exrunined by means of die.gram ext:r>action and display apparatus, 
and both vowel recognition scores and the perception of 
synthesised clipped vowels were found to be improved by this 
means. Millar found that the 12 voweL phonemes could be 
separated into four groups fairly reliably, but it remained 
difficult to distinguish between individual vowel phonemes. 
UnderViood further extended his synthesis work to trigrnrn(3rd order) 
statistics, and found that clipped vowels synthesised from this 
data were nearly as intelligible as the original clipped speech. 
The T.l. statistics were found to be influenced markedly by 
pitch changes, and this was counteracted to some extent by the 
use of pitch synchronous gating. Millar and Underwood concluded 
that the ordering of T.l.'s was of great importance :ro~ speech 
. ~ 
,"" 
analysis and perception. 
I.9. Ttl. Ana1usis of c9nson~nt Sounds. 
The T.I. histograms of some consonnnt phonemes were 
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examined qua1i ta ti vely by Millar (40). Only the continuants, 
fricative and nasal sounds, were considered. A fair amount of 
visual discrimination was possible between the histograms. 
The noiselike quality of voiceless fricatives led to n Single, 
. 
wide peak composed of very short T.I.'s, while for the voiced 
fricatives additional peaks due to T.I's of n much loneer 
duration were observed. 'The positions and shapes of these 
peales afforded some distinction between the individual phonemes. 
The T.I. histograms of nasa.ls were dominated by the effect of 
the fundamental and nasal freQuencies, with very long '1'. I' s 
predominating. The T.l. histograms of the voiceless fricatives 
lsi and If I, the nasals Iml and Inl and the VOiceless stop lIeI 
were also examined by Sakai and Inoue (48). The histogram for 
Ik/ was shown to be dependent on the.vowol following the stop 
sound. T.l. histogr~ls in conjunction with pre filtering and 
duration measurements were used fairly successfully for 
consonant recognItion by Doshita (14), who reports 70% correct 
recognition of unvoiced consonants. 
Since consonants do not generally have the quasi-stationary 
properties of vowel sounds, it 1s difficult to extend the sort 
of T.l. statistics used by Millar and Underwood to cover all 
the consonant phonemes. The fine structure between pitch 
periods is non-existent in unvoiced sounds, and is less clearly 
defined in voiced consonants than in vowels (13). The most 
useful T.l. measurements which are easily upplicable to the 
whole range of speech soundn are the T. I. rates. These l"'ates 
may be expressed as the number of T.l's occurring within a 
short II counting time", tc, roughly equivalent to the shortest 
time (one elottol cycle), in which the speech waveform is 
capable of changing significantly. These f\mctions will be 
termed Z. (zero crossing rate) and T. (turnaround rate), 
after Lavington (.32). Time interval rates were first used by 
Chang (10,11). 
Zel'o cros sing measurements played on importnnt part in the 
general A.S.R. syetem devised by Reddy (46), who calculated the 
number of zero crossings and the standard deviation of this 
number occurring within a speech segment which was to be 
associated with a single phoneme. In this process, the speech 
segment was first associated with one of four phoneme groups, 
"vowel-like", "fricative-like", "nnsal-liquid-like", and 
"stop-like". :E'ricative-lilce seLrments were ,identified partinlly 
by the presence of a large number of zero crOSSings, and 
nasal-liquicl-lil<:e segments had a very small number. li'urther 
claSSification to individual phonemes was largely accomplished 
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by spectral measurements, but zero crossings were used in the 
separation of fricative-like sounds. The standard deviation 
of zero crossings was mainly used in connection with the 
preliminary identification of "sustained" and "transitional" 
parts of the speech wave. 
Lavineton (30, j 1,32) hus obtained promising results using 
a Z/T measurement space, Vii th tc = 10 ms. It 1.s possible to 
associate some vowel and consonant phonemes with separate end 
distinct areas in the ZiT spllce. 95% Ilccurucy was obtained 
with a small (16 word) vocabulary of isolated syllables over 
a large ntunber of speakers, though the range of phonemes was 
very restricted. Lavington aimed to develop this \'Iork towards 
a spoken digit recogniseI', and was able to distinguish between 
all the initial consonants occurring in the 10 digits, provided 
no distinction was mudebetween /f/ und /()/. 
Ie 10. The .t-.mpli tude Envelol?e. 
Although experiments on clipped speech hnve shown that the 
removel of all the amplitude information in the speech llave 
does not greatly effect the intelligibility to the human ear, 
amplitude information cun be used with advantage for A.S.R. 
purposes. A brief study by the author of amplitude mOd.uluted 
clipped speech, in which the original speech envelope was 
retained, indicated that the intelligibility of isolated 
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vowels was improved slightly, and that the quality of these 
vowel sounds was more "natural". 
Speech envelope variations, like T.I'~ can easily be 
extracted from the original speech waveform. The envelope 
function used in this thesis is given by the highest value 
amplitude modulus fuund in a single counting period of length 
tc., and will be called I. (intensity). A similar measure was 
used in later stages of the work by Lavineton (30,31). 
Amplitude measurements played an important part in the 
work of Reddy (46). Together with zero crossing information, 
intenSity measurements enabled the speech wave to be divided 
into segments which could be identified with a single phoneme. 
Both mean value of the intenSity of a segment and the standard 
deviation of this parameter were used. Vowel-like segments 
were found to have the highest intensity values and fricative 
like the lowest, with the nasal-liquid-like sounele forming an 
intermediate class. 
Other A.S.H. systems Which make use of nmp1itude information 
were reported by Gold (25), Tolbert et a1 (52) and Damman (12). 
I. 11. Outline of t~1e Present !3t:u~. 
... ' 
The aim of the work presentee in this thesis was to 
investigate systematically the properties of the three temporal 
parameters Z. T. and I. in consonant sounds, in order to 
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evaluate their potential for A.S.R. purposes. 
An efficient A.S.R. device would undoubtedly make use of 
some compromise between the frequency and time domain 
approaches, in order to obtain the best of both worlds. 
In order to effect the best compromise, it is necessary to 
know the relative ~irtues of both methods when used alone. 
While the properties of T.I's in vowel sounds have been 
thoroughly investigated (40,55), and compromise solutions have 
been used to good effect ( 9 ,14,33), the position is by no 
menns clear for consonant sounds, though the work reviewed in 
the preceeding section shoVis much promise. It is clear that 
the traditional "sonazram" approach is less well EJuited to 
consonant sounds than to vowels, sj.nce formant patterns are 
less clear or non-exist.ant, and context dependence is increa~1ed. 
This work therefore follows thnt of Millar (40) and 
Underwood (55) in relying on a high Signal to noise ratio 
(49 db),. rather than the use of filters to counteract noise, 
in order to obtain direct temporal transforms; and o.lso in 
being based exclusively on individual phoneme recognition. 
Any flexible, large vocabulary device must be able to 
distinguish between phonemes to some extent: this is, 
of course, true of human listeners (21,39). It was hoped that 
the addition of the amplitude parameter (I.) would enable 
distinction between the whole range of ~lg1ish phonemes. 
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In Reddy's work (46), the envelope measure was used mainly to 
make broad distinctions between phoneme classes. 
The availability of a versatile, high speed computing 
system based on a Digital P.D.P.B and 338 programmed display 
(see appendix 2) made it possible to examine the variations in 
time of the three functions Z., T. and I. simultaneously for 
a sinGle utterance. Once the consonant representations on the 
Z., T. and I. traces had been identified, various recognition 
parameters were extracted from each trace. This parameter set 
was then used in an attempt to recognise the phoneme. All the 
processing was done on the computer, though mnny of the 
operations, especially in the earlier stages, could just as 
easily have been accomplished using hardware. Since it was 
not intended to construct a practical recognition device, no 
attempt was made to make the parameter extraction process 
fully automatic. A compromise was reached between the 
processing time saved by better progrrul~es and the time taken 
to develop these progranrrnes. ManUll correction of programme 
errors was greatly simplified by the flexibility of the 
computing system. 
The general approach to the problem is discussed in 
Chapter 1 of this thesis. This chapter also includes a review 
of the properties of each of the consonant phonemes, and an 
indication of how these factors should influence the behaviour 
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of Z., T. and I. Chapter 2. describes the method and 
software used in the investigation. The results are presented in 
Chapter 3., and the research is discussed in Chapter 4. 
31. 
CHAPTER I. 
1.1. Data. 
The investigation was confined to consonants spoken in 
the ini tinl posi tIon in i::301uted consom:mt - vowel syllables 
(C.V. sounds). The restriction to isolated syllables 
greatly simplifie,J the problem of segmenting the consonant 
representation from its surroundings. The initial position 
WD,S preferred since some of the consonants (especially Ih/, 
/j/, /r/ and Iw/)are difficult to pronounce in the final 
posi tion. 
Consonant sounds spoken in the final position, or in 
continuous speech, can differ in many respects from tl1.ose 
uttered in C.V. syllables. The method Vlould require much 
revision to cover the more general case. A discussion of 
the possibilities for extension of the work will be found in 
section 4.1. 
1'he C. V. sounds Vlere recorded. on me,gnetictape using 
high-quality equipment. Details of the recording method are 
given in appendix (1). The C. V. syllables were always 81)oken 
and fed to the computer in pnirs, since this suited t.he 
storage capacity of the P.D.P.-8. An added advantage of this 
procedure was that differences in stress and pitch Vlere often 
observed between the first and second utterances of a pair of 
C.V. sounds, It would obviously be useful if the recognition 
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algorithnl could be made agnostic to these changes. 
Subjects were given no special instructions with regard 
to uttering the C.V. sounds, except to give approximately 
equal stress to the consonant and the vowel. Subjects were 
allowed to speak at their own speed and were asked to repeat 
a sound if they considered that they had made an error in 
pronunciation, 
All the consonants were dealt with except the nasal III I 
(as i11"sin8"), which is difficult to pronounce in the initial 
position, The 23 remaining consonants were spoken in pairs 
in an ad hoc order with each of the 10 vowels in turn • 
• 
The 10 vowels used covered the v/hole of the FI-X;'2 range.' 
Figure 1.1.(a) lists the consonants i~ their order of 
utterance, To simplify the computer printout and display, 
the consonants were numbered from 1 to 23 in this order. 
'1'he computer printout for each of the consonants 1s shown in 
the fourth column of figure l.l.(a). Figure l,l.(b) lists 
the 10 vowels used and their eql.l.ivalent computer output. 
The computer output symbols are used in many of the figuI'es 
in the following sections. 
For a single subject, 2 sets of C.V. sounds Vlere 
recorded' for each vowel. Since the consonants were spoken 
in pairs, this gave 4 examples of each possible C.V. 
utterance and 40 repetitions of each consonant. 
CONSON AN'rS VOWELS 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17/ 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Computer Computer 
Phoneme 'rlS in' Output Phoneme las ill' Output 
p pay P i heed EE 
t to T I hid I 
k key K E head E 
! for F 0.2. had A 
9- thfn TH '3 herd ER 
tJ chin GH u.. toot U 
h hfd H u hoot 00 
b bed D a. hod 0 
d do D ~, hoard OR 
g go G a hard AR 
v vote V 
d then DH 
d3 job J 
B see S 
J she SH 
z zoo' Z 
5 a.zure ZH 
j you Y 
r read R 
1 let L 
.'W win ' VI 
m me M 
n no N 
Figl.l Table of the Phonemes studied with their' 
Eql.livalent Computer Output. 
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Utterances by 4 mnle speakers were investigated. 
Of these, the subjects C.W.T., '!I.A.A. Hnd M.A. spoke stanuard 
English, while subject P. D. G. had a strong Yorkshil:'e accent. 
1.lhJhe Z. '1'. I. Diagram. 
Figure 1.2. shows the type of display used th!'ou[~hout 
this study to examine the behaviour of Z., T. and I. 
The diagram has been photographed directly from the 338 
screen(see Appendix (2) ). 
In figure 1.2., time runs along the abscissu, and the 
distance on the a.xis bet,veen successive paints represents 
a single counting interval of length tc ,'(the vnlue of .tc 
was normally 6. 4 :~ms., see section 2.1.2). The Z., T. find 1. 
traces are displaced vertically, with Z. at the bottom, 
T. in the centre and I. at the top. The ordinates on the Z. 
end T. traces are the nwnbers of Zero Crossings or 
Turnarounds found in a single counting interval, while the 
I. ordinate represents the highest value of the modulus of 
the envelope found within this period. This form of display 
vlill be referred to as the Z. T. I. diagram. 
Figure 1.2. shoVis the Z.T.I. diagram for 2 utterances 
of the sound /t'!/ by subject C.W.T. The traces hnve been 
smoothed and scaled in the manner described in section 2.1. 
Maximum 
Ampl i tud e . 
Number of 
Turnaround s • 
Number of 
Zero 
Crossings . 
~ 
In 
SampJing 
Interval. 
Fig. 1 . 2 Z.T.I. Diagram for two Utterances of 
/t3/ by C. W. T. 
( acs .) 
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On each trace 1 t is a simple mutter to piclc out by eye the 
points on the Z. 'r. I. diagram where the utterance beeins, and 
to distinguish between the consonant and vo\,!el parts of the 
sound. The consonant appears as a single peak on each trace, 
and there is a minimunl position corresponding to the boundary 
between the consonant and the vowel. It Vias found that 
consonants in C.V. sounds could normally be treuted as 0. 
Single peak on each trace, though in some CDses this penk 
was absent, and occasionally multiple peaks were observed. 
The method involved dete~lining the positions of these 
consonant peaks on each trace and measurina parameters from 
them. These parl:.1!l1eters were then used in an attempt to 
identify the consonant. The parameter set used is described 
in the next section. 
1.3. The Recognition Parameters. 
Figure 1.3. is an enlarged drawing of n typical Z.'l'. I. 
diagram for a C.V. sound. The apparent starting paints of' 
the sound on the 3 traces often differed slightly. 
In Pigure 1.3 these posi tiona are called Z. MA11K, T. MARK and 
I. t!ARK. The dingrrun has been. drawn with t;::o corresponding 
to the eurliest of the 3 start markers to occur - T.MARK in 
this cuse. The value of the Z. and I. traces has been eet 
l IPW : 
ISD" i .: J..!... I I 
: -jILE I 
I t---fIo1 
• I I -t .... 
------ . -- .......... - ....... 
Parameters 
1/ Z Peak Size: 
Zl)S=(Zc/Zy) .100 
2/ Z Peak Drop: 
ZPD=(Zr/Zy).100 
3/ Z Peak Widthl 
ZPW 
4/ Z Leading Edge: 
ZLE 
5/ T PeakS1ze: 
Iy TPS=(Tc/Ty ).100 6/ T Peak Drop. 
TPW 
IMARK --'I---ot 1--=---L-....;:t.:.=..:..L::...::.:....:.::...::~~ ;t:: :.¥.c. 
1m 
TPD;:(Tr/Ty).100 
7/ T Pea.k Width: 
TPW 
8/ T Leading r~dge: 
... 
TLE ..,...... TLE 
---_ ..... 
ZMARK 
T 
z 
9/ I Peak Size: 
'IPS=(Ic/lv)·lOO 
m , 11/ I PeakW1dth: 
-- --.-~ ~~: ~ --~]-~ --!T"V To lOl,I m~( ~:;i~) ,lOa 
r--'--__ ,L......JL.......-----{... .. -~..... ..., .' 11'1'1 ' ,,' 
Zy 
'" Zm 
.. - ...... -,- °I 
!-+---:~-+-__ .L..--_;U ... ... 'IIt.oj - -
I' Z~w.: 
I I . I I 
: tZLD 
t 
t , , 
• 
12/1 Leading Edge: 
IJJ!~ 
13/ I Start Delay: 
,ISD 
START Fte; 1.3 Extraction of the 
Recognition Par~meters, 
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to zero in the intervening period, (See Section 2.1.4 ). 
The 3 vertical lines drawn on each trace indicate from left 
to right the positions of the Consonant Maximwn, the Minimum 
between consonant and. vowel, 'and the maximum value on the 
vowel part of the trace. 
In the case of the I. trace, changes in the envelope of 
the vowel as the sound died away often led to a false 
estimate of the position of the consonant peak. This was 
eliminated by confining the position of the consonant peak 
to the part of the utterance before the position of the 
overall maximum, since the consonant part of the I. trace 
wa.s ~enerally of lower s.mpli tude than that of the vowel. 
Four parameters were measured from the consonant peak on 
each truce. These are listed in figure 1.3. 
1.3.1. The Consonnnt Penk Sizes ZePo.S •• 
w 
T.P.S. and I.P.S. 
The measurement of the height of the consonant peule 
corresponded most closely to the parameters used by other 
workers,(See Section 1.9 ). The peak size was obtained 
by di vidin~ the maximum consonant height by the maxion.uTl 
vowel height and expressing this ns a percentage. 
The normalisation by the height of the vowel maximum meant 
that the values of Z.P.B. and T.P.S. differed between vowels 
due to changes in the vowel formant values. 
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The normalisation was intended to stabilise the measurement 
for those consonants with a variable articulator poni tj.on, 
such as Ih/, Iv and If/, 'If/hen the formant pattern tended to 
be similar to that of the following vowel. These consonants 
were expected to be the most difficult to identify. 
The differences in the vowel height were at any rate much 
smaller than those occurring between the consonants, 
1.3.2. The Cq.D:.£.onant Peale Drop"~.1 Z. P. D. ,T. P. D .. undo I~R!.P.. 
A crude measure of the mugni tude of the change l)etween 
the consonant and the vowel was ol)to.ined from the height of 
the Minimum dividing the 2 parts of the C.V. sounu..This was 
again normalised by the· maximum vowel height nnd expressed as 
a percentage, 
The duration of the consonant part of the C.V. sound on 
each trace was measured as the number of points bet'ween the 
posi tions of the starting point of the tx'ace .. and the Minimwn' 
between the consonant and vowel. Thus Z.P.W. :;: 20 VIas 
equivalent to a Z. duration of 20 x tc ms. 
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1.3.4. The Consonant Onset times Z.t.E., T.tIE and I.L.E. 
The time taken for the Consonan~ Peak to rise to its 
maximtun position was measured as the munber of pOints between 
the appropriate start marker and the position of the Consonant 
Maximum. This gave a measure of the abruptness of the onset 
of the sound. 
1.3.5 .• , 
Par some consonants, mostly Iff, /el and /h/, the 
apparent starting point on the I. trace occurred considerably 
later than on the Z. and T. traces (see scction 3.1.9.1 ). 
This was utilised for recognition of these sounds by 
measuring a 13th. J.)arameter, ,the Ie start ,del,f\Y:z I. S.~IJ. 
I. S. D. was tnl{en as the number of points between the overall 
start of the sound and I. MARK. 
In cases where no distinct peak occurred on a Darticulnr 
trace, all tIle relevant parameters were oct to zero except 
the onset time (t. E. ), which was made equal to the number at' 
points between the start marker and the overall maximum of 
the trace. 
These parametel~s, particularly the peak widths were, of 
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course, far from independent of each other. Linlitations and 
possible modificationsof the parameter set are discussed in 
Section 4.2. The method used for extracting,thc:J 
parameters is described in Section 2.1. 
The next section presents a more detailed revue of the 
production and spectral prope'rties of the various consonant 
sounds and considers how these factors should influence tho 
Z.T.I. diagram. 
1. 4. Rehnvi~~ Z.~. a~U~ i!LCC?]lS_g.~l~~~12. 
-
1.4.1. General. 
Unlike the vowels (and vowel-like consonants)" consonant 
sounds generally possess at least some degree of fricative 
(noiselike) modulation. The presence of this voiceless 
modulation means that the behaviour of a consonant sound on 
the Z.T.I. diagram can be widely different from that of a 
vowel,' 
When fricative excitation predominates, the formant 
structure of the Bound disappears, and the sound can be 
considered as bancl limited white noise. 1'ho soni'.l.gram is then 
characterised by the broad, dark region of' energy known us 
a "fill". When this occurs, the Zero Orossing Hnd t!'urnaround 
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rates will be similar, and will presmnably respond to some 
frequency in thE"! "centre" of the energy banll. Since the' 
energy band often extends to frcquencleo above the vowel 
formant range, the Z. and rl'. rates can 110 much higher than 
those of the following vowel in a C. V. sonn(l. The value of 
the parruneter Z. P. S. will l)ecome very large, since the zero 
crossing rate of the 'following vowel will be re(~tricte<l by 
its Fl value. (Sec Section 1.1) 
All the consonants except the Glides und Nasnls can be 
divided into cognate phoneme pairs. Each pair of.' phonemes 
is made using roughly the Game oct of articulato!' positions, 
corresponding to a single formant pattern. Coenate phonemes 
differ in the type of modulation present: voiceless 
consonants are produced primarily by fricative excitation, 
I 
while voiced consonants combine fricnti ve 8n(1 vocal chord 
modulation. 
The preoence of vocul chord excitation in voiced 
consonants means thflt thane sound~ retain a formnnt otructnre 
to some extent. Some formant bars can UBUGlly be observed · 
in the sOMernms of these sounds, though the pattern 18 
generally less well defined than for u vowel, nndsomc of 
the formants (especially the h1eher ones) may 'be lost. 
Often broad regions of energy due to the fricative componant 
of the sound can also be seen. 
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In a strongly voiced sound, with a clear formant pattern, 
the Time Interval measurements will respond with vowel-like 
behaviour, Z. being influenced most by the value of Pl and T. 
by the higher formant values. Since PI generally appears 
more clearly than the higher formants in the sonngrams of 
voiced consonants, the Zero Crossing rate will be morc 
influenced by the voicing than the Turnaround rate, Hnd the 
values of Z. P. S. will be 10Vler for voiced than for umroiceu 
sounds, 
The extent to which the formant pattern influences the 
sona;"5ram and Z. T. I. diagram of a consonant sound will depend 
on the relative proportions of' Voiced and voiceless modulation 
present. This ratio can vary 'between speakers, between 
phonemes, between different utterances of' tho snme phoneme, 
and sometimes within a single utterance. In general the 
Z.T.I. diagrams of' voiced consonants will ahow more vowel-like 
features than those of the voiceless consonants; thouGh the 
latter may also be influenced slightly by the formont pattern, 
since weak formants are oometimas observed in their sonl1g1~o.ms. 
Voicelel'33 sounds generally have a lower ampl! tude value 
than voiced sounds, and this should be reflected in the values 
of the parameter I. P. S. The cOl1oonnnt peal\:s (especio.lly the 
I. peak) on the Z. 'I'. I. diagram will be more distinct for 
voiceless than for voiced sounds, since there must be a sudden 
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change at the onset of the vowel for voiceless sound.s at the 
moment of awi tching to voiced exci tation. 'rhe prominence of' 
the I. peale and, the Sh£lrl)ne,3S ot' the change on the I. trace 
to the following vowel will again depend on the relative 
amounts of voiced and voiceless modulation used. 
~'he duration of the consonant sound will be reflected in 
the widths of the consonant peaks on the Z.T.I. diagram, and 
the sharpness of' the onset of the consonant souncl will govern 
the L. E. values. These consonants with a lange 1"1 duration are 
more likely to reach 0. "stee.dy state" posi tion, prOducing 
flat topped peaks. 
Variations in stress can also have a large effect on the 
sonogram of 0. consonant sound. In addition to changing the 
overall amount of energy present in the sound, in many.wuys 
variation in stress can.effect the formant I'attern p:rOduced~, 
Increase in stress will generally lead to a larger I. peak. 
Sometimes increased stress also leads to the appearance of 
additional formant barsHt higher frequencies in theeonngrams. 
This will generally increase the l'urnaround rate.· ,.' Qui te 
different Z. T. I. diagl'ru116 maybe, J;>roducod tor stressed und 
unstressed versions of the same utt(}ro.nce. , 
The follow1ng,sub-sections describe the production and· 
spectral properties/of cachof the consonant phonemes, end 
indicate how these may eff'ectthe Z.T.I. di$.gram. > 
Most of the data on consonant spectra is taken from 
Potter, Kopp and Green (44). 
1.4.2. The Stop ~ound~. 
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The phonemes /p/, Itl, Ik/, /bl, Id/ and /el belong to 
the class of speech sounds known as stops. Stops are 
produced by : 
(0) Stopping the breath stream by forming n closu1"e at some 
point in the vocal tract. 
(b) Building up breath pressure behind the pOint of closure. 
(c) Exploding the breath by quicltly reopening the vocal tract. 
Stop sounds cannot be sustained and are necessarily of 
short duration. For this reason the consonant peaks on the 
Z.T.I. diagram for stop sounds should be narrowerthantho~e 
for other types of consonants. The sudden release of breath 
in the explosion of the stop should give rise to low values 
of the onset times (L.E.) on the Z.T.l. diagram. 
Typical sonagrams of the stop sounds in isolated a.v.· 
syllables are shown in figurcl.4. Since the consonants 
were always spoken in the initial position, the stop gup 
(the period of silence while b~eath is built up) cannot be 
used as n recognition clue, and the sonagrams are 
characterised by a short "spike fill" due to the,sUdden 

Fig . 1 . 4 Sonagrame of C. V. Syllables spoken by C. W. T. 
- StOI?9 
1'1' 
'I"i' 
(a) /pI/ 
(b) It!/ 
(c) /kI/ 
( d ) /ba/ 
( e ) /d I/ 
( f ) /g~/ 
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release of breath. 
The phonemes /p/, /t/ and /le/ are produced primarily by 
fricative excitation and are known us Voiceless stops. 
The Voiced Stops (fb/, /d/ and /g/) combine vocal chord with 
fricative modulation. The Voiced Stops tend to have a 
shorter duration than the unvoiced stops - this is illustrated 
by the widths of the spike fills in figure 1.4. 
The I. peaks for the VOiceless Stops were expected to be 
smaller but more distinct than those of the Voiced stops, 
while the Z. and T. peaks of the VOiceless Ctopo were 
expected to be more pronounced than those of the VOiceless 
Stops, since for the latter the relative amounts of voiced .. 
'X!lodulation 
and voiceless,).,rnay vary. . In general the Z. T. I. diagl'a!Jl will 
be more variable for voiced than for voiceless stops. 
The stop sounds may be divided into cognate pairs, 
each pair having the same point of closure in the vocal tract. 
One member of each pair is voiced and the other voiceless, 
1. 4.2.1. The StolL,Pa1r /P/ and I~ 
In the phonemes /p/ and /b/, the vocal tract closure 1s 
formed by closing the lips. The naturul value at Fl for 
this position of the articulators 1s rather low, 
corresponding to that of the vowel ~/. For this renson 
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the Z. peaks should be small, especially for the voiced stop 
/b/, where the influence of Fl is greater. If the modulation 
was totally voiced, the value of Z.P.S. should not exceed 100 
except for following vowels with very low vulues of Pl. 
The Z. peaks for 11'1 should also be smaller than those of the 
other unvoiced stops owing to the influence of Fl. 
Sonagrams of Ipl have spike fills which are normally 
darkel' towards the bottom of the pattern, indicating a 
concentration of en~rgy at low frequencies. Figure 1.4(a) 
is an extreme example of thiS. This implys that Ipl will 
have smaller T. peaks. To a lesser extent this will also 
be true of /b/. 
In this phoneme pair, the vocal tract closure is made by 
holding the tongue against the back of the teeth. 
This corresponds to a medium value of Fl, sinlilar to that of 
the vowel 100 I. The value of Fl should hold do"'m the height 
of the Z. peak for the voiced stop Id/. In a totally voiced 
sound, the values of Z.P.S. would be less than 100 for back 
vowels (high Pl), about 100 for mid vowels and greater than 
100 for front vowels. TheFl influence will be less strong 
for the unvoiced stop It/. 
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SOIJa)grams of' It I (e.g. figure l.4(b) ) show a large 
amount of' energy towards the top of the pattern in the higher 
frequency range. This means that the T. peules for It I should 
be fairly hieh ; the height of' these penles for Idl wl11 
depend on the relative amounts of voiced and unvoiced· 
mOdulation, but should generally be greater' than for the 
other voiced stops. 
1. tt. 2. 3. The~ stop p~kl find !.g!.. 
The stops 11el and lei are l)roduced by vlncing the back 
of' the tongue against the roof' of the mouth or the velum prior to 
exploding the stop. The exact position of the closure varies 
Vii th the follov/ing vowel. This mOElns tha.t the Fl value 
associated Vii th 11el and Igl tends to be similar' 'to that of 
the vowel with which the stop is pronounced. This vfu"labili ty 
in Fl should be reflected in the Z. pealG3 for lei (voiced), 
and to a lesser extent for Ik/. For a totally voiced /g/, 
Z. P. S. should be about 100 for' all vowels. 
The frequency band for Ikl at which there is most energy 
also varies with the following vowel, but normally lics 
between the posi tions for Ip, bl and It,d/. This. can be seen 
in figure 1.4(c). In general the valueo 01' T.P.S. for the 
Il{, gl pair should lie betvleen those obtained for the Ip, bl .. 
and It,dl pairs. 
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1.4:.3. The Fricative SOl1nd~. 
The phonemes /h, 1', v,O,o., s, z, J and 3 / are usually 
classified as Fricntive sounds. Fricatives are produced by:-
(0) Porming a small opening at some point in the vocnl tract. 
(b) Emitting a continuous stream of breath through the 
restricted opening. 
Unlike stop sounds, the Fricatives can be sustained 
indefinitely and sometimes attain 0. "steady state" position. 
Their duration is normally 10nge1" than that ot' the stops. 
This implies that the Z.T.I. diagram for a fricative should 
show consonant peaks which ara both wider and flatter than 
those for a stop sound. The onset time (L.E.) for these 
peaks may be greater than that for the stop sounds, since 
there is no sudden explosion of breath for a Fricative. 
Typical sonosrams of Fricative sounds in G.V. syllables 
are shown in figure 1.5. The floro-gram pat terns ot' the 
Fricatives are referred to as "fills". The examples of' 
figure 1.5 show that the durntion of' the fill varies u good 
deal, while generally re~aining greater than that of the 
. 
spike fill of a stop sound (figure 1,4.). The total amount 
of energy in the fill may be quite larce (as in figure 1.5. 
(h),IJ/,) or very small (figure 1.5(a),/h/). In the latter 
case, the consonant penlcs on the Z. T. I. diagram may become 
indistinct. 
(b) /fu/ 
(d) / ()'3/ 
Fig. 1.5 Sonagrams of C.V. 
Syllables 
Spoken by C.W.T. 
-Fricatives. 
(c) /v4j 
--------
(e) 1 :/ 
( f ) /sav ( g ) / zu.j 
(h) / jJ/ 
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The phonemes /f, 0-, s, und J / are produced by frictional 
excitation and are classed as Voiceless Fricatives, while the 
Voiced Fricatives /v, d, z and:5 I are made using some measure 
of vocal chord modulation. '1'11e phoneme /h/ is sometimes 
voiced and sometimes voiceless. The voiceless fricatives 
should have higher Z. (and T.) peaks and smaller but clearer 
I. peales than the voiced fricatives. An appreciable amount 
of fricative modulation is nor'mally present in the voiced 
fricatives, and all the Fricative sounds were therefore 
expected to show a quite distinct I. peak, since sharp changes 
in amplitude will occur when the fricative excitation is 
terminated at the onset of the following vowel. The relative 
amounts of vocal chord and frictional modulation in Voiced 
Fricative sounds can vary between different utterances of the 
same sound and sometimes' within a single utterance. The 
effect of increased fricative modulation will be to make the 
Z. and T. peaks (especially T.) more prominent and the I.peak 
smaller but more distinct. Like the stops, the Fricativesmay 
be divided into cognate voiced-voiceless pairs, each pair 
being made from the same articular position. Those puirs 
are If,vl, /0,0/, Is,zl and If'j/' Sometimes the voiced and 
voiceless versions of (hi are' considered to be a fifth, 
cognate pair. 
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/h/ is made by forrling a small openine; at some paint in 
the region of the Glottis. /h/ is a variable sound ; the 
articulators tending to assume the position for the sound 
which precedes or follows it. This means that the natural Fl 
position of the inittal /h/ in a C.V. sound will approximate 
to that of the follovling vowel. For an /h/ where voiced 
excitation predominates, the value of Z.P.S. should be 
about 100. When fr'iee..tive modulation predominates, the 
portion of the /h/ spectl'um wi th the ereatest energy 
concentration will also be dependant on the vowel, making 
T.P.S. about 100. 
According to Potter, Kopp and Green, (44), 
the initial /h/ is usually voiceless. The total amount of 
energy in the /h/ sound vftl"ies. widely with differences in 
stress, but in most of the e:<umples considel"ed there was very 
little energy to be seen in the /h/ fill (see figul'e 1.5. (a». 
The extr'eme val"iabili ty of the /h/ will.be reflected in the 
Z. T. I. di£t.gram. 
\ <" " "" 
In the case of the /f,v~/ pair, the o1'on1n3 is forr.1cc.1 
, .. 
betweon the lower lip and the upper teeth. 
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The natural FI value for this articulator,'. position is very 
low, approximat1ng to that 01' the vowel/vi. '1'hi8 can be 
seen.in the sonogram of figure 1.5(c), The Z. peaks for Ivl 
will therefore be very small, Z.P.S, being smaller than 100 
for a totally voiced sound. In the case of If I, the enerciY 
is widely scattel"eci ovel' tlle spectrum, but the darlccst areas 
of the son<A.Gratn a1'e often towards the buneline. '1'hi6 should 
restrict the size of the '1'. pcalw for If I. As fieure 1.5(b) 
shows, there is sometimes very little energy present in the 
/fl sound, though occasionally the amount of energy is much 
greater. 
1tJ-/ and /a/ are produced by forming a small opening 
between the tip of the tongue and the uppel" teeth. 
The exact position of the opening varies frmn speaker to 
speaker, This will be reflected in greater speaker to 
spealcer variation in the Z. T.l. diagrmn. 
The natural FI position for the /O,() / pair, is again 
rather low, but is slightly higher than that of /f/ and /v/. 
It corresponds most closely to that of the vowel /0./. Small 
Z. peal:s were therefore expec ted for Ij /, whi c11. was generally 
strongly voiced, though Z.P.S. may be a little larger than 
for /vl. 
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In /0/ the energy concentration is again in the lowel' 
portion of the range, as in the case of If/. Like Iff, /~/ 
often has a very low overall energy level, as shovm in 
figure 1.5 (d). 
In the /s,zJ/ pair the opening is formed between the 
tonorrue and the alVeolar ridge. The oponing may be made oi thor 
with the tip or the blade of the tons'Ue. There is also a 
narroVl opening between the uppar and lov/er front teeth which 
contributes to the high fre<1uency domination of the spectrum. 
for these sounds. The duration of lsi and /z/ is often 
very lona. 
The PI position for the /s,z/ pair lies in the middle of 
the range, at the position of the vowel Ire /. 
This means that stronely voiced examples of /1./ should have 
relatively small Z. peaks. The amount of voicing present in 
/z/, however, varies widely and can sometimes change. during 
n single utterance. 
As figure 1.5(1') shows, the energy in /s/ is concentrated 
in the higher regions of the spectrum. This implies very 
high T. peal{s for lsi. l'he Z. penl'Cs for lsI will also be 
large, since there is very little energy in the F1 reC;ion. 
/z/ also has a large amount of enex-gy at lIF besides the FI 
bar. This can be seen in figure 1,5(g). For this reason, 
/z/ was expected to have large T. peaks, similar to those 
of lsi. 
1.4.3.5. The Frient! ve Prtir L!!~ 
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In this cognate phoneme pair, the opening is made between 
the tongue and the anterior portion of the palate. In some 
caSes the tip of the ton~ue is used, while in others the 
opening is formed with the tongue blnde. As in the case of 
the Is, z/ pair, there is also a narrow opening between the 
upper and lower teeth, causing additional fricative 
modulation of th.e sound. 
The position of Fl for /lY and /S/ 1s in the top of the 
ronge, approximately coincident with that of the vowel life 
This means that /3/ should have the hieheot Z. peaks for 
voiced fricatives, though like /z/, the amount of voicing in 
/3/ may vElry widely. 
The spectrum of / J / is similar to that of /s/, but fOl' 
all. the subjects consideI'cd, the region of greatest energy 
*" 
was slightly lower then that of /s/ (compare figures 1.5 (f) 
)\I AccoI'ci1nc to-Potter; Kopp and Green,' (44) . 
the reverse should be true ( /S / higher than /s/ ). 
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and (h)). The T.P.S. values for Ijl should therefore 'be 
slightly smaller than those of lsi, though remaining Cluite 
large. Similarly '1'. P. S. for lSi should. be slightly smaller 
than for Iz/. The Z. peaks of III Vlill again 'be very high, 
since there is little energy in the PI region. 
1.4.4. The Affricative Sounds • 
..... -------- ... . 
The phonemes ItJI and Idjl are generally known us 
Affricative sounds. They may be consicler'ed as a combination 
of a stop and a Pricative sound. The It!1 is formed by closing 
the vocal tract in the It I pOSition, then explOding the stop 
and moving to the If I position. Since It I and IJI are 
voiceless sounds, the combination Itt! is also voiceless. 
Id'll is made in a similar way from the voiced stop leV and 
J,
the voiced fricative/JI and is classed as a VOiced Affr·lcfl.tive. 
Fieure 1.6. shows typical C. V. son,,~rElms of the two 
Affricatives. The sonagI'ant patterns of the Affricatives 
resemble those of the Fricatives(l! I and Ij/) involved, but 
tencl to be of somewhat shortel' durat1on. The in1 tinl stop 
spike can sometimes be seen. Thel"c is ecnerally less energy 
present in the Affric$tives than in their Fricatives/!I 
and IJ/. 
Fig. 1.6 Sonagrams of C.V. Syllables spoken 
by C.W.T.- Affricatives. 
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1._4.5. The Glides. 
The phonemes /w/, /j/, /r/ and /1/ belong to tho class 
of speech sounds knmm as Glides. In the initial position, 
Glides are produced by moving the articulators from some 
starting position towards the position for the following 
sound. When the Glide is said in the finnl position, these 
events occur in the reverse order. The excitation is voiced 
throughout the movement for all Glides. Glides are 
essentially vowel-like sounds. For this reason, the Z.T.I. 
diagram was expected to prove less useful for the recognition 
of the Glides than for other phoneme classes. Since Glidea 
are almost totally voiced sounds, any consonant peaks present 
on the Z.T.I. diagrams will be relatively small. 
Typical sonagrams of Glides in C.V. syllables are sho~m 
in figures 1.7(a) to (d). The vowel-like quality of the 
Glides is shown by the presence of strong formant burs. 
The curves of the formants towards the following vowel as 
the articulators move to the vowel position can be. clearly 
seen. The length and slope of the formant curves vary a 
great deal, but the curves are quite smooth and merge 
gradually with the vowel formants. These formant movements 
should not produce consonant peaks on the Z. T. I. diagl~am, 
though Z. and T. will change with the formants. 
Fig. 1.7 Sonagrams of C. V. syllables spoken by c. '.'1. T. 
_ Glides and Nasals. 
,11I1i",,1 
(a) /j 0./ 
(b) /ru/ 
110 I 111!ltlltlllll.IIII.llllll llhll III, 
"111 11 1'11'111111 "I" I 'I 
"I' ,,, "lIlIlIIhlUll llhlll1 IliI:: 1,11 ~ 11.11 J t I" /I " II Hili ' , 
IIIIIII IIII! ,,111:"11111 III nlill 
(c) /li/ 
(d) /wf*/ 
(e) /m)/ 
(f) /nu/ 
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From the sonagrams of figure 1.7, it is apparent thnt 
in isolated C.V. syllables the starti~g position of the Glide 
is normally held for an appreciable time be,fore the 
articulators are set in motion. The onset of formant 
movement is often nccompanied by abrupt changes in the formant 
values, e?pecially those of the higher formants. For instance 
in the sonagram of figUre 1.7., the higher formant bars seem 
to disappear for a short time before the formant movement 
begins. This would appear in the Z.T.l. diagram as a sharp 
minimum on the T. trace. In figure 1.7(d), there is n Sudden 
appearance of higher formant bars at the onset of the movement. 
This would result in a sharp rise in the T. trace at this 
paint. Small but distinct peaks were therefore expected to 
occur on the T. tl"'8Ce, these peaks covering the periOd when 
the articulators are held in the initial position. This effect 
might also occur on the Z. trace, to a lesser degree. 
Distinct peaks were not expected to occur on the I. trace 
Since the Glides are voiced throughout Hnd the envelope should 
• 
change only gradually. 
The four Glide sounds differ in the starting positions of 
the articulators. These positions are therefore associated 
wi th different forrnant patterns which determine the nature of 
the formant movements towards the following vowel. 
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~ has an initial articulator position similar to that used 
in malc1ng the vowel /u/, and therefore has a rather low Fl 
value. 
L:JL is made by placing the lips in approximately the same 
position as for the vowel /1/, while the other articulators 
assume the positions for Iii. The P.l value for /j/ is ruther 
high, Similar to that for /i/. 
In &, the articulators tal<:e a similar position to that of 
the Stops /t,d,/, but the tongue io moved back towuruG the 
centre of the hard palate. The natural Fl value varies 
between that of /a/ and /ro/. 
In /1/, the lips assume the position for the vowel /A/, but 
while the tongue is placed against the alveolar ridge, or 
ndjacent hard palate, The Fl value generally resembles that 
of the following vowel, but is somewhat lower. 
From the natural F! values for-the Glides, /w/ Vlould be , 
expected to have the smallest Z. values, /j/ the highest, 
VIi th /r/ lying between the two. l'he Z. values of /1/. vlill 
depend on 'the following vowel, but will generally also lie 
between those of /w/ and /j/. 
I 
I 
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1.4.6. The Nasal Sounds. 
The 3 phonemes in English which are characterised by 
nasal resonance are Iml, Inl and 111• /ql was, not dealt with 
in the present study because of the difficulty of p:r.'onouncin~ 
it in the initial position. 
The nasals are produced by opening the nasal port and 
closing the mouth cavities. A continuous stream of voiced 
breath is then emitted through the open nasal cavity. 
At the onset of the next sound the nasal cavity is re-ClO!'J8d. 
Sonograms of typical nasal Bounds in C.V. syllables are 
shown in figure 1.7(e) and /f). Since the excitation is 
voiced throughout, the nasals have vowel-lllce properties 
characterised by strong formant bars similar to those of the 
Glines. The nasal resonance produces an additional voice bar 
along the baseline of the sonograms (the Nasal Ji'ormant, F. N. ). 
The levels of the Z. and T. traces will thereforobe low for 
a nasal sound. 
In the nasal sounds there is no gradual formant movement 
like that ot the Glides. The sudden closure of the nasal 
port produces an abrupt change in the formant bars similar to 
the change which often occurs in a Glide at the onset of 
formant change. This will produce distinct peaks on the T. 
trace, and to a lesser extent on the Z. trace. The Z.T.I. 
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diagrams will in general be very similar to those of the Glides. 
In Im/, the lips are closed as in the stop phase of the 
Ip, b;1 pair, while for Inl, the mouth cavity closure is in 
the oral cavity, like that of the stop pair It,d;l. 
The natural value of Fl is therefore low 1'or Iml and in the 
centre of the range for In/. The Z. peeks, if any, for ~~ 
should therefore be sinaller than those of In/. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
2.. Intl'Oo.uction. 
The expel"'iments described in this study ,,:ere perfOrI;led 
using a Dieital P.D.P. - 8 computer. Details of the 
computine system will be found in Appendix (2). 
The first section of chapter 2 describes the method used 
to extract the parameters introduced in Section 1. ~S. from a 
C. V. sound. In section 2.1., several algori thr:1s are 
d.escribed for picking out the positions on tho Z. 'l'. I. 
diagram of the various points needed to calculate theBe 
parameters. No attempt was made to make these nleol:'ithms 
foolproof: it was decided to l\ecp the prograTlu'ning fuir'ly 
simple and to tolerate mista]{es, which could ensily be 
detected and corrected manually with the facilities available. 
Lacl< of time and computer stort3.e;e prohibi ted the clevelopment 
of algori thme which Vlould require no manual checl{lng. 
'l'he system was not intended to comprise a prncticnl consonant 
recogniser, and the algor1 thIns vlOuld in any ct~sebe of Ii ttle 
use in a. real recognition situation. The ulc;o!'ithms were 
deslgnecl to be about 90/S efficient (i, e. to make one mistalce 
in 10 trials ). 
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2.1. Processinb of a SinGle Pair of C.V.S~~~d~. 
Figure 2.1. is a block diagram ()f the software used to 
process a pair of C.V. sounds. 
The 2 utterances were played directly into an A.to D. 
converter, and the first part of the programme performed an 
on-line extraction of the Zero Crossing and Turnaround Rates 
and the Envelope Variations. These functions were held in 
core. A ShOl~t time smoothing average was then executed and 
the 3 functions were scaled ancl adjusted to allow 
simultaneous display on the 338 screen. 
The computer then attei.lped to locate the point on each 
of the Z.~. and I. traces corresponding to the start of the 
first C.V. sound. The Z.T.I. traces for the whole of the 
period of extraction Vlere displayed on the 338 screen (giving 
a diarrram similar to that explained in Section 1.2.) and the 
estimated starting points v:cre indicated by vertical lines 
superimposed on the display. Figure 2.2. shows the Display 
at this stage in the processing of 2 utterances of It3/ by 
subject C.W.T. 
The programme nov; entered a Push-Button control subroutine. 
This enabled the correction of any errors made in estimating 
the beginning of the sound. As figure 2.2. shows, the 
correct starting point could easily be found by eye. 
·---.---.-.- .. ------.---,--~ . 
. -_.. . - .- ,. - .-
Calculate &. 
Print ParA.meters 
>O-:~:""'U1: e st art 
Reetart 
Display 
Fig •. 2 •. 1 Flow Diagram of 
The Processing 
Of a. Pair of 
c.-v. Sounds. 
Fig. 2~2 Z.T.I. Diagram for two Utterances of 
Itll by C.W.T., showing the estimated 
Starting Points of the first sound . 
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Errors could be corrected by : 
(a) Re-running the start-finding algorithm with adjusted 
Thresholds. For insta.nce in figure 2.2. the Ie start 
marker has been wrongly placed due to an inappropriate 
value of the I. Threshold. 
(b) !,loving the start I.1arkers manually by means of the PuSll 
Buttons. 
(0) Re-running the A. to D. extraction programme. This was 
necessary when the wrong portion of Tape had been played. 
When the start markers were satisfactorily positioned • 
. the procedure was repeated for the 2nd sound of the pail'. 
The 3 functions were then truncated at a fixed distance from 
the start for each sound, and the buffer stores were 
rearranged to remove as much of the unwanted silence as 
possible. Figure 2.3. illustrates how this VIas done. 
The Title of this pair of sounds was then read in via the 
teletype and the index governing the permanent storage 
location of the Z.T.I. diagram on Dectape was incremented. 
The computer next attempted to find the position on each 
trace of the Consonant and Vowel l!axirna, and the !HnimW11 
betvleen the consonant and vowel parts of the first C. V. sound. 
These points were indicated by vertical lines superimposed on 
the Z.T.I. display and the computer again entered a Push 
Button control sequence. Errors in the positioning of the 
·-·--l'-·-~--- · I: T 
I I 
• 
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! I I 
:.. :--- - IMARK 
: I· 2 
2°°8 i------' 
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I 
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, ~' 
i " 
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l "", " f-----------P~~~-------~~' 
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Fig. 2.-3 Truncation of tho 
Z. T. I. Diagram. 
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peaks and minima could be corrected by : 
(1) Moving the consonant peak markers manually by means of' 
the PUsh Buttons and recalculating the positions of vovlcl 
maxima and minima. The consonant peak-picking algorithm 
was not Threshold dependent and was performed prior to 
estimating the position of the other markers. 
(2) Adjusting the Thresholds used in the alGorithms for 
finding the Minima and Vowel Maxima. 
(3) Moving the Minima and Vowel Maxima markers manually. 
When the markers were satisfactorily positioned, the 13 
parameters were calculated and printed out on the Teletype. 
The parameter set was then run through a recognition 
algori thm, and the result of the recognition attempt V-ias also 
printed. This procedure was then repeated for the second 
sound of the pair. When the parameters of' the 2nd sound had 
been printed, the Z.T.I.diagram and the parameter sets of 
both sounds Vlere placed in permanent store on Dec-Tape. 
The software used in the various processing stages is 
cl1scussed more fully in the follo"Ning sections • 
. 2.1.1. The A. to D. Input Routin~. 
The speech input from the tape recorder was accurately 
backed off so that silence corresponded to a zero reading on 
the A. to D. converter. Checks for drlf't were made at 
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intervals of a few minutes. Samples of the speech wave were 
taken every 50rs (corresponding to a band width of 10 K.Hz.) 
to an accuracy of 9 bits. Zero CrossinGs were detected by a 
change in polarity of the speech Vlave and Turnarounds by a. 
change in the polarity of the slope. After a fixed counting 
interval (tc.), determined by the No. of samples taken, the 
nurllbers of Zero Crossing and Turnarounds found were stored 
together with a measure of the envelope determined by the 
largest amplitude sample occurring within this period. The 
Zero Crossing and Turnaround counters were then cleared and 
the routine was repeated. The 3 functions extracted v!ere 
stored sequentially in separate lists, and the input routine 
terminated when these lists were filled. 
A block diagram of the programme is shovm in figure 2.4. 
The last dicit in the sample reading was ignored when looking 
for Zero Crossings and Turnarounds in order to eliminate 
switching point error in the A. to D. converter. The check 
for maximmn amplitude VIas made only when a Turnaround had been 
found, since the maximum must occur at a peak. 
The lists each contained 1000a locations. The duration 
of the input routine was therefore about 3.3~. with tc=6.4 :"ms. 
The basic time between sampl9s was 5~s when no Turnaround 
or Zero Crossing was found, the computer r~nning as fast as 
possible. When a Turnaround or Zero CrOSSing occurred, 
La.bels 
ZCNT: Zero Crossing 
Count, 
TeNT: Turnaround 
Count 
TIME: lfo. of Samples 
AMP : Current Sru:rple 
PREAl~: Last: Sample 
lMAX: Max. Sample 
AI:lJl11tude 
Fig. 2 .. 4 FlOYl Diagram of the A-D Input, Rout 1'ne \ '\. 
TeNT, 
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it was necessary to take time off to increment the 
corresponding counter, and to mal(e the milpli tude check in the 
case of a Turnaround. The computer therefore skipped one 
sample cycle by incrementing the time counter and waiting for 
the remainder of the sample time before continuing. The 
smallest period between Zero Crossings end Turnarounds which 
could be measured VIas' therefore 100rs., though the time 
intervals could be measured to an accuracy of 5~~8. 
2.1.2. Smoothing Average. 
The most popular interval (tc) between measurements of 
the Zero Crossing and Turnaround Rates in the Literature is 
10 ms, rou~hly equivalent to a single pitch period. It was 
found that with this interval the raw Z.T. and I. traces were 
too irregular to be of much use - in particular it was hard to 
distinguish between the consonant and vowel part of the sound. 
Figure 2.5.(a) shows the unaveraged Z.T.I. diagram for the 
pair of /t3/ sounds of figure 2.2. with tc = 10 ms. 
A short-time smoothing process was necessary to clear up 
the traces. The smoothing took the form of the replacement 
of each point by the average of n paints round it. This had 
the disadvantage of throwing away some of the information 
contained in the rapid fluctuations of the traces, as seen in 
( a) t = 10m s ., n -= 1 
c 
(b) t c =10ms ., n=5 
Fir. 2 .5 Effect of Variation of tc & n . 
figure 2.5.(b), (tc = 10 rus, n = 5) but this could be 
remedied to some extent by making tc smaller. The best 
compromise was found by experiment to be tc = 6.4 mG. and 
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n = 5. The sampling time v!o.s then still less than 1~~ of tc. 
This combination was used in all the subseQuent Z.T.I. 
diagrams. 
2.1. 3. Scalin5. 
The amplitude of the Z.;r. and I. functions was 
approximately equalised and constants were added to T. and I. 
to enable them to be plotted simultaneously on'the 388 screen. 
Thus : 
Z.:= 2Z or 4Z *' 
T. : = T +, 5008 
I.:: I + 12°°8 
*" The utterances by subjects VI.A.A. and 1I.A. generally had 
lower Z. values than those of subjects C.W.T. and P.D.G. 
The Z. scaling factol'" was therefore set to 4 for subjects 
\'l.A.A. and I:!.A. and.2 for subjects C.W.T. and P.D.G. 
2.1. 4. Routine for Finding the start of a Sound. 
Figure 2.6 is a "block diagram of the algorithm used to 
find the starting pOints of a pair of sounds. The apparent 
starting point often differed slightly between the 3 functions 
Z.T. and I., and therefore each was treBte~ separately. 
In particular, onset of the consonant on the I. trace was 
sometimes later than on the Z. and T. traces. The start 
pOinter was therefore moved along from the "beginning of the 
store (t = 0) until "both the Z. and 'r. values were above 
their respective Threshold.s. The threshold values could "be 
adjusted by using the Push Buttons. 
The Pointer was next extrapolated back along each trace 
in turn until the trace fell below its Threshold, and then 
continued backwards until a significant minimum was found. 
The start marker for this trace was then put at this paint. 
A significant minimum was defined as a minimum for which the 
slope did not reverse direction again at the next point, 
(see figure 2.7) thus excluding very small fluctuations in 
the trace. This procedure yielded start markers, Z. r,!ARK, 
T.I,~llli: and I.I,IARK. on the 3 traces. When these had been 
confirmed by eye, the start of the sound was set at the 
earliest of the 3 markers to occur. The other 2 traces were 
set to zero between this point and their respective start 
La.pels 
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marks, (see figure 2.3.). On the I. trace, this interval was 
the parameter I.S.D. The widths and onset times of the 
sounds were measured from the start marks of the appropriate 
traces. 
The procedure was repeated for the 2nd sound starting at 
a fixed distance from the start of the first sound. 
2.1.5. Routine for Finding the Position of a Consonant 
Pea k l,:o.xlmum. 
A block diagram of the consonant peak picking algorithm 
is shown in figure 2.8. An example of the workin.:; of the 
algorithm is shown in figure 2.9. 
The proced.ure was to isolate the position of the 
consonant peak between upper and lower limits. The first 
step was to find the position of the overall maximwn on each 
of the Z.,T. and I. traces. Almost always one or more of these 
3 maxima occurred on the vovlel p2,rt of the sound.' The upper 
limit for the consonant peak position on the Z. and T. traces 
VlaS therefore set at the "latest" of these 3 maxims, 
(figure 2.9 (a». In the case of the I. trace, it was 
necessary to restrict the consonant peak to the part of the 
sound before the maximum (see section 1.3.). 
The upper limit on the I. trace was therefore placed at the 
posi tion of the 1. Inaximwn. The lower lim1 t on each trace 
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was then set at the ~osition of the first significant 
maximum to occur. (A significant maximum vras defined in a 
similar way to a si5nificant minimum). This is shoVln in 
f'igure 2.9. (b). If no significant maximwl1 was found before 
the upper limit, this was taken as an indication that no 
consonant peak was present. 
The upper limit was then moved bacl;: to the minimum 
nmpli tude position between its pr'evious position and the 
10vlel' limit (figure 2.90). The 1)061 tion of the maximum 
between the upper and 101;'Ter limits was then taken as that of 
the consonant peak I.:o.ximu."ll (fieure 2.9(d) ). 
A block diagram of the algorithm used for picking the 
posi tion of the C. V. lUnima between the consonant and vov:e1 
parts of the Z,T. and I traces, and the vOVlel Maxima is shown 
in figure 2.10. The l.!inimum posi tion was f'ound f'irst : the 
lov/er bound for the minimum position was placed at the 
position of the Consonant l1aximurn. The higher bound was 
advanced a set distance (608) from this polnt, large enou~h 
to ensure that it was placed on the vowel part of the trace. 
The hifYher 'bound v:as then moved 'bac:::wards until the value 
~ . 
of the trace went above Threshold. This was meant to ensure 
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that the C.V. Uinimum was not placed in a false position on 
the trailing ed5e of the vovle1. The C. V. Minimum was then 
put at the position of the minimum value between the upper 
and lower limits. This point was rejected if' it occurred at 
the upper 1imi t or 1 place in front of it, since this 
usually happened when the upper 1ilnit was still on the 
trailing edge of the'vowe1. In this case the upper limit was 
again moved backwards until a satisfactory C.V. Minimum was 
found. 
This procedure worked \'Iell on the Z. and I. traces, but 
often failed on the T. trace. Since the vowel often had a 
longer duration on the rr. trace, and fell awtly more gradually 
wi th man;l fluctuations,' the minimum still tended to be placed 
on the trailing edge. For this l~eason the position 01" the 
upper limit for T. was taken to be the final value for I. 
Once the C.V. Uinimum had been found, the position of the 
Vowel Uaximum was obtained by finding the maximum value 
between the C.V. Minimum and the cnd of the trace for thls 
sound. 
2. 2. JZe ~_Q.tI!l!.!i.Q.. n AJeo 1" i t l::l!lS • 
-..... .~ 
All the Recogni tion Algori'~hms used Vlere Binary Threshold 
DeciSion Trees. ]'igure 3.101shoVJs part of the a1gor1 thm 
used for the subject C.W.T. The path taken through the tree 
was determined by sequential threshold decisions. If the 
parameter value VIas below or equal to the threshold, the 
left hand path was talcen ; if' it was gl"leater thnn the 
threshold, the prograrnlne chose the right hnnd path. 
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Thus in fii.,1'llre 3.101, the firs t node( top of the diagram) 
asked whether I.P.S. was equal to o. If this was true, 
the next query vms "is T.P.S. grenter or less than 101", 
and so on until an end point was reached. Each end point was 
associated with a particular phoneme or group of phonemes. 
In figure 3.101, the phonemes printed before the bracket at 
an end point were more likely to occur than those following 
the bracket. Thus "K( Til indicates a high probability for. 
/k/ and a low probability for /t/. 
':[1hese 2 recognition classes will be termed lIprobuble ll and 
"possible" identifications. 
The binary decision tree method is a very simple form of 
pattern recognition scheme. Each decision corresponds to n 
boundary plane in a parameter hyperspace. If ench pattern 
category is associated with a single end point, the tree is 
equivalent to a parwneter list method, since each category 
is then associated with a particular area in parameter space. 
In the present study , the method was generalised by allowing 
the consonants to be associated with more than one end pOint, 
.and by distinguishing between probable and possible 
identifications. 
} . 
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The decision tree algorithms had the advantage of being 
relatively easy to prograwne, and could readily be adjusted 
to fit new data. A discussion of the possibility of using 
more advanced schemes is given in section 4.3. 
,2.2.1. Group Number~. 
The decision tree nodes were identified by 3 digit Group 
Numbers, prefixed by the letter G. The first digit of the 
group number determined to which group the node belonged 
(see Section 3.2.1.). Figure 3.101 is a diagram of Group 1: 
for subject C.~.T. Thus the Group numbers for the nodes 
shown in figure 3.101 all have 1 as the first, digi t. The next 
digit was determined by the decision level within the group, 
and the 3rd. by the ntl.'Tlber of the node in this level, reading 
from left to right. Thus in figure 3.101 the decision "T.P.S. 
above or below 101" on the top left of the diagram was 
referred to as G121, and so on. In figure 3.101, the last 
2 digits of the Group lTo. are printed on the appropriate 
branches of the tree. 
The Decision Algoritrun had to separate the sounds into 
23 categories using 13 parameters.. Since this involved a 
. , 
great number of possible decisions, as much of the design 
process as possible was automated. 
The Decision Algorithm programme to be adjusted was 
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ini tially held in core. This could be either a. "blan1~" 
aleorithm-(with the possible bra.nches connected but no 
decisions progranuned), 01" one which had been used previously. 
The data·consisted of the parameter sets for the new body of 
sounds, and was stored on Dectape (see Section 2.1.). 
The method was to look at one node at a time starting 
from the first decision in the tree and \\lorking down through 
the branches to the end points. Vihen the optimum decision 
for a particular node had been found, this Vias inserted in 
the alljori thm and the computer proceeded to creal with the 
next. New nodes could be inserted in the algoritluns if 
necessary by adjusting the progra~ed connections. 
Figure 2.11 is a block diagram of the procedure for 
optimising a single decision node. The adjustment of the 
node G133 of figure 3.101 will be used as an example. 
The computer first read the group No. of the node. 
A "trap" was then prograrrnned into the algorithm at this node; 
this trap Vias activated whenever the node was used, and 
caused the parameter set of the sound being run to be held 
in a buffer store. The parameter sets of nIl the sounds to 
be considered were read dOWl1. in turn from Dectape, and each 
Trap, Insert~ ____ ~ __________ ~ 
Decision 
Fig 2.11 Flow Diagram for the Adjustment or'aDecision Node'. 
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sound was run through the algorithm. 
When all the data had been passed through the algorithm, 
the details of the phonemes which had entered the trap were 
printed on the Teletype thus : 
PHON. c. T. 
2 19 
-3 22 Meaning that 19 examples 
6 31 of It/, 22 examples of Ikl, 
13 1 31 of ItJ I etc. had 
14 1 entered G133. 
15 3 
The computer programme now attempted to find a decision 
which would separate the phonemes by sending most of the 
examples of each consonant down a single path. For instance, 
a good decision might put 18 of the 19 Itl's and all the /k/'s 
below threshold and 29 of the 31 Itj/"sentering G133 above. 
Each possible phoneme combination was tried in turn. 
In this instance, the first comlJination 'wou1d be to put It I 
below threshold, and all the other phonemes above. The next 
would be It I and Ikl below and ItJ I, Id3 I, lsi and I J I 
above and so on. For each combination all 13 parameters were 
considered, and for each paralneter all the possible threshold 
values were tried. The score for each possible decision was 
determined by the nmnber of sounds which took the correct 
path according to the phoneme combination. The computer 
chose the decision giving the highest score as a tentative 
suggestion. 
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The threshold limits for a single parameter were determined 
by the lowest and highest values of the parEUnetel'"' found in the 
appropriate data. The best threshold value was set at the 
centre of the highest scoring range; thus if values of T.P.S. 
of 120 to 132 gave the best score, the threshold wus set at 
T. P. S. = 126. 
The suggested decision·wasthen ~rinted on the 
Teletype thus : 
BEI.lO'.V. • •• 2, 3, 13 
BgST PARAM •••••• 4 
PHON. 
2 
:3 
6 
13 
14 
15 
O.T. 
16 
18 
30 
1 
1 
:3 
PUT IN TROG ~ ••• 
TIU?ESH ••••• 6. 
i.e. putting /t/, /k/ and /C:S / below, ItJ/, /sl and 
IJ I above, the Best decision is Z.L.E. = 6. This gives 16 
. . 
instances of It I correct, 18 of /k/ and so on. 
'TROG' iethe programme name for the reoognition 
algorithm. 
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.. 
Vlill this suffice.? An answer of Y (es) caused this 
'til' 
decision to be entered in the algoritrun. If the answer was 
N(o), the pomputer would read a phoneme combination manually, 
and print out the best parameter and threshold for this 
combination. This process was repeated until a satisfactory 
decision was found. 
The munber of possible combinations became proh1bi tively 
large when more than 7 phonemes had to be considered for a 
single node. l!'or this reason, the progrruTll'ne ignored 
phonemes for which a single example was 'trapped. Thus in 
this instance /d 3/ and /s/ would not have been considered. 
Instances where there were still 7 or more phonemes to be 
considered Vlere dealt with manually from outset. 
Most of the unsatisfactory decisions suggested by the 
computer involved almost all of the sounds going to one side 
of the node. For instance, the following decision: 
BELOVl •••• 2,3,6,13,15. ABOVE ••• 14. 
BZ3T PARAM ••••• 5. THRESH •• 202. 
PHON. C.T. 
2 19 
3 22 
6 31 
13 I' 
14 1 
15 2 
75. 
would have a higher score than the correct decision given 
above, but only ~ /s/ and r/l/ take the right hand path. 
This difficulty could be remedied by giving a higher score to 
those decisions which divided the data more evenly, but this 
facility was not programmed in due to lack of time and space. 
It was sometimes necessary to :i.gnore one or more of the 
phonemes .to find the best decision. In these cases the 
automatic method failed;for example 
PHON C.T. 
2 3 
3 4 
6 2'7 
16 2 
17 4 
BELOW. • •• 2, 3, 6, 16, 17. J.J30VZ. • •• 6. 
BEST PARA1J! •••• 5. THRESH •••• 190. 
PHON. C.T. 
2 3 
3 4 
6 27 
16 1 
17. 3 
PUT IN TROG ••••••• N • 
. Here it proved impossible to separate /t f / from the 
remaining phonemes, but the decision : 
BEL 0',,: • • • • •• 2, 3. 
BEST PARAM •••• 3. 
PHON. 
2 
3 
16 
17 
c. T. 
3 
3 
2 
4 
PUT IN TROG ? •••• Y 
ABOVE •••••• 16, 17. 
THRESH........ 20. 
separated It I and Ikl from Izl and 15/,' ItJ / falling 
equally between the 2 paths. 
~"* .',It-'---.,·.~ ... __ ._, • .-'' " 
. . ., "".',~ " 
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CHAPTER 3. 77. 
3.1. The ZeT.I. DiElgrtuTls. 
The followillg section examines the Z.T.I. diagl"ums 
obtained for each consonant and each subject. The phonemes 
are considered in turn; the utterances of C.W.T. are dealt 
with in detail and subject differences are explained 
subsequently where appropriate. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams used to illustrate this section have 
been photographed directly from the 338 screen. The 3 
vertical lines superimposed on each trace indicate the 
estimated positions of the consonant and vowel Maxima and 
the Minimmn between consonant and vowel. These lines are 
not plotted in cases where the consonant peak is absent. 
The Z. traceD for subjects VI.A.A. and M.A. are plotted at 
double the size of those for subjects C.Vi.T. and P.D.O. 
Extensive use is also made of Iiistogroms depicting the 
distribution of a single parameter for a particular phoneme 
and subject. These diagrams have also been photographed 
from the 338 screen, e.nd their scales are somewhat blul'red. 
The scales of the bin divisions used for each parameter nre 
therefore set out in figure 3.1. 
No. ot 
Ocurrences 
40 
30 
20 
10 
I-
!" 
• 
r--
~ 
,....... 
11 I I 
Bin No. 1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 1) 
~cale for Each Bim Divisions 
tararneter For Each Scale 
Param. 
1/ ZPS 
2/ ZPD 
3/ ZPW 
4/ ZLE 
5/ TPS 
6/ TPD 
7/ TPW 
8/ TLE 
9/ IPS 
10/ IPD 
11/ IPW 
12/ ILE 
Scn1e 
a 
b 
c 
c 
a. 
b 
c 
c 
b 
b 
c 
c 
Bin No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Scale 
S-
O- 24 
25- 49 
50- 74 
75- 99 
100- 124 
125- 149 
150- 174 
175- 199 
200- 224 
5> 225 
b 
0-9 
10- 19 
20- 29 
30- 39 
40- 49 
50- 59 
60- 69 
70- 79 
80- 89 
"90 
,e 
0- 4 
5- 9 
10- 14 
15- 19 
20- 24 
25- 29 
30- 34 
35- 39 . 
40- 44. 
,. 45 
Fig. 3.1 Bin Divisions used i'n the Parameter Ilistogrnms. 
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3.·1.1. /P/.. •. 
1.1.1.1. Subject C.W.T~ 
Figure 3.2 shows the Z.T.I. diagrams for two utterances 
of /pI/ by subject C.W.T. The consonant peaks on the Z. and 
T. traces were usually small and fairly narrow (the Z. peak is 
indistinct in figure 3.2(b». This was due to the concent-
ration of the energy in the lower regions of the spectrum 
(see section 1.4:2:1). 
The striking feature of the Z.T.I. diagrams of /p/ for 
this speaker was the extremely large and sharp consonant peaks 
seen on 'the I. trace. In figure 3.2(b), the I. peak is much 
higher than that of the following vowel: that of figure 3.2(a) 
is less pronounced, but still has a high I.P.S. value. 
Figure 1.4(a) is the sonagram, for tho /pI/ sound of fig-
ure 3.2(b). This sonagram shows that while a large amount of 
energy was present in the explosion of /p/, this energy was 
concentrated in a quite narrow region at the base of the pattern •. 
In unvoiced sounds, the energy is normally spread over a m11ch 
wider spectral range. The effect of this massive concentration 
of energy at low frequency on the envelope of the stop sound 
can be seen in figure 3.5, which is a U.V. recording of the 
raw speech waveform for the /pI/ sound of figure 3.2(b). 
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Fig •. 3.·5 Raw Speech .Waveform f or an, Utterance of 
/pI/ by C. W.T. 
' . 
.. 
Figupe 3.6. shows the distribution of 1. P. S. for /p/ 
spoken by C.W.T. Roughly 73% of the utterances of /p/ 
considered had values of I.P.S. greater than 70. 
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This provided a ready means of identifying /p/, since very 
few of the other utterances had such high values of I.P.S. 
Although l arge I. peaks were observed in a few instances, 
the behaviour of the 1. trace fOl" this subject normally 
resembled that of the other Voiceless Stops /t/ and /k/. 
Figure 3.3, shows the Z.I.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of the 
sound /pI/ by subject W.A.A. In Figure 3.3. small but 
distinct consonant peaks can be seen on the I. trace. 
Figure 3.8. is the sonogram for the /pI/ sound of figure 
3.3.(b). For this subj ect, the energy in the /p/ sound was 
far more Vlidely scattered over the spe ctrum than in the case 
of subject C.W.T. 
The Z.and T. traces also' shovred peaks similar in form to 
those of /t/ and /1\./; theZ. peaks were often quite large 
(Z.P.S. greater than 100), as, seen in figure 3.3 e but 
tended to be narrower than those of /k/ ( see fi gure 3.7). 
rrhe T. peaks remained much smaller than those of /t/. 
Fig . .3 . 6 
(a) (b) 
Fig . .3 .7 
·t 
., 
Fig. 3 .. 8 Sonagram for an utterance of /pI/ by W.A. A. 
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3.1.1.3. Subject M.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for the utterances of /p/ by subject 
M.A. showed variable behaviour on the I. trD.ce. About 657& 
had large I. peaks Similar to those of subject C.W.T., but 
less distinct, while for most of the remainder no distinct 
I. peak could be identified. FiGUre 3.4 is the Z.T.I. 
diagram for a pair of utterances of /pS/ in which both these 
types of behaviour can be seen. The overall energy level in 
the /1'/ sound was generally low compared to that of subject 
C.W.T. This coupled with an exceptionally short duration 
led to the absence of I. peaks in some of the utterances. 
A slm~lar effect was observed for utterances of other 
phonemes by subject M.A., notobly /t/. 
The Z. pealw remained much smaller than those of It/ and 
/k/, but the T. pealm were much closer in size to these 
phonemes than normal (see fieure 3.9.). 
The Z.T.I. diagrams of /v/ for this subject were 
characterised by massive. I. peaks even larger than those 
obtained for subject C. W. T.About 807'~ of t!1e utterances had 
values of I.P.S. greater than 80, and the ~owestI.P.S. value 
found was 65. The consonant-to-vowel 
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change on the I. peak was very sharp, and I.P.D. sometimes 
quite low (about 30%). 
!3.1. 2. It!.. 
3.1.2.1. Sul)ject C. W. T. 
Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of Itsl by subject 
c. W. T. are shown in figul"e 3.11. The consonant pealts for 
It I were quite wide for a stop s"und, but generally nnrrower 
than those of the Fricatives. 
It I for this subject normally had the small but distinct 
I. peaks characteristic of voicelp.ss sounds, though in a few 
cases these were absent. The T. peal{s were uniformly high 
and sharp, It I having larger values of T,p.e. than those of 
the other Stops. This was due to the large amount of 
energy present at high frequencies; the distribution of 
T.P.S. is shown in figure 3,lO(a) (the average value of 
T.P.S. was about l40\~/), The Z. peaks were similar in 
form, but Z. P. e. VIas more variable than r.r. P. S., while. 
generally remaining larger than for the Voiced stops • 
.. 
, 
Figure 3.15 shows the distribution of Z.P.S. for Itl, and 
its voiced equivnlent I~. 
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3.1.2.2 ... Subject VI. A.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for this subject were similar in 
form to those spoken by C.W.T. 
3.1.2.3. Sublect M.A. 
82. 
Li1(e' /p/, about 501~ of the utterances of /t/ for subject 
M.A. did not show a separate I. peak. The size of the Z. 
peak was again variable, those examples wi th no I. peal( and 
a small Z. peak resembling the Z.T.I. diagram for the voiced 
cognate of /t/, /d/, in an exaggerated form. The T. peaks 
were also smaller than normal for /t/, the averaBe value of 
T. P. S. being about 110. (See figure 3.10,(0) ). 
The size of the Z. and T. peaks for this subject VlaG 
gnnerally reduced for all consonants. Two examples of Z.T.I. 
diagrams for the utterance /t~/ are shovm in figure 3.12. 
3.1.3 • ..1.. Subl,ect P.D.G:. 
The behaviour of /t/ on the Z.T.I. diagram for this 
subject resembled that observed for C. l,'J. T. The Z. peaks 
were universally large (Z.P.S. greater than 200), and the 
T. peaks a little bigger thari those of C.W.T. The average 
value of T.P.S. was about 160. 
~ 
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~.3./k/. 
3.1.3.1. Subject C.W.T. 
The Z. and I. peaks obtained for this subject were 
similar to those obtained for /t/. However, /k/ generally 
had less prominent T. peaks than /t/, showing that the 
energy in /k/ was concentrated at 10'v':er frequencies, 
(see section 1.4.2.3~Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of 
/kI/ are shovm in figure 3.13. Figure 3.10 ShOVlS the 
distributions of T.P.S. for /t/ and /k/. 
3.1.3.2., Subject 'lI.A.A. 
The behaviour of /k/ for this subject was similar to that 
for subject C. VI. T. The Z. penlcs for /k/ tended to be wider 
than those of /p/ and /t/. The distributions of Z.P.'lI. for 
these 3 phonemes are shown in figure 3.7. 
lk 1.3.3. Subject 1.1. A. 
The form of the Z.T.I. diagram for /k/ was againoimilar 
to that obtained for C.W.T., but the T. peaks were generally 
no smaller than those of/t/, (see figure 3.9). /k/,however, 
showed more prominent I. peales than /t/. l?1[,ttlre 3.16 shows 
the distributions of r.P.W. for /t/ and /k/. 
3.1.3.4. Subject P.D.G. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for this subject again resembled 
those of /k/ for subject C.W.T. Figure 3.14 shows the 
Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of /k~/. About 15% of the 
utterances,(for cyample figure 3.l4(a~ did not show a 
separate I. peak. The soragrams for the 2 sounds of 
figure 3.14, sho\v.n in figure 3.17, show that much more 
energy was present in the second sound than the first, 
corresponding to a more pronounced explosion of the stop. 
~.1.4. The Voiced stops. 
The distinctive feature of the Z.T.I. diagrruns for the 
Voiced Stops /b/, /~ and/g/ was that for all subjects these 
phonemes did not normally show a distinct I. peak. The 
sonograms of figure 1.4 show that the duration of the 
Voiced stops was very short, and the amount of energy present 
in the explosion of the stop was relatively small. 
The envelope of the waveform generally rose quickly but 
smoothly into the following vowel; this can be seen in the 
U.V. recording of figure 3.18. I. peaks occasionally did, 
occur for the Voiced stops, due to 'increased duration and to 
a greater proportion of fricative excitation. 
(b) (a) 
Fig . 3.17 Sonagr ams for two utterances of /koV by P. D.G. 
o 
- ---- -_ .. _-----------_._- .---- -------_ .-
100 200 300 -t-o. 
(ms. ) 
Fig .. 3.18 Rmv Speech Waveform for an utterance of 
IdDI by C.W.T. 
J 
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3.1.5. /PI. _ 
3.1.5.1. Subject C.W.T. 
It'igure 3.19 shows Z. T. I. diagrams of 2 utterances of the 
sound /bcr.1 spoken by C. VI. T. As figure 3.19 illustrates, 
both the Z. and T. peaks fol" fbI were relatively small, 
the Z. peaks sometimes being absent. This corresponds to 
the low FI value and the absence of energy at high 
frequencies (see section 1.4.2.1). l'.P.S. was normally much 
smaller than for Idl, while the Z. onset'time Z.L.E. tended 
to be larger than for lsI, as shown in figure 3.27. 
3.1.5.2. Subject "I.A.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams of fbI for this subject again showed 
the smallest Z. and T. peaks and the longest onset times of 
the Voiced stops, though it was generally more difficult to 
" 
distinguish between /bl, Idl and Igl than in the 'case of 
C.W.T. Figure 3.28(b) shows the distribution of T.L.E. 
for /b/. 
3.1.5._3., Subject M.A. 
The behaviour of fbi on the Z.T.I. diagram once more 
resembled that observed for subject C. VI. T.' 
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The T. peaks were again the smallest of the Voiced stops 
(see figure 3.29(a». About 30% of the utterances of /hI 
did not show a separate Z. peak. The Z. and T. peal\:s for 
fbi were generally no wider than those of Idl and Ig/, but 
the Z. onset time Z.L.E. was again slightly larger than that 
of Ig/. 
3.1:...5.4. Subject P. D. G. 
The Z.T.l. diagrams for fbi could again be distinguished 
from those of the other Voiced stops, as described above, 
and resembled most closely those of Ih/. As Figure 3.30 
shows, the Width of the Z. peak was often greater than that 
of Ihl, though a few e'xamples of both /hI and Ihl did not 
show a separate Z. peak~ 
3.1.6. IrJ4 
Idl usually had the highest T. peaks of the 3 Voiced 
Stops showing the presence of energy at higher frequencies. 
The distributions of T. P. S. for 10/ and Igl 'are' compared 
in -figure 3.31. The Z" peaks were similar to those of lei, 
but often higher than those of /b/. 
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In a few instances very large Z. peaks (Z.P.S. about 200) 
were observed for /d/ and /g/, owing to an increase in the 
amount of fricative modulation. Z.T.I. diagrams for two 
utterances of /d3/ are shown in figure 3.23. 
3.1.6.2. Subject W.A.A. 
': The Z. T. I. diagrams of /d/ for this subject again showed 
the largest T. peaks of the three Voiced stops. The Z. and 
T. peaks were generally the sharpest of these 3 phonemes, 
(see figure 3.28). Two eX~Jnples of the sound /du/ spoken 
by VI.A.A. are shown in figure 3.24. The duration of the 
Voiced stops (and Ih/) was somewhat greater and the Z. 
and T. peales were less. sharp than for subject C. W. T.·· 
This can be seen in figure 3.24 and by comparing the T.L.E. 
distributions of /hl and lei (figure 3.28(6.) and (d) ) with 
those for C.W.T. (figure 3.33). 
3.1.6.3. Subject M.A •. 
. Z.T.I. diagrams for utterances of the sound /dti/ by 
subject 1.1.A. are shown in figure 3.25. Like its voiceless 
equivalent /t/, /~ did not show the large T. peaks 
normally observed for. this phoneme pair. . The values of 
T.P.S. Vlere in fact slightly smaller than those of /e/, 
Fig . 3 . 34 
( b ) 
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(figure 3.29 (b) and (c»). This was presumably due to 
abnormal pronunciation for this phoneme pair. 
3.1.6.4. Subject P.D.G. 
Figure 3.26 shows the Z.T.I. diagrams for a pair of 
Idll sounds by subject pO, D. Q. The Id/ was characterised by 
extremely large and sharp T. peaks, almost as large as 
those of its voiceless equivalent It/. The average value 
of T.P.S. was about 150. 
3.1.7. jel. 
3.1.7.1. Subject C.W.T. 
Z.T.I. dia3rums of 2 utterances of Ig~1 are shown in 
figure 3.20. The values of T.P.S. for Igl tended to be 
slightly smaller than for Idl (see figure 3,31) •. The Z. 
peaks were generally very sharp and had the smallest values 
of Z.L.E. for the Voiced stops (see figure 3.27). 
3.1.1'.2 Subject W.A.A. The Z.T.I. diagrams for /g/ for this 
speaker were similar to those obtained for subject C.W.T. 
3.1.7.3. Subject B.~. 
The behaviour of the Z.T.l. diagram of lei for this 
subject was again similar to that observed for subject C,W.T. 
;'", 
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3.1.7.4. Subject P.D~. 
/g/for this subject showed T. peaks on the Z.T.I. 
diagrams which wel"le much smaller than those of' /d/, the 
average value of' T.P.S. being about 105. The size of' the 
Z. peaks was quite variable, but these peaks were normally 
larger than those of fb/ (see f'iS~lre 3.32). 
!3.1.8.1. Subject a.W.T. 
Although /h/ is classed as a Fricative sound, most of' 
the utterances of' this phoneme hud Z.T.I. diagrams 
resembling those of' the Voiced Stops /b/, /d/ and /e/. 
In particular, /h/ usually did not have a separate I. peak.·· 
Fi(;,"tlre 3.21 shows Z. T. I. diagrams f'or 2 utterances of the· 
sound /h'3/ with this property. The absence of I. peaks for 
/h,/ was attributed to: 
(8.) A relatively large amount of' voicing being present in 
the sotmd.· 
(0) The exceptionally low energy level - as seen in the. 
sonogram of' figure 1. 5(a). Occasionally this led· to 
.large I.S.D. values (see section 3.1.9). 
(c) The ShOl .. t duration of' /h/ compared to that 
90 .. 
fricatives, /h/ rarely reaching a steady state. 
I. peaks did occur for a few examples of/hi, e.g. the 2 
utterances of /h~/ of fieure 3.22. This illustrates the 
variable nature 91' /h/. 
The vnlues of Z.P.S. for /h/ varied widely, but the 
average was about 100. Like /d/ and /g/, some utterances of 
/h/ had large values'of Z.P.S. (about 200) due to increased 
frication; T.r.S. lay mostly in the range 75-100, less than 
for /d/. 
The fricative nature of /h/ meant that the Z. andT • 
. 
peaks were generally wider than those of the Voiced stops. ' 
The onset times were also greater, and the clearest distinction 
was that of T.L.E. (see figure 3.33). 
, . 
A.~~~.2. Subject y.A.A. 
The Z. T. I. diagrams of /h/ for' this subject again' 
resembled. those of the V:0iced stops /b/, /d/ and /15/. 
The Z. and T. pealcs were almost as narrow as ,those of./b/, 
Idl and lei, but T.P.S. was oomewhat smaller than for/d/ 
and /el, while the onset time T.L. E. ViaS 
. 
than for /b/ and /d,/(seefigure 3.28J 
/h/ had large values of I. S. D. due to o.n exceptionally low 
amount of energy being 'present in the sound. 

91. 
3.1.9. /1'/" 
3.1.9.1. Subject C.W.T. 
For this subject, the behaviour of the I. peak for /1'/ 
varied widely. This was due to changes in the amount of 
energy present in the /1'/, partly caused by changes in stress. 
Z.T.I. diagrams of 2 utterances of /fu/ and /fa / are shown 
in figures 3.35 und 3.36 respectively. Many utterances 
had exceptionally low overall energy levels (as seen in the 
sonneram of figure 1.5(f)corresponding to the Z.T.I. 
diegram of figure 3.36(0.).) Figure 3.39 is a U. V. recording 
of the raV! speech waveform for this sound. It can be seen 
from figure 3.39 that the envelope of the /1'/ is so small 
e.s to be indistinguishable from the silence preceeding it. 
The startil16 point of the I. truce Vias therefore a good deal 
later than that of the Z. and T. traces. This start delay 
Vias measured by the parameter I. S.D,} and provided a mea.ns 
of separating these samples of /f/ from the other consonants. 
This effect was also observed in some utterances of / () I 
and in a few examples of /h/. 
Other utterances of /1'/, such as those of figure 3.35(0.) 
and figure 3,36(b) had distinct I. pea.ks due to a greater 
amount of energybe1nG present in the If/. In a few cases, 
like the sound /f'UI of figure 3.35(0.), . these peaks 
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92. 
resembled those of /p/, due to the presence of a very large 
amount of energy at low frequencies. The values of Z.P.S. 
varied over a wide range, but T.P.S. was generally quite 
small for a Voiced Fl"ics.ti ve, the average value being about 
100. The Z. and T. peaks for /f/ were generally quite wide, 
the average value of Z. P. VI. being nbout 25 and that of 
T.P.Vl. being about 30 - 35. 
3.1.9.2. SulJject· W.~.A. 
Almost all the examples of./f/ for this subject had 
large values of I.S.D.(>lO) indicating that very little 
energy was present in the /f/ sound. 
!!...l. 9.3. Subject 11.~. 
About 50% of the Z. T. I. die.groms for this subject 
showed values of I.S.D. larger than those obtained for most 
of the other phonemes, but these start delays were 
generally shorter than those found for subjects C.W.T. and 
W.A.A. (The best threshold value for the I.S.D. decision 
fell from 10 to 5 for this subject.) Figure 3.37 shows 
Z. T. I. diagrams for 2 utterances of /f!/ by M.A.: the I.· 
start delays can be seen for both sounds. Figure 3.40 is 
the sonaciram for the /fs/ Bound of figure 3.37(a). From 
, -
! ~1 . , ' .• 
Fig. 3.40 Sonagram for an utterance of If!1 by M.A. 
figure ~40 it is apparent that the amount of energy in the 
/f/ sound increases towards the end of the sound, thus 
decreasing the value of I.S.D. As in the case of subject 
93. 
C. \'1. T. ,. large I. peaks were observed for a few examples of 
/f/ in which more energy was present in the consonant sound. 
The size of the Z. peaks for this subject varied, but 
they were sometimes quite large, as 'seen in figure 3.37. 
This indicates the presence of more energy at a higher 
frequency than in the case' of the previous subjects, as seen 
in the sonagram of figure 3.40. 
3.1.9.4. Subject P.D.G. 
For this subject, far more energy was present in the 
/f/ sound, and hence separate I. peaks were observed for most 
of the utterances, though 5% of the examples showed 10rge 
I. S. D. values. The I. peaks 'Nere often quite large, though 
I.P.S. varied widely (see figure 3.41). Z.T.I. diagrams for 
2 utterances of /fI/ by subject P.D.G. are sho\vu in figure 
, 
3.38. The increased amount of energy in the /f/ sound can 
be seen in the sonogram for the /fI/ sound of figure 3.38(b), 
shovm in figure 3.43. The Z. and T. peaks for /f/ remained 
much smaller than those of the voicelens fricatives /s/ and 
Iff, showing the scarcity of energy at high frequencies. 
Fig . 3 . 41 
( c ) 
Fig . 3 . 42 
Fig. 3.43 Sonagram for an utterance of If II by P.D.G •. 
The duration of If I was normally very long, and the onset 
times were extrelnely large, reflecting the fairly gradual 
energy built up, seen in figure 3.43. 
3.1.10. 10/. 
3.1.10.1. Subject C.VI.T. 
94. 
I e I, like If I , showed varying behaviour on the I. trace 
due to differences in the amount of energy present in the 
sound. Again there were SOr:1e cases, lil{e that of the first 
utterance of ;&.51 in figure 3.44, with no separate I. 
peale and a large I. start delay, but these Vlere less numerous 
than for If I. A larger number of utterances had a small but 
fairly distinct I. peak more typical of an unvoiced sound, 
(see figure 3e44(b)} 
The Z. and T. pealcs for 19-1 more closely resembled those 
of the voiced Fricatives/vl und lal than If I. Figure 3.42(a) 
shows that the value of Z.P.S. waG hardly any larger than 
for Ivl and Id/. This was somewhat surprising since lei i" 
is classed as a voiceless sound. The very low energy level 
of/~1 may be a partial cause of this, and in some cases the 
discrepancy may be explained by 11.1ispronunciation of the I e I, 
which can easily be confused with I cl/. 
j,;; 
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95. 
3.1.10.2. Subject W.A.A. 
About 30% of the utterances of /rt/ for this subject were 
similar to /1'/, having a large I.S.D. value (greater than 10). 
Most of the remainder did not ShOVl a separate I. peak. 
The absence of a separate I. peale was attrj.buted to similar 
factors to those given for /h/ (section 3.1.8.) 
The Z. peaks were extremely variable, but normally 
larger than those of Ivl and /d/, (see figure 3.48). 
The 'r. peaks were quite small, showing an energy concentration 
at the lower end of the frequency scale. The Z.T.I. diagrams 
for /0/ generally resembled those of the voiced stops, and 
its duration was abnormally short for a fricat1ve. /~I was 
very difficult to distinguish from/hi, /b/, /d/ and /el. 
3.1.10.3. Sub,ject M.A •. 
As in the case of W.A.A., no separate I. peaks were 
observed for most 01" the utterances by this subject. 
About 35% of the examples of /e/ considered had I. S. D. values 
similar to those of /1'/ for this subject •. The Z. peaks, 
however, were generally smaller than those. of if/, and /&/ 
was again difficult to distinguish from/hi, fbi, /d/ and/S/. 
Figure 3.45 shows Z. T. I. diagrams for 2 utterances of /Ot).. /. 
In figure 3. 45(a) ,the Z.peal( 1s· indistinct. 
Fig . 3 . 48 
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3.1.10. 4. Subject P.D.G. 
Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of /0/ by subject P.D.G. 
are shovm in fi&'1.u"e 3.46. Roughly 80~~ of the utterances of 
. /el showed a very long start delay on the I. trace 
(I.S.D. greater than 15), due to an exceptionally low 
overall energy level. The Z. and T. peaks for /el were 
generally larger than those of Iff, showing a higher 
frequency energy ebncentration. Figure 3.40 shows the 
distribution of Z.P.S. for /1'/ and /~/. 
3.1.11. LvL •. 
3.1.11.1. Subject C. VI. '1'. 
Figure 3.50 shows Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of 
the sound /vuj spoken by C. VI. T. Like most of the voiced 
Fricatives, Iv/ normally showed distinct I. peaks, indicating 
that an appreciable affi9unt of fricative modulation was 
present. These peaks were generally more prominent than 
those obtained for unvoiced sounds, thouGh the onset of the 
vowel was less sharp. 
As Figure 3.50 illustrates, the Z. peaks for Iv/ were 
considerably smaller than those of the vowel, ihe Z. trace 
being governed by the low ]1 value for /v/. Fi&~re 3.42(b) 
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97. 
shows the distribution of Z.P.S. for /v/. The T. peaks for 
/v/ were often quite larGe, showing the influence of 
fricative excitation. 
3.1.11.2. Subject W.A.A;. 
/v/ for this subject was again characterised by very 
small Z. peaks. The distribution of Z.P.S. is shovm in 
figure 3.48(b). Figure 3.51 shows 2 examples of the sound 
/v3/ by W.A.A. An appreciable number (ubout 251~) of the 
examples studied did not show a separate I. peak (as in 
figure 3.5l(b) ), while the remainder generally had smaller 
I. peal{s than in the case of subject C. W. T. (compare figure 
3. 5l( a) Vii th figure 3.50). This VlaS presumably due to a 
reduction in the runount of energy present in the consonant 
sound, corresponding to a lowered stress or to a greater 
amount of voicing. The low energy level in the /v/ sound of 
figure 3.5l(b) can be seen in the sor:8Jgrrun of figure 3.52. 
In genel~al far more of the utterances by subject V/.A.A. 
did not show a separate I. peak. 
3.1.11.3 Suqject M.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagra.ms of Iv/ for this subject resembled 
those of subject C.W.T. Almost all of the utterances 
shOVled a separate I. 'Peak •. 
Fig. 3.52 Sonagram for an utterance of /v3/ by W.A . A. 
3.1.11.4 Subject P.D.G. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams of /v/ again showed very small Z. 
peaks. As in the case of speaker W.A.A., about 30% of the 
utterances did not show a rrparate I. peak. 
3.1.12. ld/ 
98. 
Z.T.I. diagrams for two utterances of the sound /~~/ by 
C.W.T. are shown in figt~e 3.47. As expected, /d/ behaved 
(over 
99-
in a similar way to Ivl and it was difficult to discriminate 
between the two. Uost of the utterances of Idl had distinct 
I. peaks as in figure3.~(~but sometimes (as in figure 3.47(b») 
the I. peal\: was absent. This can be attributed mainly to 
differences in the amount of voicing present in the I~I and 
to a lesser overall energy level. 
The distinguishing feature of/~/, like lvi, was the 
e.xtremely small (and sometimes absent) Z. peak. The Z. peaks 
were expected to be a little ~igher than those of lvi, but 
this was not generally the case,(see figure 3.42). 
~.1.12. 2 •. Subject VI. A.A. 
;0/ 
The Z.T.I. diagrams fo~w~re again very similar to those 
of Ivl. The Z. peaks were slightly smaller than for lvi, 
(see figure 3.48). About 20% of the utterances did not show 
a separate I. peak. 
3.1.12.3. Subject M.A. 
It "taS again difficult to distinguish the Z.T.I. diagrams 
of /dl from those of lvi, though these 2 phonemes could 
easily be distinguished from the remainder by their 
exceptionally low Z.P.S. values, and the presence of. a 
separate I. peak. 
As figure 3.53 shows, the Z. peaks for /cl/ tended to be 
wider than those of /v/. 
3.1.12.4. Subject P.D.G. 
100. 
Just over 50% of the utterances of /~/ for this subject 
did not show a separnte I. peak on the Z.T.I. diagram. 
The presence of very small Z. peaks, and the greater 
duration of the fricntive sound, enabled the utterances to be 
separated from the voiced stops relatively easily. 
3.1.13. ISle 
e 
3.1.13.1. Subj act C. VI. T. 
The distinguishing features of /s/ were the massive 
Z. and T. peaks obtained for this sound. Figure 3.55 shows 
Z.T.I. dingrems for 2 utterances of /Su./ by C.VI.T. 
The height of the Z. and T. peaks shows that the energy 
in /s/ was concentrated at h1eh frequencies, with little 
energy in the vowel formant range. The duration of /s/ was 
often extremely large, and the peaks therefore flat topped. 
Most of the examples of /s/ had small values of I.P.S., the 
I. peaks being similar to that of figure3.55(a). 
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3.1.13.2. Subject W.A.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagram of /s/ for subject VI.A.A. resembled 
those obtained for C.W.T. The I. peaks for /s/ were ,general~y 
smaller than for the other phonemes which had massive Z. and 
T. peaks. (see fi 5ure 3.54). 
3.1.13.3. Subject M.A. 
The behaviour of /s/ on the Z.T.I. diagram was again 
similar to that observed for C.W.T. The I. peaks were more 
prominent than for subjec·t VI.A.A. (Compare figures 3.54 and 
3.59). 
3.1.13.4. Subject P.D.G. 
Figure 3.56 shows the Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances 
of /83/ by subject P.D.G. As figure 3.56 illustrates, the 
Z.T.I. diagrams for /s/ Vlere similar to those of subject 
C.W.T. in a slightly exaggerated form, larger values of 
Z.P.S. and T.P.S. being obtained. The average value of 
T. P. S. VlaS about 190. 
Fig . 3 .5 9 (b) 
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3.1.14. 11/. 
3.1.14.1. Subject C.W.T. 
The utterances of /J/ for C.W.T. had Z.T.I. diagrams 
very similar to those obtained for lsi. 2 utterances of /J3/ 
are shown in figure 3.57. /f/ could be distinguished from 
/s/ using the parruneter T.P.S. which tended to be lower in 
the case of /J/. The sonagrams of figures 1.5(f)&(1l show 
that the enerGY in /s/ Vias concentrated in higher regions of 
the spectrum than for /I/. This was also true of the voiced 
cognates of /s/ and lSI, /z/ and /3/. FiGure 3.60 shows the 
distribution of T.P.S. for these 4 phonemes. 
3.1.14. 2~ Subject '}l~_..h. 
The Z.T.!. diagrams of /f/ for subject VI.A.A. were 
similar to thoBe observed. for subject C.W.T. The T. peaks 
were again somewhat smaller than those of /s/, though this 
distinction was not ns clear as in the case of subject C.W.T. 
The behaviour of /f/ on the Z.T.I. diagram was again 
similar to that observed for subject C. VI. T. The I. penlcs 
--
103. 
were more prominent than for W.A.A. (compare figures 3.59 
and 3.54). Figure 3.58 shows Z.T.I.diagrams for 2 utterances 
of the sound /J3/. 
3.1 • ..1..4 • 4 ... Subject P. D.O:. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for the utterances of /f/ by subject 
P.D.G. closely resembled those obtained for subject C.W.T. 
Z. T. I. diagrams for 2 utterances of the sound /z u../ by 
0.'':1. T. are shown in figure 3.61. '.rhe I. and Z. peaks for 
this phoneme varied a good deal due to differences 1n the 
amount of voicing preoent.· The I. pealco for /z/ Vlere 
Generally larger but less distinct than for its voiceless 
cognate lsi. 'Nhen a large amount of voicing was prenent, as 
in figure 3.61(0) and the corresponding sonagram of 
figure 1.5 (g), the Z. trace was governed by Fl and was qui te 
small. Z. penlcs more closely resembling those obtained for 
/s/ occurred \I'11en frictional excitation predominated. 
Often the Z. trace shoy/cd more than a single peale for the 
/z/ sound (e.g.figure 3.6l(b)}, this was presumably due to 
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104. 
changes in the amount of voicing within the sound itself. 
The T. peaks for /z/ were very large, similar to those 
of lsi, showing that a large amount of energy Vias always 
present at high frequences,(see figure 3,60). 
Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of the sound /Zi/ are 
shown in figure 3.62. The level of voiceless modUlation was 
generally higher than in the case of subject C.W.T. 
1his can be seen from comparison of the sonoGrams of the 
/zi/ sound of figure 3.62(b), shown in figure 3.64, with 
that of figlll"e 1.5(g) .Por this reason, the I. peal(s were 
smaller, more closely resembling those of lsi, and the Z. 
, 
peaks generally larger. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for /z/ for this subject closely 
resembled those obtained for C. 'Il. T. 'rhe Z. peaks were 
generally quite small, due to the dominance of voiced 
excitation. 
Variations in the relative amounts of voiced and· 
" 
' li~I~1i . 
. ~ p,11 
I" r·· 
Fig. 3.64 Sonagram for an utterance of /zi/ by W.A.A. 
voiceless modulation in the /z/ sound again resulted in 
variable behaviour on the Z. and I. traces. This is 
105. 
illustrated by the distributions of Z.P.S. sho\vn in figure 
3.65. /z/ could, however, be distinguished by its . 
exceptionally large T. peaks, the average value of T.P.S. 
being about 180. 
3.1.16.1. Sul)ject C.V/.T. 
The Z.T.I. diagrums for /~/ resembled those of /z/ as 
expected. 2 examples of the utterance I) a faro shown in 
figure 3.63. The value of r1'. P. S. was smaller than fOI' /z/, 
being about the same as that of/JI (see figure 3.60). 
3.1.16.2. Subject W.A.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagre~s for /i/ again resembled those of /z/. 
T.P.S. VIas slightly sr.mller than for /z/, but the Turnaround 
Peale drop (T. P. D.) was generally lower for /z/ than for /.5/. 
(see figure 3.66). This was presumably causedCby a sharper 
change in the higher formant region at the onset of the vowel 
following /z/, possibly due to a greater proportion of 
voiceless modulation being present in /z/. 
.j 
Fig . 3 . 66 
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3.1.16.3. Subject r.1.A. 
13 1 exhibited similar behaviour on the Z.T.I. diagrrun 
to that o1Jserved for subject C. W. T. The Z. peaks were 
generally quite large, showing the presence of a large 
amount of unvoiced modulation. 
3.1.16.4. Subject P.D.G. 
The Z. T. I. diacrarrs .of IJI for this subject generally 
behaved in a similar way to those of C. ':1. 'r. The Z. peaks 
for IJI were normally less pronounced than those of Iz/, 
indicating a greater proportion of voiced excitation. 
Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 utterances of the sound It! I 
spoken by C.W.T. are shown in figure 3.67. As expected, the 
form of the peaks was midway between those of It I and Ijl. 
The duration of the sound was generally longer than for It I 
but shorter than for If I. The onset times were generally 
smaller than those of the unvoiced Fricatives, and the Z. 
and T. peults were sharper, due to the ini tinl stop phase of 
the combined sound. Figure 3.69 shoYls the distribution of 
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Z.L.E. for It I, lsi and ftfl. 
3.1.17.2. Subject VI.A.A. 
The Z.T.~. diagrams for the utterances of ItJI by W.A.A. 
resembled those of the fricative If I more closely than those 
of the stop Itl, though the duration of It!1 was generally 
less than that of If I. ' 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for 2 examples of the sound ItJool 
spoken by YI.A.A. are shovm in figul"e 3.68. In figure 3.68, 
the vowel peak on the Z. trace is much larger for the second 
member of the pair of sounds than for the first. This was 
a common feature of the utterances by W.A.A., and was due to 
differences in pitch and stress between the first and second 
sounds of a pair. Figure 3.71 is a U.V. recording of 2 
waveforms for the vowel I~/, taken from the first and second 
members of a pair of It31 sounds. The increased number of 
zero crossings for the second 151 sound can be clearly seen. 
~1.17.3. Subject M.A. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for ItJI for this subject were 
similar to those obtained for C.W.T. The onset times were 
less than those of the fricatives, while theduratlon of Itf I 
was greater than that of the Voiceless stops. Figure 3.70 
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shoVis the distributions of Z.P.'ll. for Itfl and Ik/. 
3.1.17.4. Subject P.D.G. 
The behaviour of Itfl on the Z.T.I. diagram was similar 
to that of subject VI.A.A., resembling IJI mope closely 
than It/. 
3.1.18.1. Subject C~W.T. 
the 
The Z.T.I. diaaram for~voiced affri~~tive IdJI was 
characterised by high, sharp peaks on the Z. and T. traces, 
but generally had no distinct I. peaks. 2 exnmples of the 
utterances Idjal nre shown in figure 3.72. Id31 behaved 
similarly to the voiced stop t~, the influence of the 
fricative 131 being to increase the height of the Z. peak and 
extend the duration of the sound. The absence of distinct I. 
peaks shows that a large amount of voiciIlfl vms present in 
both the stop and fricative phases of /d]l. The variation 
in the amount of voicing was reflected in the values of Z,P,S., 
which though normally large (about 200), sometimes fell 
towards the typical Id/ value (about 100). 
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3.1.18.2. Subject W.A.A. 
The behaviour of the Z.T.I. diagram for Id3!for the 
utterances by subject W.A.A. was very similar to that 
observed for subject C.W.T. 
3.1.18.3. Subject H.A. 
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The Z.T.I. diagrams for Id]1 for this subject again 
resembled those observed for subject C.W.T., but distinct 
I. peaIcs were observed in about 15% of the utterances, 
showing an increased effect of the fricative part of the 
combined sound. Figure 3.73 shows the Z.T.I. diagrams for 
a pair of utterances of /d5~1 by subject M.A. 
3.1.18.4. Su~ject P.D.G. 
Por this subject, about 501~ of the utterances showed 
small but distinct I. peal{s on the Z. T. I. diagram. These 
examples most closely resembled the voiceless stop It I on 
the Z.T.I. diagram, but their I.P.S, values were generally 
t 
smaller than those of It I (see figure 3,75). Z. 'r. I. diagrams 
for n pair of IdS!::!1 sounds are shown in figure 3.74. 
Fig . 3 . 75 
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,3.1.19. The Vowel Lil{e Sounds. Gli~nd Nasals. 
Since it was generally difficult to separate the 6 Glides 
and Nasal Phonemes from each other, this group of sounds will 
be discussed as a whole. rather than by individual phonemes. 
The Vowel-like sounds could be distinguished from the 
• 
other consonants by the behaviour of the I. trace. While 
the I. trace followed the gradual changes in amplitude level 
occurring during the production of the consonant, a nmnber 
of small bmnps or 'crests' frequently appeared. This effect 
can be seen in the Z.T.I. diagrams of figure 3.76(sound /jO/, 
speaker a.W.T.). These small variations in the envelope can 
also be seen in the vowel part of the Z.T.I. diagrams and 
occasionally in the voiced Fricatives (e.g. Figure 3.61). 
Figure 3.87 is a U.V. recording of the raw speech waveform 
for the sound /jo/ of figure 3.76(a). The short term 
variations in the envelope causing the appearance of crests 
on the I. trace can be clearly seen. These crests seem to be 
~ common feature of vowels and vowel-like sounds, but diel not 
generally occur f'or the Fricatives and stops. The number and 
prominence of the crests varied from sound to sound and from 
speaker to speaker~ 
the Although the crests do not constitute I. peaks inAusual 
sense, as they do not separate the consonant from the vowel 
Ill. 
part of the C.V. syllable, their presence provided a good. 
means of separating the vowel-like sounds from other consonants. 
In figure 3.76j the part of the I. trace corresponding to the 
initial articulator position can be easily distinguished 
from the following formant glide. The I. peak was therefore 
positioned as normal on the initial part of the trace. 
Sometimes~ however, this distinction could not be made, 
(e. g. fiGUre 3.77, sound /rul, speaker C. VI. T. ). In these cases 
the I. peak was positioned at about the middle of the 
crested region. This generally gave a higher value of I.P.S. 
than when the peak was positioned as normal. For these 
sounds, the peak-picl:ing algorithm often failed, and the I. 
peak marker was positioned manually. 
This procedure generally gave the Glides and Nasals higher 
val~es of I.P.S. than those of the other sounds, but the most 
reliable difference ViaS the value of I. P.D. When the I. peak 
was due to a crest, I.P.D. vms only slightlY' smaller than 
I.P.S., whereas other sounds with large I.P.S. values could 
have much lower values of I.P.D. (e.g. figure 3.35(0.) ). 
3.1.19.1. Speaker C.W.T. 
For this speal~er the crests on the I. trace were generally 
quite marked, often yielding high values of I.P.S. 
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Z.T.I. diagrams of 2 utterances of the sounds Ij~/, Iru/, 
Iw(/, Iv~/, Ilil, Im~1 and In~ are shown in figures 3.76 
through 3.82. The vowel-like sounds could be distinguished f 
from each other to some extent using the parameter I.P.S. 
The distributions of I.P.S. for the 6 Glide and Nasal phonemes 
are shown in figure 3.88. The glides Ijl and Irl tended to 
have the lowest values ai' I.P.S. and the nasals 1m! and Inl 
the highest. The lower I.P.S. values were generally due to 
the location of the I. peak on the pre-glide phase of the 
sound (as in figure 3.76), while in the case of the nasals, 
the crests vJCre often closer to the I. maximum (soc. figure 
3,~.81. ). As figures 3.76 and 3.79 show, different utterances 
of Iwl could exhibit either of these effects. 
The vowel-like sounds generally showed distinct T. peako 
due to discontinuities in the higher formant paths, -
(sec section 1.4.5. ). The height of the T. peak was 
generally low. The values of T.P.D. were generally lower 
for Irl, III and Iwl than for IYI, Iml and Inl, duo to D-
sharper higher formant change. The distributions of T.P.D. 
for the 6 vowel-like phonemes are shown in figure 3.89. 
The oonagrams of figures 1.7{b),{c) and (d) indicate that 
the higher formant-change is mo~e abrupt i~ the cases of Ir/, 
III and Iw/. 
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It can be seen from figures 3.76 to 3.82 that the Z.peaks 
for the vowel-like sounds were often dubious, and little 
useful information could be gained from the Z. parameter. 
The level of the Z. trace was unifornuy low. 
3.1.19.2. Speaker W.A.A. 
For this subject the 'crests' on the I. trace were less 
prominent and fewer in number than in the case of subject 
C. VI. T. This is illustrated by the Z. T. I. diagrams for a pair 
of /ru./ sounds spoken by VI. A.A. shovm in figure 3.83. 
About 10% of the Z.T.I. diagrams did not show a distinct I. 
peak. This corresponds to the generally less clear I. 
behaviour for this subject. The I.P.S. values were generally 
lower than in the case of C.Y.T. This is illustrated in 
figure 3.90 v/hich ShOViS the distrlbution of I. P. S. for /r/. 
As fieure 3.83(0.) shows, low values of T.P.D. still. occurred 
for this subjec't, but this parameter was less useful than in 
the case of C.W.T. 
Those vowel-like sounds which did not show a distinct 
I. peale were cl1fficult to separate from /11/, /1)/, /d/ and /e/, 
but their Z. and T. peaJ:s Vlere often somewhat smaller. 
Fig . 3 . 90 
( a ) 
Fig . 3 . 91 
( b) 
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3.1.l9.3~ Speaker M.A. 
The crests on the I. peal\: were 8.gain fewer in number 
and less pronounced for this subject, but the I.'.P.S. values 
were very similar to those obtained for subject C.W.T. 
As in the case of subj ect VI. A. A., an appre .:iable number of 
sounds (about 10%) did not show a separate I. peale. 
These sounds could be separated from other phonemes to some 
extent by the smaller size and width of their Z. and T.peaks, 
and their larger I.L.E. value. Figure 3.34 shows the 
distributions of I.L.E. for /h/, fb/ and /w/. 
The Z.T.I. diagrams for /j/ were distinguished by 
exceptionally 1arce and wide T. penks for a vowel-like sound. 
2 examples of Z. T. I. d.iaerams for the sound /ju/ are shovm 
in figure 3.84. The distributions of T.P.S. for /j/ and 1m! 
are ShOYffi in figure 3.91. The presence of larc;e amounts of 
enerey at higher forr.1D.nt frequencies nnd above can be seen 
in the sonOgram (figure 3.92) for the /ju/ sountl of 
figure 3. 84(b). 
For this cubject the Z. T. I. cUagrams for the vovlel-llke 
sounds resembled those of subject C. VI. T., generally in a 
slightly exaggerated forr:l. The I. crests were often more 
Fig. 3.92 Sonagram for an utterance of /ju/ by M.A. 
(d) 
(b ) ( e) 
( c ) (f) 
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numerous than for C.W.T. and the I.P.S. and I.P.D. values 
were higher. The T.P.D. values were slightly lower, indicating 
a sharper formant discontinuity at the onset of the vowel. 
The distributions of I.P.S. end T.P.D. for the vowel-like 
Bounds are shown in figures 3.94 and 3.95. The nnsals Iml 
and In! generally had the largest I. P. S. values, ~lhile Irl 
and Iwl had lower values of T.P.D. then /j/. Z.T.I. diagrams 
for 2 examples of /\'13/ are shown in figure 3.85. Figure 3.85 
shows the sharp drop on the T. trace at the onset of the vowel. 
Fi6'Ure 3.86 shows the Z. T. I. diagrams for 2 examples of /nj/, 
With very high I.P.S. values. 
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3.~. Recoenition Algorithn~. 
For each subject, the available data comprised the 
parameter sets for 4 examples of each consonant phoneme, 
spoken with each of 10 vowels. rrhere were thus 40 repetitions 
of each consonant for a single speaker (Section 1.1.). 
A recognition algorithm of the type described in section 
2.2. was 'evolved for each subject, using the design method 
outlined in Section 2.2.2. 
It was originally intended to desien these algorithms 
using t of the data (2 utterances of each consonant with each 
vowel) as a. training set, and then to evaluate the algorithm 
performance on the rer.laining test set. However, the number of 
eX.9mples falling into each Group (see Section 2.2.1.) declined 
with each succeeding decision level, and beyond level 4 these 
were frequently insufficient numbers on vlhich to base a 
meaningful decision. In these cnses it was necessary to 
invoke the test set data in order to enable further separation 
of the phonemes. This procedure generally enabled distinction 
between individual consonant phonemes (except the vowel-like 
sounds), most of the end pOints being associated with a single 
"probable" phoneme. There was thus no real distinction· 
between tralnin,1 nnd test sets, and the results presented in 
Section 3.3. cover the whole of the data. 
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Lack of time prevented the processing of further. c.V. 
sounds to acquire more data. This could have been done by 
dealing with fewer subjects, but it was felt that 4 speakers 
Vlere the minimum number needed to enable some assessment of 
subject differences. In any case, the limited storage capacity 
of the P.D.P.-8 would mean re-writing the algorithm design 
prograrrune if larger bodies of data were to be used. The 
standard errors of the recognition rates are small enough to 
expect no major decline in the performance of the algorithms 
on neVi data. 
The following sections describe the algorithnBevolved for 
each subject, and the p'erformance of these algori thms. 
~. 2.!1. ~~J2t:.lration into Groups.~ 
The first operation in the recognition process was to 
assign'the consonant to. one of the 4 or 5 Groups. 
done by a sequential series of Group Decisions. 
This VIas 
The object of 
the Group separation we.s to reduce the number of phoneme 
categories to be considered by later stages of the algorithm 
to manageable proportions: 
Each Group was designed to trap certain phonemes, though 
there was necessarily a large fHllOunt of overlRpping between 
the Groups. In some cases errors in the Group decision Were 
corrected at a later stage in th.e algorith'-11. 
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The seQuences of Group decisions for the 4 speakers are 
shovm in figures 3.96 to 3.99. 
3.2.1.1. The Group 1 decision. 
01 included those sounds which had a large Consonant Peak 
on the Z. and T. traces, much higher than that of the vowel. 
Due to high freQuency 'domination of the consonant spectrum, 
there was generally a sharp Z.P.S. distinction between these 
sounds and the rest. 
For all subjects, Gl included the bulk of the utterances 
of ItJI, Id31, lsi and (fl. Other Phonemes entering 01 varied 
from oubject to subject as shown in figure 3.100. 
The values of the Z. P. S. threshold fOI' subjects C. VI. T (lnd 
P.D.G. (211 and 210 respectively) v/ere remarkably similar, 
while that for subject M.A. (148) was a good deal less, 
corresponding to the generally lower magnitude of the Consonant 
Peal{s for this subject. In the case of subjectW.A.A., the 
bestiZ.P.S. threshold (286) gave a slightly less reliable 
separation than the 1\ P. 'Q'. decision. This was due to the 
variation in the height of the Z. peak for the vowel between 
the first and second member's of a pair of C. V. sounds. 
(See Section 3.1.17.2.). 
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3.2.1.2. The Group 4 decision. 
All the sounds not entering Gl which did not show tl 
separate consonant peak on the I. trace were allocated to G4. 
G4 was mainly intended to cope with the phonemes /h/, /b/, /d/ 
nnd /e/. Apart frc:n these phonemes, the sounds entering G4 
varied widely from subject to subject (See fiBure 3.100). 
This Group was generally the most complicated, especially for 
subjects VI.A.A. and U.A. when a greater proportion of sounds 
did not possess a distinct I. peak. 
3.2.1.3. The Group 3 decision., 
This decision performed the main separation betv/een the 
vowel-like sounds (/j/, /r/, /1/, /w/, /ml and In/) and the 
remainder. The vowel-like sounds were characterised by larger 
values of I.P.D., due to the appearance of "crests" on the I. 
trace (Section 3.1.19). The values of the I.P.D. threshold 
varied from subject to subject with the prominence of the crests. 
3.2.1.4. The Group 2 - Group 5 decision. 
The :t~emaining sounds were compri sed largely of the vowel-
like phonemes on the one hand, and eX8mples of other phonemes 
(chiefly Ip/) with an exceptiona1.ly large I. peak on the other. 
120. 
The most reliable way of separating these two groups was to use 
the difference between I.P.S. and I.P.D. The value of 
(I.P.S. - I.P.D.) was generally less than 12 for the vowel-like 
phonemes, due to their I. crests, and greater than 12 for the 
remainder. 
Group 5 was generally much simpler than the other groupS; 
in the case of subject VI.A.A. the Group 2 - Group 5 decision 
"Vas not necessary, since the utterances of Ipl normally 
entered G3 or G4. 
The next sub-section describes each of the 5 groups in 
the aleorithrn evolved for each subject. 
~ 2. 2.1. Subject C. 'fil. T. {fipu1e 3.101.) 
The first decision in Group 1 separated Id31, Which 
normally did not shoVl an I. peak, from the remainder of the 
phonemes. A few examples of It I and It]1 which had no I. peak 
also ~ntered G121, together with those fow voiced stops with 
abnormally larze Z. peaks which had entered Gl. The latter 
were separated from IdJ/, It I and ItJI by a T.P.S. decision 
and re-directed to G4. At Gl22, Is/ and If I were separated 
out by means of their greater duration. The G133 decision 
separated It I and Ikl froln ItS/, which had larger Z. onset 
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times: It I Vias then distinguished from Ikl by means of its 
higher T. peak (G141). The main distinction between lsi and 
If I was made at G134-, lsi havinJ higher T. peaks than If I. 
3.2.2.2. Subject Y/. A. A. (figure 3.102). 
For this subject,Gl \-vas complicated by the presence of 
large numbers of the voiced fricatives Izl and 151, due to the 
use of T.P.S. instead of Z.P.S. in the Gl decision. 
The voiced stops were this time separated from I d 51 using 
a l'.P. W. decision (G121), the duration of Idjl being lln'gel"' 
than that of the voiced stops. The phonemes entering 0132 
Vlere comprised mainly of Id}/, with a few examples of Izl and 
1)1. Ho reliable decision could be found for distinguishing 
Id31 from Izl and 131, but the T. P. S. decision seplll"ated 131 
fl'om 13/ , Id51 falling almost equnlly between 0141 and 0142. 
Jill I. P. VI. decision "ms again used to separate Is! and I JI 
(G122), and at G133 a Z.P.W. decision separnted It I from ItJI, 
Iz/ and /J /. /zl and /5/ genernlly had smaller Z. peaks t.han 
Itfl, and this fact was utilised at 0144. A T.P.D. decision 
at 0153 then separated /zl fl'om 15/ (see figure 3.06). 
1.lost of the sounds entering G154 were exm~l:ples of ItJ I,· and 
the Z.P.W. decision distinguished the additional utterances 
of It/ and Id31 from those of Izl and 131. 
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?,iost of the utterances of lsi terminated at 0155, having 
smaller I. peaks than I II (see figure 3.54). A z. P. VI. decision 
at G146 identified most of the re!l1aining examples of Itfl by 
means of their shorter duration. The I.P.D. decision at GIB8 
distinguished I JI from the remaining examples of /31, the 
latter having a higher but less distinct I. peak, and the 
majority of the utterances of If I arrived at G165. 
For this subject a greater number of sound.s entering 01 
had no senara te I. peak, and it 'was necessary to use both 
• ,G132 
T.P. S. and duration decisions (Gl21lnnd G131) to direct the 
unVlanted voiced stops to 0141. In this case the best means 
of' separatinG' out lsi and If/was to make use of' their greater 
Z. onset time (G122). The utterances entering G133 were' 
mainly comprised of 11r.1 and ItJ I, and these were separated by 
a duration decision. 1'11e large numbers of utterances of IJI 
entering 0134 VIere distinguished from lsi and 111 using an 
I.L.E,· decision. 
In this case, considerable numuers of' the utter-ances of' 
Izl enterinu Gl did not have a separate I. peak, and these were 
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SH S(SH 
distinguished from IdJl using a duration decision at G132. 
Those utterances of IdJI which showed a separate I. peak, 
together VIi th It I and Ik/, were sepal"ated at G122 by means 
123. 
of their shorter duration. A :further I. P. '.'1. decision at G134 
distinguished It JI and Izl from lsi and I II. Itf I was then 
distinguished from Izi at G145 by means of its sharper onset 
times. 
3.2.3. Group 4. 
The first decision in G4separated those sounds with n 
large I.S.D. value (due to a very low overall energy level) 
from the remainder. In the case of subject C. W. rr., these Vlere 
comprised largely of If I , together with some examples of 101. 
A T. P. W. decision at G122 distinguished between tlwse 2 
phonemes. 
The few examples of Izl which entered G4were removed at 
G121' by means of their very large T. peaks. Those sounds with 
very small (or absent) Z. peaks (chiefly lvi, 1;)/, Ihl and 
/hI) were separated at G131. The T.P.O. decision at G142 VIUS 
intended mainly to separate Idl from Ih/, fbi and Ig/. 
1'.lost of the utterances of lei v:erc then directed to 0161, 
since these generally had very sharp Z.,' peaks, 
Fig. 3.105 Re.ognition Algorithm ~or Subject C.W.T. 110 
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At G162, /h/ was separated from /b,d,and g/ by means of its 
greater onset times. 
At G154, /d/ was separated from the l'emaining examples of 
/d~/ and /~ / by means of its sharper T. peaks. 
For this subject, the far greater number and variety of 
utterances wi th no I. peal{ meant that 04 became very complicated, 
though its form VJUS similar to that for subject C.W.T. 
vowel-like 
. An appreciable number of the,X,phonemes entered this GraUl', but 
many of these v/ere re-directed to 02 (at 0472). The vowel-like 
sounds had smaller Z. and T. peaks thun the majority of the 
sounds entering G2 (0421 and 431), while the Z. cut 9ff at the 
onset of the vowel was less distinct (0441) and the T. cut off 
sharper (G452). 
3.2~3._3. Subje,ct M.A. (fieure 3.1Q11 
04 for this subject VJUS again complicated by the presence 
of additional consonants with no I. peak. The threshold for 
the initial I.S.D. decision was lowered to 5, corresponding to 
the smaller I. start delays observed for this subject. 
The T.P.S. decision at G421 isolated those sounds with 
large T. peaks, in this case mainly /t/, /j/ and IE~,. 
ISD 
Fig. 3.107 Recognition Algorithm ~or Subjeet M.A. 
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(/g/ for this subject often had larger T. peaks than Id/, 
see figure 3.29). Ijl generally had smaller Z. peaks than 
It I and Ir'! (0432), while the Z. cut off for It I was sharper 
than for Igi (G444). 
The vowel-like sounds entering 04 again had small Z. and 
T.peaks (except Ij/), while the Z. onset time was quite small 
'and the I. onset tirnelarge (figure 3.34). Most of these 
sounds were re-directed to G2 via 0462. The utterances of Ipl 
which entered this group were very difficult to separate from 
the voiced stop sounds. 
In this case, the initial I.S.D. decision was made with a 
greater threshold of 15. The sounds with large values of I.S.D. 
were mainly comprised of 101. 
The T.P.S. decision'at G421 this time isolated the majority 
of the utterances of Id/, together wi th some examples of Ikl 
and a few utterances of lvi, IdJI and Iz/. Idl had far 
narrower T. peaks than the latter group (G432). 
Those sounds with very small (or absent) Z. peaks were 
again isolated at G43l. These comprised most of' th.e uttel"ances 
of Ivl and Idl with no I. peal<::, together with nurnbersof Ihl 
and fbi. G452 received most of this group which had a separate 
Z. peak (chiefly Ih/) , while the stop fbi generally had smaller 
,.. 
4'~ ';::~j 
._-------_._---- _.---._--_. 
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T. onset times than the fricative Ijl (G462). 
The Z.L.E. decision at G442 separated most of the 
utterances of lei from Ih and bl, le/ having the sharper Z. 
peaks. G454 removed about ~ of the remaining utterances of 
/bl, which had sharper T. peaks than Ihl, and the remaining 
examples of fb/ were distinguished from those of Ih/ by their 
wider Z. peaks (G466). 
3.2.4 •. 1. Subject C.VI.T. (fi~ 3.109). 
The initial T.P.S. decision in this group isolated most 
of the utterances of /t/ and /z/ present, which were then 
separated by a duration decision (G322). 
At G221, those utterances with very small Z. peaks 
(chiefly IOI,/v/and Id/), were separated from the remainder 
(chiefly /t/ yi/,lziand If I). /Cj/ generally had slightly smaller 
values of Z. P. s~, T. P. S. and Z. P. VI. than /t9/ and/v/, and this 
was utilised in G331, G34l and G342. 
A duration decision at G332 separated /t/ and /}:./ from 
Izl and 131• It/ had larger T. peaks thun lkY (G343), while 
the Z. peaks for lSi were slightly longer than those of /z/ 
(G358) • 
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3.2.4.2. Subject W.A.A. (figure 3.110). 
The initial Z.P.W. decision in G3 separated out those few 
sounds (chiefly /f/) with a very long duration. At G321, those 
sounds with very small Z. peaks were separated from the 
remainder as before. These comprised chiefly /v/ and /~/. 
A second Z.P.S. decision at G331 separated /v/ and /a/ to some 
extent, /v/ having slightly larger Z. peaks. A further 
separation was made at 0341, /d/ having slightly sharper 
Z. peaks. 
The utterances entering G332 were mainly comprised of 
/p/ IV and/k/. /p/ had smaller T. peaks than /t/, while /k/ 
had wider Z. peaks than /p/ and /t/ (0332, 0343 and 0344). 
3.2.4.3. Subject U.A. (flegre 3.111". 
For this subject the ini tinl T. P. S. decision isolated /z/ .~. 
from the remainder of the sounds, and the Z.P.S. decision at 
G221 again separated out /v/ and /d/. /J/ often had wider 
Z. peaks than /v/ (0331). The few examples of fb/ with a 
separate I. peak entered 0332 and were isolated by rneans of 
their low T. P. s. values. The peaks for /l{/ were again wider 
than those of /t/ (0344). 
3.2.4.4. Subject PeD.G. (figure 3.112). 
In this case, the first decision isolated those sounds 
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with very large I. peaks (chiefly /p/ and /f/). A further 
I.P.S. decision et G322 separated /p/ from /f/. The Z.P.S. 
decision at G32l again isolated /v/ and /d/ in G331, togethel" 
with some numbers of /f/,. which generally had small Z. peaks 
for this subject. Most of these /f/ sound.s were directed to 
G354, generally having larger values of I.L.E. than /v/ and 
/0/. For this subject, /;)/ often had smaller I. peaks than 
/v/, and this was utilised in G34l. 
The sounds entering G332 were chiefly /k/, /z/ and /1/' 
and /lc/ was isolated in 0343 using the sharper rise time of 
the stop sound. /z/ and /3/ were then separated by a rr. P. S. 
decision (G344). 
3.2.5.1. Subject C. W. T. (figure 3.JJi?). 
The initial I.P.S. decision in 02 isolated most of the 
utterances of /p/ which entered this group in G222. The 
remaining Bounds were then divided by an I.P.S. decision at 
G22l, 0231 containing the majority of the utterances of /j/, 
/r/ and /w/, and G232 the majori t.Y' of /1/, /m/ and /n/. 
Successive T.P.S. and Z.P.S. decisions at G23l and 0241 
removed those remaining sounds other than the vOVlel-like 
phonemes. Successive T.P.D. and I.P.S. deciSions were then 
,.. 
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used to separate /j/lvand~v/ to some extent (G252,G261 and G262). 
The sounds entering G232 could be separat~d to a small degree 
by duration decisions (G232, G243 and G244). 
3~ 2" 5. 2. Subject 'N.A.A. (fimlre 3,114)., 
The utterances of /p/ entering G2 were again directed to 
G222, since most of' these had veI'Y high I. peaks. An I. P. D. 
decision was used at G22l to separate the vowel-like sounds. 
Those with larger I. peaks entering G232 were largelY!r/lm/and/n/. 
The majori ty of /31 and,A"{/ entered G231, with /j/ falling roughly 
equally between these groups. A Z.P.S. decision at G231 removed 
the remaining non vowel-like sounds, The 2 groups of' vowel-
like sounds entering G241 and G232 were then separated as much 
as possible. 
3.2.5.3. Subject 1,!.A. (figure 3.ll5}. 
The initial I.L.E. decision in G2 directed the majority of 
the utterances of /j(/r/an~w/ to G222, together with about 
half of the utterances of /m/and/n/. The utterances of /j/ 
were then trapped in G234 by a T. P. S. decision /j/ for this 
subject hav~ng an exceptionally large T. peak (figure 3.91). 
A T.P.D. decision at 0233 was then used to separate /~and)W/ 
from /m/and/n/ to some extent, the former having a more 
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pronounced T. cut off (see figure 3.93). The I.P.D. decision 
at G22l directed those sounds (chiefly /~anq/n/, and the 
utterances of /p/ which entered G2) with higher I. peaks to G332. 
3.2.5.4. Subject P.D.G. (figure 3.116) • 
For this subject, /m/ and /n/ again normally had the 
largest I. peaks of the eounds entering G2, and these were 
directed to G222 by an I.P.S. decision. A T.P.S. decision 
at G22l removed the non vowel-like sounds together with a few 
examples of /j/. The parameter T.P.D. was again used to 
distinguish between /j,l,;1I,N andj\v/ to some extent (0231 and 
0242) • 
!3. 2. 6. Group 5. 
o -
3.2.6.1. Subject C.VltT. (fi@re3.1l7). 
The sounds entering 05 were comprised largely of /p/, 
togethe~ with a few examples of /1;(/1'/, lv/and /5/ with 
exceptionally large I. peaks, and some vowel-Illee sounds 
.which had escaped G2. 
The initial I.P.D. decision directed most of the 
utterances of /p/ and the vowel-like sounds to G522, where 
/p/ was separated from the remainder by an I.P.S. deCiSion. 
At 0521, /~anq/~/ were distinguished from the remaining SOunds 
f"' 
by their large I L.E. values • 
• 
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IPS 
IPW P 
20 2 
W(P F 
Fig.·3.·119 Hecognition Algorithm for Subject P.D.G. 
Group 5. 
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3.2.6.2. Subject M.A. (figure 3.118). 
The vowel-like sounds entering G5 were redirected to G2 
by the initial Z.P.D. decision. These sounds generally had 
very small or absentZ. peaks, and consequently low values of 
Z.P.D. Some distinction between /p/ and the remaining sounds 
could be made using the parameter T.P.S. (G522), most of the 
utterances of /p/ terminating at 0532. 
3.2.6.3. Subject P.D.G. _lfigqre 3.119). 
Most of the utterances of /p/ arrived in 05, together with 
a few examples of /f/ and the glide /w/. /p/ was isolated in 
0522 by an I.P.S. deciSion, the I. peaks for /p/ being very 
large for this subject. /f/ancytw/ were then separated by an 
I.P.W. decision (G521), the duration of /f/ being much greater 
than that of /w/. 
, {I 
132. 
3.3 Performance of the Hecog!lition Algorithms •. 
3.31 Overall Recognition Hates. 
Figure 3.120 shows the percentage of correct ident-
ifications achiev.~d for each subject using the appropri'ate 
algorithms. These figures cover all the available data for' 
a singl~ subject. Since this was a 'forced choice' recog-
ni tion si tuation-, the recognition rates can be given-' as a 
percentage of the total number of examples presented. 
The first two columns of figure 3.120 show the pro-
portions of 'probably' and 'possibly' correct identific-
ations.(io. an instance of /t/ arriving at an~ end point 
labelled T(.K would count as a probable identification, 
while one of /k/ Vlould be a possible identification). The 
third column gives the total of probable and possible succ-
esses. The figure for the recognition rate of human list-
eners given in the fourth coltoon is derived from listening 
tests using the C.V. sounds recorded by C.W.T. Details of 
these listening tests will be found in Appendix 3. In~ 
,the .listening tests, no distinction between probable and 
possible identifications was made. 
As figure 3.120 shows, the performances of the four 
recognition algorithms for their respective subjects were 
very.similar. The total recoGnition rate of about 89% 
ViaS only a little m::.aller than that for human', listeners , 
C' 
Human' 
Probe POSSe Total Subjects 
C.W.T • 64 25.6 89.6 93.6 
. 
W.A.A. 62 •. 5 25 87.5 
M.A. 61.4 27.2 88.6 
P.D.G. 66.8- 23·7 90.5 
. 
Average 6).7 25.1. 89.05 
Fig •. 3 .120 Recognition~ Ra.tes f'or t-he Four· Algorithms 
With the Appropriate Speakers. (%) 
133. 
though the proportion of probable successes (about 64%), 
which corresponds to a forced single phoneme decision, was 
considerably below this figure. 
Both the total recognition rates and the ratio' of 
probable to possible identifications were slightly higher 
for subjects C.W.T. and P.D.G. than for W.A.A. and M.A. 
This corresponds to the observation that the visual dis-
tinctions between phonemes on the Z.T.l. diagram were 
clearer for the former speakers, and to the greater simp-
licity of their recognition algorithms. 
3.32 Effect of the Different Vowels. 
The variations in the consonant recognition rates for 
the 10 vowel phonemes used are illustrated for the four 
subjects in figures 3.121 to 3.124. The rates are plotted 
together with their Standard Deviations; the solid lines 
refer to the total recognition rates (probable + possible) 
and the dotted lines to the percentage of probable ident-
ifications. As these diagrams show, the consonant recog-
nition rates were to all intents and purposes independant 
of the following vowel. The only systematic difference 
observed was that the scores for lui (00) were generally 
below the average. This was attributed to the very low 
values of FI and F2' for lui and its exceptionally long 
duration. 
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3.33 Recognition Rates for the Individual Consonant Phonemes. 
The recognition rates for the individual consonant 
phonemes are illustrated in figures 3.125 to 3.128 in the 
same way as the vowel rates of figures 3.121 to 3.124. 
As expected, the vowel-like sounds /j/,/r/,/l/,/w./,/m/ 
and /n'; fared the worst. Though the total recognition 
rates for these phonemes were no smaller than those of 
the remaining sounds '" they generally had a much lower 
proportion of probable identifications. Since a possible 
identification for the vowel-like sounds generally corres-
ponded to identification as a vowel-like phoneme, the 
recognition rates mean that the class of vowel-like sounds 
could generally be isolated from the remainder, but it WHS 
difficult to distinguish between the individual vowel-like 
phonemes. 
There was considerable variation between subjects in 
the recognition rates for the remaining phonemes, though 
those sounds which entered Gl (chiefly /t//,/di/'/s/ and 
/J/, together with /t/,/k/,/z/ and /5/) were generally the 
, . 
" easiest to identify. These sounds had the most prominent 
Z. and T. peaks. Conversely, those sounds with small or 
variable Z. and T. peaks (especially /h/,/8/,/v/ and/cl/) 
usually had the worst recognition rates. In general" 
Unvoiced sounds were easier to id~ntify than voiced sounds. 
For subjects W.A.A. and M.A., the increa.sed difficulty 
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Fig. 3.128 Recognition Rates for Each Consonant Phone~e: Subject P.D.G. 
in ,separating the voiced stops /b/,/d/ and /g/ from the 
remaining phonemes, and in distinguishing between these 
sounds,is reflected in lower recognition rates. 
3.34 Confusion Matrices. 
135. 
Figures 3.129,to, 3.132 are confusion matrices for the 
utterances of each of the four subjects processed by the 
appropriate algorithms. The sounds presented are arranged 
horizontally and the responses vertically,. so that each 
column sum is 40. In these matrices, both probable and 
possible identifications have been treated ns correct, and 
are thus entered along the diagonal. In the few cases 
where it was impossible to associate an end point with a 
single probable phoneme, the errors have been diVided ran-
domly between the probable phonemes. The confusion matrix 
for human subjects derived from the listening tests on the 
utterances of C.W.T. (Appendix 3.) is shovm in figure 3.133 
for comparison. In this matrix, the column sum is 100. 
These confusion matrices show that'the errors made by 
the algorithms were widely scattered, and their distribution 
varied widely from subject to subject. This was partly due 
to the simple form of recognition algorithm used: binary 
threshold decisions imply that la miss is as good as a mile', 
and the use of a tree structure means that onCe an error 
has been made, the sound may fall anywhere within a large 
~- --------, 
Preserrted 
P T K F TH eH H B D G V DR J S SH Z ZH Y R L VI !Ii N L 
P 31 1 
T 38 I 1 I 1 .1 1 
K 38: 1 2 1 1 
F 32 2 1 
TH 1 3 31 1 1 2 2 1 
eH 1 38 1 1 
H 30 3 1 1 
13 1 35 1 
D 34 2 1 
G 1 1 3 3 36 
V 33 
DH 2 1 1 37 2 2 
J 1 2 1 1 2 37 1 1 
s 39 
SH 1 38 
z 1 1 1 2 1 1 34 2 1 
ZH 1 2 37 1 'I 
Y 4 1 3 1 1 33 
R 39 
L 1 3 40 
w 35 
M 39 
N 40 
Fig. 3.129 Confusion Matrix for Subjeet C.W.T. 
Presented 
p T K F TH CH H J3 D G V DH J S SH Z ZH Y R L W Iv! N 
P 34 1 
T 39 1 2 1 1 1 
K 1 35 1 2 1 1 1 
F 34 1 1 
TH 30 2 
CH 1 1 1 1 37 1 1 1 
H 1 1 3 35 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 
'B 1 2 31 1 3 2 1 
D 1 3 1 1 33 1 1 1 1 
G 1 1 34 1 1 1 1 2 
V 1 1 3 2 1 34 1 1 1 1 
DR 1 34 
J 1 1 37 3 
S 1 1 40 1 
SH 38 2 
Z 1 37! 
ZH 1 1 34 1 
Y 1 1 2 1 35 
R 2 1 1 39 1 
L 1 36 
W 34 
M 1 1 38 
N 34 
Fig. 3.1}O Confusion Matrix ~or Subject W.A.A. 
- - -------
-------_._----
Presezrted 
p T K P TH eH H B D G V DH J S SH Z ZH Y R L W 1,1 N 
P )'0 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
T 136 1 1 1 
K '. :38 1 1 1 
F 32 1 1 2 1 
TH 2 34 2 1 1 1 
eH 40 1 1 
H 1 1 33 1 1 
]3 1 2 .. 2 2 31 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 35 1 1 1 
G 1 2 1 1 1 36 1 
V 1 37 1 1 1 
DH 37 
J 36 
S 38 
SH 39 1 
Z :1 1 3a 1 
ZH 1 1 1 37 1 
Y 1 33 1 1 1 
R 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 33 1 1 1 
L 1 1 37 1 1 
W 36 
M 1 1 1 34 
N 1 1 1 1 1 37 
Fig. 3.131 Confusion Matrix For Subject M.A. 
- - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - -- ------
Eresen1;ed 
p T K F XH eH H B D G V DH .J S SH Z ZH Y R L W M N 
p 
.19 2 1 
T 37 1 1 
K 37 1 1 1 1 
F 32 1 1 2 3 2 1 
TH 35 1 1 
eH 1 39 1 
H 34 1 1 1 1 
B 
. 
1 34 1 3 2 2 1 1 
D 1 37 1 
G 1 1 32 1 1 1 
V 1 1 29 
DH 2 1 1 1 38 
J 1 1 40 1 1 1 
s 39 1 
SH 1 39 
Z 1 1 2 1 36 1 
ZH 1 1 2 34 2 1 
Y 1 1 30 1 
R 1 1 1 1 1 38 
L 1 1 1 39 2 
w 1 39 
M 35 
N 1 1 39 
Fig. 3.132 Confusion Matrix for Subject P.D.G. 
Presented 
P T K F TH CH H B D G V DB Jj S SH Z ZH Y R L W M If 
P 95 1 2 1 1 
T 100 . 1 
K 97 3 
F 85 8 1 1 
TH 10 84 4 5 
cn 1 99 4 
H 1 90 1 
B 2 1 2 91 1 1 
D 98: 1 1 
G 1 1 95 5 
V 1 4 4 86 14 
DR 1 6 1 5 78 
J 1 92 11 
S 1 98 
SH' 96 
Z 1 1 1 97 1 
ZH 3 1 3 88: 
y 1 99 
R 2 3 100 
L 98~ . 1 1 
W 1 1 100 
M 1 1 98 9 
N 1 1 1 1 90 
Fig. 3.133 Confusion Matrix Derived from Listening Tests on the Utterenees 
of Subject C.W.T. 
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number of end points. For instance, an utterance of /r/ 
by subject C.W.T. should enter G2, but if it has ani I.P.D. 
value less than or equal to 31 (say 30), it will be ' 
erroneously placed in G3 (Fig.~ 3.96). Once in G3 (Fig 3.109) 
it may be directed to one of 10 end pOints, and may be 
classified as It/,/k/,/~/,/v/'/d/,/z/ or 131. 
Figure 3.133 shows that a fair amount of scatter also, 
exists in the errors made by human listeners, but most of 
these errors belong to a small number of important con-
fusions, ~uch as /f/,/8/ and /cl/,/v/. These confusions 
often do not appear in the confusion matrices of figures 
3.129 to 3.132, but are absorbed in the' possible ident-
ifications.Figures 3.134 to 3.137 show confusion matrices 
for the four subjects in which the possible identifications 
have been treated as errors, and are classified according 
to the probable phoneme associated with the end point. 
For clarity, the 'absolute' errors shown in figures 3.129 
to 1132 are not entered, and the column sums are therefore 
equal to the corresponding diagonal entries of figures 
3.129 to 3'.132. 
,Most of the important confusions of figure 3.133 
(human listeners) are duplicated in figures 3.134 to 3.137. 
The possible identifications also included considerable 
numbers of other confusions, which vary widely between' 
subjects, but correspond to the similarities in the Z.T.I. 
""..------------ .. _---------------- - --- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
. 
P 
T. 
K 
~ 
TH 
CH 
H 
13 
D 
G 
V 
DB 
J 
S 
SH 
Z 
ZH 
Y 
R 
L 
W 
M 
N 
Preseniied 
p 
29 
T K F TH CH 1I B D G -V DR J 
1 
30 1 
4 35 
2 
2 
22 8: 
5 17 
2 
3 
2 4 
34 
3 
1 
4 
7 
12 1 
8 33 5 1 
29 
5 31 
3 1 16 
2 11 28 
3 37 
2 2 
s 
33 
---~-- - - - - - - -
SH Z ZH Y R L W M N 
212 
2 
3 
3 
9 
6 26 4 
27 10 
3 22 
26 12 4 2 
16 2 6 4 2 
5 7 277 7 10 10 
16 
4 3 1 21 ,7 
4 3 4 19 
Fig. 3.1~ Confusion Matrix &~owini the Distribution_ of Probable & Possible 
Identificatio~s for Subjeet C.W.T • 
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P T .. 
K 
]' 
TH 
CH .. 
H 
:B 
D 
G 
V 
DH 
J 
S 
SH 
Z 
ZH 
Y 
R 
L 
VI 
M 
N 
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Presennd 
p.. T x: <]' TH eR' H :B D G V DR J S SH Z ZH Y R L W M N 
1 1 20 1· 3 1 
32 4 
2 3 27 1 2 .... 
32 2 · 
13 
1 2 1 31 
4- 2 29 2 
Z 7 2 27 1 
1 3 30 
1 1 
5 4 
1: 
1 2 
1 
4 
8 2 
2 
3 . 2 
21: 1 
2 31 3 
3 24-
217 4 
2 
32 3 ;. 
34 7 
6 30. 1 1 
1 23 
3 24 
2 
19 4 8.: 2 5 5, 
11 28 8:: 7 12 11 
7 15 3 
21 
3 4 3 18 
Fig. 3.135 Confusion Matrix Showing the Di~tri~~tion of Probable & Possible 
Id~ntifications for Subject W.A.A. 
4 
14 
Presented 
.,' 
P T K F TH CH H B D G V DHJ S SH Z ZH Y R L W M N 
p 27 2 2 5, 2 3 2 7 
T 27 2 1 2 3 2 
K 4:25 2 
"P 19 6 5 2 
TH 6 27 7 2 3 
CH 6 35 3 
H 3 3 1 11 2 
B 2 2 24 7 3 
D 2 18 3 2 
G 2 2 6 28: 
V 22 16 
DR 13 21 
J 3 31 3 2 
S 21 2 
SI~ 14 34 2 3 
Z 2 2 36 6 3 
ZH 2 24 
Y 2 Z 22 
R 1 4 22 5 5 9 3 
L 6 3 22 5 2 
W 20 
M 2 6 3 15 2 
N 4 30 
Fig. 3.136 Confusion Matrix Showing the Distribution o~ Probable & Possible 
Identifications ~or Subject M.A • 
• 
Presented 
P T K F TH CH H B D G V DR J S SH Z ZH Y R L W M N 
P 37 
T 30 4 
K 3 31 
F 30 
TH 2 
CH 
H 
:B 
D 
G 
V 
DB 
J 4: 
S 
SH 
Z 
ZH 2 
Y 
R 
L 
W 2 
M 
29 
33 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 2 
2 1 
20 2 3 3 
6 30 2 7 
30 
2 7 32 
17 
2 2 5 23 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
33 2 
34 6 
5 31 
3 2 29 14 
3 18 
18 4 3 2 
2 19 4 Q 3 2 J 
8 10 18 6 8 
5 9 24 2 2 
4 2 23 3 N 4 22 
Fig. 3.137 Confusion Matrix Showing the Distribution of Probable & Possible 
Identifioations for Subject P.D.G. 
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diagrams discussed in section 3.1. For instance the voiced 
stops (/b/,/dl and Ig/) are a-ppreciably _'confused VIi thin 
themselves and with Ih/, more so in the case of Subjects 
W.A.A. and M.A. 
The possiblp. identifications for the vO'l'lel-like sounds 
are greatly confused within themselves for all subjects. 
These confusions 'hardly occur at all for human listeners, 
except between the nasals 1m! nnd In/. 
3.35- Effect of Grouping the Phonemes," 
Figure 3.138 shows the revised recognition rates of 
the four algorithms when the consonant phonemes were grouped 
into nine phoneme classes. These classes were voiced and 
voiceless stops, Fricatives and Affricatives, Glides, Nasals 
, and the variable Fricative Ih/. 
The total recognition rate was improved very little 
by this grouping, but the number of possible identifications 
was approximately halved for each subject. Confusions in 
the absolute errors remained widely scattered, vntile there 
was a general improvement in the number of probable ident-
ifications for all classes. Figures 3.139 and 3.140 are 
grouped confusion matrices for Subject C.W.T. In figure 
3.139, both probable nnd possible identifications are 
considered to be correct, while figure 3.140 shows the 
distribution of errors in the possible identifications. 
Human 
Probe Poas. Tota.1 Subjects 
C.W.T •. 713.7 12 .. 1 90.8 95 .. 6 
. 
W.A.A. 74.2 14.9 89.·1 
M.A. 74.8 15.3 90.1 
P.D.G. 81.2 10.4 91.6. 
Avorage 77.2 13.2 ' 90.4 
Fig.·3.138 Recognition\Rates with Grouping into Phoneme 
Classes. (%) 
Presented 
U •. v. U. v. U •. V •. 
stop Stop Fric. Fric •. Af!. Af!. Glide Nasal /hi 
IT .• Stop 107 4 4 2 ] 1 
V'" Stop 2 110 1 1 1 3 
U .. Frio. 1 1 144 4 2· 3 
v. Fric. 4 2 5 143 8, 1 1 
U. Af!. 1 1 38. r 
v. Aff. 4 2 1 37 2 
Glide 5 4 5 147 
Nasal 79 
/bI 3 1 1 30 
Fig. 3.·139 Confusion' Matrix with Phoneme Grouping:; 
Subject C.W.T. 
Presented 
U. V .. U. v. U .. V. 
~top Stop Fric. Fric. Aff. Aff. Glide Nasa.l /bI 
U., stop 101 7 2 2 
V .. Stop 108 1 8 
u. Fric. 130 11 
V. Fric. 1 11 121 1 7 
U. Af!. 2 3 34 
V. Atf. 2 3 3 371 3 
Gl1~e 2 130 26 
Nasal 15 51 
/h/ 12 
Fig •. 3.140 Confusion Matrix of Probable & Possible 
Identifications with Phoneme Grouping: 
Subject C.W.T. 
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3.36 Subject Dependance. 
The recognition rates achieved when the data for each 
subject was processed by each algoritlm are tabulated in 
figure 3.141. All the algorithms proved to be extremely 
sensitive to subject changes. For the three subjects 
other than the one for which each algorithm was designed, 
the total percentage of successes fell to 50-60, and the 
number of possible identifications became only slightly less 
than that of the probable identifications. Tho algorithm 
for subject C.W.T. was slightly less sensitive to subject 
changes than the others. 
The recognition rates for individual phonemes varied 
widely under these conditions, but again the vowel-like 
sounds showed the worst results, and the Gl phonemes tho 
best. The performance of the algorithms remained relatively 
insensitive to vowel changes. 
3.-37 The Reco@ition Parameters,. 
It was difficult to form a quantitative estimate of 
the relative merits of the individual recognition param-
eters. Some information can, however, be obtained by 
considering the number of decisions employing each parameter 
in the four recognition algorithms. These numbers are 
tabulated in figure 3.142. 
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The total numbem of decisions comprising the algo-
rithms for subjects C.W.T. and P.D.G. were slightly less 
-
than those for subjects W.A.A. and M.A., corresponding to 
the clearer phoneme_distinctions observed for' the former. 
The I. parameters were used less frequently for subjects 
W.A.A., and M.A., due to the greater number of sounds with 
no separate I. peak, and the general reduction in size and' 
clarity of the I. peak for these speakers. 
There was no real difference in the number of occasions 
on which each of the three functions Z., T., and I. was 
used. As expected, the most useful parameters were the 
peak heights Z.P.S., T.P.S., and I.P.S. T.P.S. was the 
most fre~nntly used parameter of nIl. The peak drops 
Z.P.D., T.P.D., andI.P.D. were used least frequently, 
though I.P.D. proved very useful in making the G3 decision, 
and T.P.D. could be used to separate the vowel-like sounds. 
O! the three duration measurements, Z.P.W. was by far 
the most fr~quently used, and I.P. vr. the least, though 
the latter measurement could not be made when there was 
no separate' I. peak. The three onset times were used 
quite frequently, and appeared to be equally useful • 
. 
The additional measurements of I.S.D. and the differ-
ence(I.P.S-I.P.D.) were used once only in each algorithm 
(except that for VI.A.A., when there was no 05), but enab-
led important sepe.rations to be made. 
Algorithm. 
C.W.T. W.A.A. M.A. P.D.G. 
Da.te. . Probe Poss .. Total Probe POSSe Tota.l Probe POSSe Total Prob.- POSSe 
C.W.T. 64 25.·6 89.6 33.7 23.3 57 32.2 23.3 55.5 32.4 
W.A.A.- 31.1 23.9 55 62.5 25 87.5 29 19.5 48.5 23.7 
. !.!.A'132. 5 25 57.5 23.9 21.8 45.7 61.4 27.2 88.6 25 
P.D.G. 34.6 32.1 67~3 29.5 28.2 57.7 27.2 26.2 53.4 66.8 
Fig • .3.14-1 Reeognition Rates Achieved by all Possible Combinations of 
Speaker & Algorithm. (%) 
27.5 
23.4 
23 
23.7 
Total 
59.9 i 
47 .. 1 
48 
90.5 
C.W.T. 
W.A.A. 
M.A. 
P .. D.G. 
Total 
All All All (:q:S 
ZPS ZPD ZPW ZLE Z 'rps TPD TPW TLE T IPS IPD I:PW Il.E I ISD rr1) Total 
6 5 . 3 14 10 2 2 2 16 9 2 2 2 15 1 ]. 41 
7 3 7 2 19 11 3 2 3 19 5 4 1 2 12 1 51 
8 3 5 4 20 12 1 3 2 18 4 3 1 4 12 1 1 52 
4 2 5 3 14 3 3 4 4 14 12 2 2 2 18 1 1 ~8 
-
25 8 22 12 67 36 9 11 11 67 30 11 6 10 57 4 3 I 
Fig. 3.142 Table Showing the Number of Deoisions Taken Using Each Recognition 
Par~eter in Each Algorithm. 
.f 
L 
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CHAPTER 4.> 
The main finding of the present study is that in the 
idealised recognition situation considered, a high degree 
of discrimination between individual consonant phonemes can 
be obtained from the Z.T.l. diagram. The level of perform-
ance achieved (Section 3.3 ), if it could be repeated in 
a more realistic situation, might suffice for the recog-
nition of these phonemes in an A.S.R. device which could 
utilise processing on higher linguistic levels to overcome 
the remaining uncertainties. In thj.s chapter, the results 
obtained are discussed and 8.n attempt is mado to assess the 
difficulties involved in extending the work to cover pract-
ical recognition tasks. 
4 .. 1. Consonant Peaks on the Z.T.I. Diagram. 
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attributed to changes in the relative proportions of voiced 
and voiceless modulation within the individual phoneme 
(Section 3.1.15 ). 
The appearance of the consonant peaks generally tallied 
quite well with the predictions made in Section 1.4. The 
unusual behaviour observed in some cases (eg. The abnorm-
ally large I. peaks for /1'/ (Section 3·11) and the high 
I.S.D. values for /f/ (Section 3.1.9 ) ) could be explained. 
with reference to the sonagrams and waveforms of these sounds. 
The use of isolated C.V. syllables reduced the seg-
mentation problem to that of finding the boundary between' 
consonant and vowel. These boundaries could readily be 
picked out by eye in most cases, and {t was generally poss-
ible to associate the boundary with a local minimum position 
on each trace. An algorithm was developed (Section 2.1.6) 
to perform this segmentation on each truce indepcndantlYt 
since the apparent boundary positions could differ between 
the three traces. Sometimes, however, no satisfactory 
minimum could be found (eg. Figure 3.20 ), and on other 
occasions the existence of more than one possible boundary 
position (eg. Fig 3.56) necessitated manual correction wi th1 
reference to the other traces. The latter effect oceured 
most frequently on the T. trace. The lack of a more effic-
ient segmentation algorithm was the main obstacle.preventing 
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full automation of the parameter extraction process. 
Though adequate for the purposes of the present- study, 
the association of the consonant- vovrel boundary with a 
local minimum was not always viable, and this approach to 
segmentation would probably be of little use in the treat-
ment of connected speech. The segmentation algorithms app-
eared to function better for subjects C.Y/.T. and P.D.G. t 
whose pronunciation of the C.V. sounds VIas slower and 
somewhat more deliberate thEm that of subjects W.A.A •.. and 
M.A. The work of Reddy(46) he,s shown that successful 
speech segmentation is possible using :intensity and zero-
crossing measurements. 
For the majority of the C.V. sounds processed, distinct 
consonant peaks could be identified on all: three traces. 
Instances where the consonant peak was indistinct or absent 
were most common on the I. trace (about 201~ of all the 
sounds considered), and;~lso--occured on the Z. trace (less 
than 5%). A separate consonant peak was almost invariably 
present on the T. trace. The absence of consonant peaks 
was attributed to a smooth transition between consonant und 
vowel (as in the case of the I. truce· for the voiced stopa 
t section 3.1. 4 ), or to an exceptionally low value for the 
consonant sound on the relevant trace (eg. the Z.trace for 
Iv/ and I dl t section 3.1. 11) t or to a combinati'on of these 
factors. r 
The sharpness of the transitions between consonant and 
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vowel on the Z.T.I. diagre.m was also dependant on the 
choice of the sampling time, t c ' and the number of pOints, n 
, constituting the time window used in the smoothing 
process (Section 2.12). This dependance was greatost orr' 
the I. trace. The values of tc and n were fixed by visual 
inspection of the Z.T.I. diagrams for utterances by C.W.T. 
The increased proportion of consonant sounds showing no 
I. peaks for subjects VI.A.A. and M.A. may thus be partially 
due to inappropriate values of tc B.nd n, thO;lgh the size of 
the I. peaks was gener~11y reduced for these subjects 
(Section 3.1.11.2) 
The 'crests' seen on the I. trace for vowel- like 
sounds proved extremely useful for the recognition of this 
group of phonemes, though they did not' generally identify 
the boundary between consonant and vowel (Section 3.1.19). 
Variatiom in the peak amplitude between glottal pGriods 
, corresponding t,o the crests, were observed in the' raw 
speech waveforms for these sounds (see Fieure 3.87). The' 
low value of tc (6.4ms., often shorter than the glottal 
period) could have Ii ttle effect on the appea.rancc of the 
crests, due to the short- time smoothing process used 
subsequently. 
The many factors which contribute to the extreme 
variability seen inthc sonagrams of consonant phonemes 
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also have a marked influence on the Z.T.I. diagram. Thus 
changes in stress, pitch, formant structure, context, dur-
ation and the like all effected the appearance of the Z.T.I. 
dia.grams, and distinctly different types of consonant peaks 
were sometimes obtained for" different utterances of" the 
same phoneme by the same speaker. It was therefore necess-
ary to introduce multipls end pOints in the recognition 
algorithms. These factors, however, seemed to have a less 
radical effect on the Z.T.I. diagram than on tho sonagram, 
at least for a single speaker. This is exemplified by the 
independance of the recognition algorithms to the vowel 
following the consonant. 
The effect of stress, duration,. formant changes etc. 
was far more pronounced between speakers, and since no att-
empt vIas made to compensate for these changes in the meas-
urementof the recognition parameters it was hardly supris-
ing that the speaker dependance of the algori t"hms was so 
great. These difficulties would, of course, be compounded 
in a. general recognition si tue,tion, where consonants utter-
ed in"the central and final pOSitions would also have to 
be considered. It would then be advisable to incorporate 
some form of normalisation to minimiAe these perturbations, 
if a satisfactory means of doing this could be found. Dur~ 
ation measurements could, for instance, be adjusted accord-
ing to a running phonemiC or syllabic ",rat e measurement. 
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Spectral features such as formants and energy fills,_ 
which can be distinguished independantly in the sonagrarn, 
merge in a complex way in the Z.T.I. diagram, though the 
Z. trace remains most influenced by Fl and the T trace by 
the higher formants. The success of the present study 
ShOV1S tha.t this need not necessarily be a disadvRntr-tee. The 
way in which spectrally independant features interact to 
produce consonant peaks on the Z.T.I. diagram can give a 
useful representation for recognition purposes (eg. the 
Z.T.I. diagrams for /z/, Section 3.1.15). 
4.2 Recognition Parameters. 
The three functions Zt~ and I. seemed to be of equal 
importance for consonant recognition. Parameters derived 
from the I. trace were used more frequently in the earlier 
stages of the recognition algorithms, particulnrily in the 
Group Allocation routines. Simila.r measurements were used 
by Reddy(46) to obta~n a broad phoneme classification. 
The consonant peak size parameters (Z.P.S, T.P.S., ane': 
I.P.S.) were determined from the maximum height attained 
on each trace during the consonant portion of the sound. 
Other workers, notably Lavington(31) have used measurement 
of Zero Crossing Rate etc •. avernged over the duration of 
the phoneme. The peak picking approach introduces more r 
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variability in the measurement, but seems to enable finer' 
discrimination between the phonemes. One reason for this 
is that in many cases the consonant peales were quite sharp, 
and no 'steady- state' position was reached. When this 
occurs, the maximwn height of the trace is probably more 
directly related to the c~aracter1stic articulator config-
... 
uration,for the consonant phoneme than is the average 
height of the trace. 
The peale size parameters were expressed as a percent:-
age of the maximum height of the following vowel. (Section' I. 3). 
On the Z~ and T. traces, this procedure decreased the spread 
in the peak size values for those phonemes which are strong-
ly context dependant', but increased the spread for the 
remaining phonemes. In connected speech, this simple 'form 
of normalisation Vlould be impractical, but- some adjustment 
of Z.P.S. and T.P.S. values according to running Fl and F2 
measurements would be valuable. The present method of 
normalisation is very sensitive to pitch changes, espec-
ially on the Z. trace, and this greatly reduced the value 
of the Z.P.S. measurement for subject W.A.A.(Section 3.1.17). 
The 'peak drop' parameters proved to be of relatively 
little uee, though high I.P.D. values served to distinguish 
the 'crests' on the I. trace, and T.P.D. could be used to 
distinguish between the vowel- like phonemes to some extent. 
It is thought, however, that some measurement of the 
"', " . 
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abruptness of the change from consonant to vowel would be 
of advantage. The peak drop measurements could be imp-
roved by normalising by the consonant height rather than 
the vowel height, though it may not always be possible to 
associate the consonant- vowel boundary with a minimum 
position on the trace. 'Trailing- edge' duration' or slope 
measures may be a more satisfactory approach. 
The duration parameters (Z.P. W., T'.P. W., I.P. W.) 
played a most important role in the recognition algoritlms. 
These measurements proved t~o be very speaker dependant 
(compare figures 3.55 and 3.56), and some normalisation 
according to the speed of the speech would be essential im 
any extension of the method. For a single speaker, Z.P.W. 
seemed to be the most stable measurement, and this param-, 
eter was used most frequently in the recognition algorithms 
. (Section 3.3.7). On the I. trace, the duration estimate 
was handicapped by indistinct consonant peaks, while 
T.P.W. suffered from ambiguities in the positioning of the 
consonant- vowel boundary on the T. trace. Sonagrams of' 
C.V. syllables (eg. Figures 1.4 and 1.7) show more abrupt 
changes in the Fl region between consonant and vowel, 
leading to improved clarity of the phoneme transition on the 
Z. trace. 
, 
The time-to-rise parameters (Z.L.E., T.L.E., und I.L.E.) 
were also of great value for consonant recognltlorr. The 
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L.E. values could probably be stabilised between speakers 
by a normalisation procedure similar to that suggested for 
the duration measurements. The three L.E. parameters 
appeared to. possess an approciable; degree of independance, 
though it might be possible to discard one of these param-
eters without ill effect. The sharpness of the onset of 
the consonant sound could also be estimated from the slope 
of the trace prior to the consonant maximum. 
Tho.measurement of I.S.D. served to identify those 
consonants with a very low overall energy level for at lest 
some portion of the utterance. This could be done more 
elegantly using the average value of the I. trace prior 
to the consonant peak. 
Apart from the peak drop and I.S.D. measurements, all 
the recognition parameters could be extracted from connected 
speech, provided the consonant segment could first be 
isolated. With the present parameter set, however, little 
information is available in cases where no ~onsonant peak 
can be found. The incidence of these cases must increase 
in connected speech, when pronunciation-is less clear, 
and it would probably be necessary to resort to measure-
ments of the average value o.f each trace , and possibly 
the standard deviation of this averago, after the manner 
of Reddy(46). For stop sounds, the partial silence of the 
stop,Gap is an additional cue which was not' used in· this 
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study, but could be identified on the I. trace in connected 
speech. 
4.3 Recognition Algorithms (Section 3.2) 
Binary Threshold Decision-Trees were used solely 
because of the ease with which they can be constructed and 
altered 'to fit new data. With multiple end points for a. 
single pattern category, all the possible rectangular div-
isions of the parameter space could be implemented. 
The great disadvantage of this type of recognition 
algorithm is the 'hit or miss' nature of the sequential 
threshold decisions. The introduction of 'probable' and 
'possible' identific~tion"categories partially compensated 
for this, in giving a better picture of the true capabil-
ities of the parameter set. N~vertheless, the sensitivity 
of the algorithms to numerically small variations in the 
para.meter values was .douptless partially responsible for 
the extreme speaker dependance. This is evidenced by the 
greatly increased proportion of possible identifications 
when the speaker was changed'See Figure 3.141) 
Ideally, the output of the phoneme recogniser should 
consist of an estimate of the relative probabilities that 
each phoneme has been spoken, which could then be utilised 
on the next recognition level. The pho~eme recognition 
algorithm should also be capable of being adjusted by 
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feedback from other levels. There are many possible 
approaches to the construction of such an algorithm, which 
need not be described here. While decisions taken- in 
sequence may not be the best method, the tree structure could 
be retained by a scheme of the following kind. On entering 
the tree,- a number of 'marks' could be allocated, say 100, 
which would then be distributed at each succeeding decision 
node in accordance with rules dependant on distance from 
the threshold. Thus at the first node, a 'strength' of 70 
marks might be a.lloted to. the left hand path, and 30 to the 
right hand path. On the left hand path, the next decision 
might divide the 70 marks into 50 and 20, and so on. The 
number of marks collected at each end point would rep-
resent the phoneme probabilities. Such a scheme would to 
some degree retain the ease of adjustment of the simple 
recognition tree. 
The Group decision sequence (Section 3.2.1) was sim-
ilar for all four recognition algoritluns, except thnt for 
subject W.A.A.,when T.P.S. was used for the Gl decision ~:; ~ 
rather than Z.p.S.,and there was no G5. Otherwise, the 
same parameters were used in the group allocation, though 
threshold values varied a eood deal. The group separation 
corresponded only partially to separation of the phoneme 
classes(eg. Both the unvoiced stops /t/ and /k/, and the 
voiced· fricatives /v/ and /0/ commonly entered G3). 
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Many parallels between the four algorithms could also 
be seen within the groups (Section 3.2.2). Whilethe 
phoneme separation was generally performed according to the 
same principles, there were wide differences in parameters, 
threshold values, and the order in which the decisions were 
taken. The most important cues used to identify each 
phoneme are summarised below. 
Stops. 
Short duration, Sharp peaks with low L.E. values. 
Voiceless Stop~. Distinct I. peaks. 
LBL Exceptionally large I. peaks. 
Smaller Z. and T. peaks than /t/ or/k/. 
LiL Very high T. peaks, often large Z. peaks. 
LJsL Z. peaks again prominent, T. peaks smaller 
than for /t/. 
Often longer duration than other voiceless stops. 
VOiced stop~. No I. peak. 
!Jd. Smallest T. peaks for voiced stops. 
Often longer duration and rise time. 
L2L High T. peaks. 
~ T. peako of intermediate height. 
Very short rise time. 
Fricatives. 
Longer duration and rise time~ 
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LhL No I. peak. 
Small Z. and T. peaks. 
Duration and rise time greater than for voiced 
stops. 
Sometimes large I.S.D. value. 
Voiceless Fricatives. Distinct I. peaks, I.P.S. and 
I.P.D. smaller than for-voiced fricatives. 
LiL Often high I.S.D. value. Sometimes no I. peak. 
Size of peaIcs variable, but very long duration 
and gradual rise to maximum. 
LQL Often high I.S.D., sometimes no I. peak 
Small Z. peaks, long duration. 
!..EL Massive Z. and T. peaks, small I. peaks, large 
I.L.E. values. 
T.P.S. larger than for If I. 
!lL Similar to lsi, but smaller T. pealcs. 
Voiced Fricatives. I.?S. larger than for voiceless 
fricatives. 
Iv! and L~/. Very small Z. peaks. 
~ Z. peaks variable, but massive T. peaks, T.P.S. 
very high. 
LJL Similar to /z/, with lower T.P.S. values. 
Affricatives. 
Duration longer than for Stops, shorter than 
for Fricatives. L.E. shorter than for Fricatives. 
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L!LL Distinct I. peaks, very high Z. and T. peaks. 
~ No I. peaks, high Z. and T. peaks. 
Vowel": Like Sounds. 
'Crests' give higher I.BS. and I.P.D. values thnn 
for other sounds(except Ip/). 
Small:value of (I.P.S •. -loP.D.). 
Nasals (/m/, In/) often have larger I.BS. values than 
Glides. 
Ijl sometimes has large T. peaks. 
T.P.D. values give some distinction between vowel-like 
sounds. 
4.4 Performance of the Algorithms. (See Section 3.3) 
The overall recognition scores for.· the four nlgorithms 
with the appropriate speakers were very similar indeed •. 
Including possible identifications, about 90% of the 
consonants were identified correctly, 65~~ being probable 
identifications (Section 3.3.1). These figures include those 
for the vowel-like sounds, for which the method was gener-
ally unsuitable. The formant transitions which are imp-
ortant for the perception of vowel-like sounds (21) are 
not well represented on the Z.T.I. diagra.m, and what little 
distinction could be made between the glides was mainly 
based on the initial articulator position prior to ~ 
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the start of formant movement. This position is rarely 
held for any l~ngth of time in continuous speech. Exclud-
ing the performance figures for the vowel-like sounds, 
probable identifications rose to 70-75%, and would 
undoubtedly rise still further if the vowel-like sounds 
were not considered in the formulation of the algorithm. 
Satisfactory means were found for identifying most 
of the stop, Fricative and Affricative phonems. Of these, 
the most difficult to recognise were those which showed 
small or indistinct peaks on the Z.T.I. diagram, and 
those for which the form of the peaks was most variable 
(eg. Ih/, If/, /$/, /v/ and /d/). The problem of isolating 
these sounds is expected to become more pronounced in conn-
ected speech, and more recognition parameters may be needed. 
The' performance of the algorithms was not dependant 
on the vowel phoneme in the C.V. sound (Section 3.3.2). 
This is a great advantage, since in order to 'read' sona-
grams, even of isolated syllables, it is.often necessary to 
resort to. using the effect of the consonant sound on the 
vowel. 
The strong speaker dependance of the recognition 
algorithms was exaggerated by tho lack of normalisation 
of the recognition parameters, and by the type of algo-
rithm used. While it should be possible to reduce the 
speaker dependance in later a.pplications, a 'tune-in' 
routine to adjust the recogniser to a new speaker will 
probably remaiu a necessity. 
4.5 Conclusions. 
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The consonant recognition scheme described has the 
great advantage of speed. As no involved computations 
were performed, thetimc taken in actual processing by the 
computer VIas very small, about lOOms. for each C.V. syll-
able. The overall time taken was increased by the nec-
essity of transfering data in and out of the small com-
puter store, and by the use of manual corrections and 
associated displays. The need for manual intervention 
could probably be eliminated by more careful design of 
the segmentation and parameter extraction routines, and 
~iven a larger store, real time operation seems a poss-
ibility. 
]'rom the worlt on isolated C. V. sounds, it appears that 
the recognition of Stop, Fricative and Affricative phonemes 
can be performed adequately without reference to spectral 
data. The difficulties of extending this approach to deal 
with more realistic recognition tasks are manifold, but 
appear to be no more severe than those encountered in 
spectral recognition devices. 
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!ppendix 1. 
MI1@etic Recording and Other Equipment". 
The C.V. sounds were recorded ona Truvox R42 model 
tape recorder. The record/replay frequency response of 
this machine had previously been measured by Underwood(55). 
The response at a ta.pe speed of 7t" per second is shown in 
figure Al.l nnd is substantially flat from 150Hz. to 6KHz. 
The microphone used was a Reslo Studio Ribbon type 
S.ll.I.L, with a flat frequency response from 30Hz. tOI20KHz. 
The measured signal-to-noise ration of the microphone and 
tape recorder was 49db. 
A Hevox G36 stereo tape recorder was used in the list-
ening tests. Sonagrams were recorded with a Kay model H 
Sonagraph, and speech waveforms with an S.E. Laboratories 
type 3006 U-V recorder. 
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Fig. Al.1 Frequency Response of Tape Recorder. 
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!ppendix 2. 
The Computer Installation. 
The computer,used was a Digital Equi'pment Corporation 
P.D.P. B. This small, high speed machine had a 12 bit: word 
length and BK of store. The cycle time of the p.D,PI8' was 
1.5f~. The additional Extended Arithmetic Element (Type 182) 
greatly -simplified the computation of recognition para.meters. 
Paper tape input and output devices consisted of an: 
A.S.R.33 Teletype (10 characters/second reading and writing 
speed), a high speed rea.der (Type 750c) and a high speed 
punch (Type 75E). The reading and writing speeds of the 
high speed reader. and punch were 69 characters/second. 
The tape recorder wa,s connected to a Digital Type 13BE 
Ana1ogue-to-Digital converter. A Multiplexar Type 139E was 
available, but only one A. to D. channel was used in this 
work. The conversion time of the A. to D. converter, at 
the 9bits accuracy used, was l3.5rs. An additional 12bit 
I.O. register was also available. 
Magnetic Tape data storage facilities comprised two 
Dec Tape (Type 55) units.. Both units could be used by the 
same program, though not simultaneously. 
The cathode ray tube display used was a Digital 
Programmed Euffer Display type 338. The display logic 
functioned asynchronously with that of the computer, and 
the 338 obtained information from the P.D.P.8 by means of 
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a data break cycle. The display could be modified by means 
of a light pen, or by a bank of 12 push buttons. The light 
pen facility was not used in this study. 
A Digital-to-Analogue converter designed by A.W. Wright 
was used in the listening tests. 
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Appendix 3. 
Consonant Listening Tests. 
The aim of these listening tests was to get Borne idea 
af human performance in a consonant recognition task as 
close as possible to that of the machine recognition sit-
uation. 
Experiments on the intelligibility of consonant phon-
emes . in C.V.- syllables were performed by Miller and Nicely 
(39). In this study, the experimental conditions differed 
in several aspects from those of the present work:-
a) Only 16 consonant phonemes were spoken. Oftha 
23 consonants considered in the present study,- /tS'!, /h/, 
/dJ/, /j/,. /r/" /1/ and /w/ were omitted. 
b) Only one vowol, /a/,. was used. 
c) All spealcers and listeners were American Females. 
d) One of the aims of Miller and Nicely's work was 
to investigate the effect of noise on consonant recognition. 
The signal-to-noise ratio was therefore varied, the highest 
value being +12db. The ratio used in the present work was 
+ 49db. 
In view of these differences, it was decided to perform 
a short series of listening tests. Facilities for con-
ducting such tests under. the control of the P.D.F.8 com-
puter were available within the department. These facil-
ities are described by Ainsworth and :Millar(2 ,3 ). 
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Twelve switch boxes, each having twelve binary switches, 
corresponding t·o the l2bit word of the P.D.P.B, could be 
scanned automatically and their contents read into the 
computer by means of the I.O. register (See Appendix 2.) •. 
To cover the 23 consonant phonemes, each listener was pro-
vided with two switch boxes., 
The data comprised two utterances by Subject C.W.T. of 
each consonant phoneme with each of 10 vowel phqnemcs, or 
one half of the utterances recorded for this subject(See 
Section 1.1). These sounds were re-recorded in random 
order on one track of a stereo Revox tape recorder. The 
second track carried a series of timing pulses indicating 
the termination of each C.V. syllable. This track was 
monitored by the P.D.P.8 through the A.to D. converter~ 
TheP.D.P.8 VIas able to stop and start the tape recorder 
by means of signals from the D.to A. converter connected to 
the tape recorder remote control socket. 
The data was divided into five parts, each dealing 
wi th two vovrcl phonemes. These were run as five separate 
listening tests over a period of a few weeks. The duration 
of each test was about 20 minutes. 
A panel of five listeners (three male and two female) 
was::used throughout. All the listeners were familiar with 
the speech of C.W.T., and one had previous experience in 
• 
listening to isolated C.V •. sounds. A 'forced choice' 
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situation was implemented, since the recognition algorithms 
operated in this manner. The following instructions were 
recorded by C.W.T. and played before the start of each 
listening test in order to familiarise the listeners with 
the speaker: 
liThe object of this experiment is to investigate the 
perception of consonant sounds in consonant-vowel syllables. 
The sounds which you are about to hear have been produced 
by my voice and are recorded on tape. The experiment is 
controlled by a digital computer which will stop and start 
the tape and record your responses to each sound. 
Each subject has two switch boxes in front of him, and 
the 23 consonants used each correspond to a single switch. 
The most left hand switch on your left hand switch box is 
not used •. 
Each sound consists of a consonant followed by a vowel. 
For instance with the vowel /'l/, as in I-mAD, the sounds are 
as follows, reading from right to left on your boxes:-
/pt/ 
/t'!:/ 
(etc. ) 
When you have identifiea the consonant, please press 
the appropriate switch. This is a forced choice experiment 
ie. there 1s no 'don't know' switch. If you are in doubt 
about any sound t pick the • closest·. You may assume .that 
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all the sounds are equally likely to occur at any stage in 
the experiment. 
During the period of waiting for the responses to be 
made, the light on the central control box will flash slow-
lyon and off, as it is doing now. When everyone has press-
ed a switch, the light will begin to flash quickly. When, 
this occurs, please return your switch to its original 
position. ~r/hen everyone has done this the next sound will 
be played. Thank you." 
The task of choosing between 23 categories was quite 
demanding, and learning effects were observed in tho first 
listening test, when the response rate of the listeners 
was initially very slow. For this reason,_ the results of 
the first experiment were discarded, and the experiment was 
repeated at a later date., Because of the complexity of the 
task, no attempt was made to incorporate 'probable' and 
'possible' identifications by allowing alternative switches 
to be pressed. It is thought that such a scheme would 
eliminate many of the errors made. 
The results of these listening tests given in Figures 
3.120, 3.133 and 3.138 are pooled over all listeners and 
all vowels.. For compari son with Figure 3.133" the 
confusion matrix given by Miller and Nicely for a signal-
to-noise ratio of 12db. is given in figure A3.1. The 
slightly lower overall recognition rate for the latter 
16) • 
experiment was probably due to the lower signal-to-noise 
ratio. The distribution of confusions differed widely 
between the two experiments, no doubt partly due to the 
different experimental conditions. Insufficient data was 
available from the present listening tests to draw any 
conclusions regarding these confusions. 
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